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by Billboard. UK Soul Singles b) Blue" A Rout. CB Disco Chart complied front 
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OE NINO ES 
1 1 Al) YOU WIN AGAIN. Hot Chocolate 

2 2 SHOW YOU THE WAY TOGO. The Jackson. 

3 3 FANFARE FOR THE COMMON MAN. Emerson Lathe & Palmer 
4 S BABY DONT CHANGE YOUR MIND. Gladys Kmitht& The Pips 
S 14 MA BARER. Remy M 

6 9 SAM OlIvia Newton John 

7 4 LUCILLE. Kenny Roprs 

10 PEACHES GO BUDDY GO. The Strangers 

9 6 YOU'RE MOVING OUT TODAY. Carole Bayer Sager 

10 7 A STAR IS BORN (EVERGREEN). Barbra Streisand 
11 21 DO WHAT YOU WANNA DO. T Connection 

12 16 GONNA GET NEXT TOME. Bo Kirkland Ruth Davis 

13 8 TELEPHONE LINE, Electric Light Orchestra 

14 20 OH LORI, Meal 
15 - I FEEL LOVE. Donna Summer 

16 11 HALFWAY DOWN THE STAIRS. Muppets 

17 18 TOO HOT TO HANDLE SLIP YOUR DISC TO THIS. Heshvan. 
18 24 SLOW DOWN. John Miles 

19 12 GOD SAVE THE QUEEN. Sea PIM. 
20 22 FEEL THE NEED. Detroit Emeralds 

21 25 I CAN PROVE IT. Tony Warta 

22 40 ONE STEP AWAY. Tavares 

23 26 EXODUS. Bob Mae & The Wailer 

24 17 GOOD OLD FASHIONED LOVERBOY. Queen 

25 - ANGELO. Brotherhood of Man 

26 44 I JUST WANNA BE YOUR EVERYTHING. Andy Gibb 

27 13 I DON'T WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT Rod Smart 

28 43 EASY. Commodores 

29 37 GIVE A LITTLE BIT. Supertrarnp 

30 38 WE'RE ALL ALONE, Rita Coolidge 

31 41 CENTRE CITY, Fat Larry's Band 

32 39 FARMER BILL'S COWMAN. The Worm. 

33 46 I KNEW THE BRIDE Dave Edmunds 

34 28 NATURE BOY. George Benson 

35 IN LIDO SHUFFLE. Bat Sage 

36 29 COME WITH ME, /ease Green 

37 47 GOOD GOLLY MISS MOLLY/ RIP IT UP. Little Richard 

38 31 BE GOOD TO YOURSELF. Frank. Miler 

39 27 THE SHUFFLE. Von McCoy 

40 23 GOT TO GIVE IT UP Mary. Gays 

II ANYTHING THAT S ROCK AND ROLL. Tom Petty 

42 - STRAWBERRY LETTER 23. Brothers Johnson 

43 50 UNDERCOVER ANGEL. Alan OIMY 

44 49 OLD SCHOOL YARD Cat Stevens 

45 - PRETTY VACANT Ss. Pistols 

- DREAMS. Fleetwood Mac 

47 19 SPOT THE PIGEON. Gene* 
48 - THREE RING CIRCUS Barry Biggs 

- THE CRUNCH The Rah Band 

80 - HEAVER (MIME 7Th FLOOR Pool Nkhalas 

DONNA SUMMER straight in at Yin I 

Rate 

Epic 

Atlantic 

Buddah 

Atlantic 

EMI 

Unit. Artists 

United Artists 

Electra 

CBS 

TX 

EMI 

Jet 

A& M 

GTO 

Pre 

GTO 

Dacca 

Virgin 

Atlantic 

GTO 

Capitol 

Island 

EMI 

Pyre 

RSO 

RWA 

Motown 

Al At 

A6 M 

Atlantic 

EMI 

Swanson' 

Warner Bros 

CBS 

EMI 

Creole 

Chrysalis 

M 

/.3 

Shelby 

A& M 

Atlantic 

Island 

Virgin 

Warner Brother. 

Dynarnk 

Geed Earth 

1 2 UNDERCOVER ANGEL Alan O'Day Pacific 
2 4 DA DOO RON RON Shaun Cassidy Warner/Curb 
3 5 LOOKS LIKE WE MADE IT, Barry Mama. AM. 
4 1 GONNA FLY NOW (Thane From "Rocky"). Bill Conti United Artists 
5 7 I JUST WANT TO BE YOUR EVERYTHING. Andy GIbb RSO 
6 3 GOT TO GIVE IT UP Pt. 1, Marvin Gaya Tama 
7 II ANGEL IN YOUR ARMS. Hut Big Tree 
8 9 JET AIRLINER, Steve Mixer Band Capitol 

9 

Jimmy MARGARITAVIL LE. my Buffett ABC 
-Ne...". le 10 12 MY HEART BELONGS TO ME. Barbra Streisand Columba 

11 IS I'M IN YOU. Paler Frampton A& M 

12 13 DO YOU WANNA MAKE LOVE. Peter McCann 20th Century 
13 6 DREAMS, Fleetwood Mac Warner Bros 
14 30 BEST OF MY LOVE. Emotion. Columbia 
15 18 HIGHER AND HIGHER, Rita Wilds* MM 
16 20 WHATCHA GONNA DOT, Pablo Cruise MM 
17 22 YOU AND ME. Alice Cooper Warn. Bros 
18 19 HIGH SCHOOL DANCE. Severs Capitol 
19 24 KNOWING ME. KNOWING YOU. Abba Atlantic 
20 21 LOVE'S GROWN DEEP, Kenny Nolan 20th Century 
21 11 LIFE IN THE FAST LANE. Eagles Asylum 
22 26 YOU MADE ME BEUEVE IN MAGIC, Bay City Rollers Arista 
23 14 FEELS LIKE THE FIRST TIME, Foreigner Mantic 
24 27 YOU RE MY WORLD. Helen Reddy Capitol 
25 17 LUCILLE. Kenny Rogan United Artiste 
26 31 ITS SAD TO BELONG. England Dan & John Ford Coley Big Tree 

27 28 LUCKENBACH. TEXAS Waylon inning. RCA 

75 32 EASY. Commodores Motown 

29 29 I'M YOUR BOOGIE MAN. KC 6 The Sunshine Band TX 

30 /4 BARRACUDA Heart Portion CBS 

31 16 LONELY BOY, Andrew Gold Asylum 

32 23 HEARD IT IN A LOVE SONG, Marshall Tuck. Band Capricorn 

33 37 JUST A SONG BEFORE I GO, Crosby. Stills 6 Nash Atlantic 

34 35 TELEPHONE MAN. Men Wilson GRT 

35 39 GIVE A LITTLE BIT, SupertramO Ad M 

36 40 THE KILLING OF GEORGIE Rod Stewart Warn*, Bros. 

37 25 SIR DUKE. Were Wonder Tama 

38 41 DEVIL'S GUN, C. J & Co Westbound 

39 45 TELEPHONE LINE Electric ught Orchestra United Artists Jet 

40 50 HANDY MAN, lames TAM, Columba 

41 47 ARIEL Dean Friedman Ure.ng 
42 42 NEON KITES. Atlanta Rhythm Section Polyclo, 

43 43 I DONT LOVE YOU ANYMORE. Teddy Panderers. Philadelphia 

44 49 WAY DOWN flats Prim. RCA 

firs - SMOKE FROM A DISTANT FIRE. Sanford Townsend Band Warner Bros 

46 33 SLOW DANCIN' DONT TURN ME ON Alcinous Brothers Budd. 
47 - BLACK BETTY Rani Lm Epic 

SUPERMAN. Cell Bee & The Baba Bunch A.. 
CasabIancA 

Elea. 
HERE COMES SUMMER. Wildfire 

SO 44 AMARILLO. Nal Sada. 

5 Years Alp (8 July. 721 
1 PUPPY LOVE, 
2 ROCK AND ROLL, Part 2 
3 TAKE ME BAK ONE. 
4 LITTLE WILLIE 
5 VINCENT. 
6 CIRCLES 
7 ROCIIIN 'ROBIN 
8 CON WAKKA DOO - WAKKA DAY. 
9 AN AMERICAN TRILOGY, 

10 CALIFORNIA MAN. 

10 Years Ago. July. 671 
1 A WHITER SHADE OF PALE. 
2 THERE GOES MY EVERYTHING 
3 ALTERNATE TITLE 
4 SHE DRAINER BE WITH ME, 
5 CARRIE ANNE. 
6 IT MUST BE HIM. 
7 OKAY. 
8 PAPER SUN. 
9 GROOVIN' 

10 IF I WERE A RICH MAN. 

Donny Osmond 
Gary Glitter 

Slade 
The Sweet 

Don MacLean 
New beam 

Michael Jackson 
Glib.? 0 WWI, 

Orts Presley 
The Move 

Pram! Hymn 
Engelbert 14umwo Oink 

The Monli.. 
The Turtlas 
The Hollis. 
Vial Carr 

Dave Dee. Dory, Beaky. Mick & Tlch 
Trait 

The Young Rascals 
Tema 

15 Years Ago (14 Jay. K2) 
1 I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU. 
2 COME OUTSIDE, 
3 A PICTURE Of YOU, 
4 GOOD LUCK CHARM, 
5 GIANT COME LATELY. 
6 I'M LOOKING OUT THE WINDOW 
7 HERE COMES THAT FEELING. 
B ENGLISH COUNTRY GARDEN, 
9 AIN'T THAT FUNNY, 

10 YES MY DARLING DAUGHTER. 

Ray Charles 
Mike Same 
Joe Brown 

Elva Presley 
Bow Mend 
alb Richard 
Brenda Lee 

Jimmy Rodgers 
Jimmy Just). 
Era* Germ 

1 1 SHOW YOU THE WAY TOGO, Jackson. 
2 6 SO YOU WIN AGAIN. Hot Chocolate 
3 3 DO WHAT YOU WANNA DO. T - Connection 
4 S BABY DONT CHANGE YOUR MIND. Gladys Knight 
5 8 I CAN PROVE IT, Tony Vona 
6 2 AINT GONNA BUMP NO MORE. Joe Ter 
7 7 GOT TO GIVE IT UP. Marvin Gaye 
8 14 MA BARER. Baby M 
9 9 YOU'RE GONNA GET NEXT TO ME. Ruth Dials 

10 13 FEEL THE NEED. Detroit Emeralds 
11 4 SLOWDOWN. John Mlles 
12 10 UPTOWN FESTIVAL Shalom, 
13 15 I FEEL LOVE. Donna Summer 
14 II THE CRUNCH. Rah Band - DEVILSGUN, CJ & Co 
16 - DISCO INFERNO. Tram,. 
17 - EXODUS, Bob Marley 
18 12 THE SHUFFLE. V. McCoy 
19 19 TOO HOT TO HANDLE, Hoary.. 
20 17 CENTRE CITY, Fat Larry, Band 

Epic 
Rd. 
TK 

Buddah 
GTO 
CBS 

H& L 
Mantic 

EMI 
Atlantic 
Dem 

RCA 
GTO 

Grad Earth 
Mantic 
Atlantic 

Island 
H6 L 
GTO 

WMOT 

UPS Disco lop 20 
1I FEEL LOVE Donna Summer Casablanca 

2 DEVIL'S GUN. C J L Company Westbound 
3 I FOUND LOVE /ACCIDENTAL LOVER, Love it Kisses Casablanca 
4 MAGIC BIRD OF FIRE, Salsoul Orcheatya Sinful 
5 THE WAY YOU DO THE THINGS YOU DO, F., TK 
6 CERRONE'S PARADISE, Lemma Maniple. (LP import) 
7 GET ON THE FUNK TRAIN Munich Machine Casablanca 
8 THE MAGIC IS YOU. John Davit & the Monsbr Orchestra SAM 
9 NOWHERE TO RUN Dynamic Suporiors Motown 

10 DR LOVE. First Choice Gold Mind 
11 EXPRESS YOURSELF. N Y C Community Choir RCA 
12 I NEED A MAN, Grace Jones Beam Junalon 
13 WHY MUST A GIRL LIKE ME. Claudia Barry Salsoul 
14 WINGS OF FIRE FREE SPIRIT, Dennis Coffee Westbound 
15 BEST OF MY LOVE. Emotions Columba 
16 QUIET VILLAGE/ AFRICAN QUEENS, Ritchie Family TK 
17 COULD HEAVEN EVER BE LIKE THIS lark Muhammad CT I 

15 SINCE I FELL FOR YOU. Hadps. lamas & Smith London 
19 ANDREA Hamilton Bo Hannon Mercury 
20 GOT TO GIVE IT UP. Maya Gaye Tama 

Topfb, l `OUT. The Alone 6pc 9"*.re40 DON) CHANGE YOUR MINI) Glad,. Knight TIuhlai. 
3 2 GONNA GET NEXT lo ME Bo Kirkland and Roth Dare EMI 
4 9 EASY The Commodores Mao. 
5 6 00 WHAT YOU WANNA DO. T.CarthectIon TK 
6 7 FEEL THE NEED IN ME. Detroit Emeralds Atlantic 
7 II CENTER CITY. Fat Latry's Band WHO) 
8 - MA BAKER. Boa y M Atlantic 
9 4 GOT TO GIVE IT UP. Marvin Gaye Motown 

10 8 WHAT IT 15, Gomel Moans Arista 
11 - ONE STEP AWAY Tarim. COON,' 
12 - STRAWBERRY LETTER. Brothers Johnson Al M 
13 5 AIN'T GONNA BUMP, Joe Ter Epic 
14 - I FEEL LOVE. Donna Summer GTO 
15 IS I CAN PROVE IT, Tony Etat% GTO 
15 17 THIS WILL BE A NIGHT TO REMEMBER. Eddie Holman Salsoul 
17 - DEVIL'S GUN. C Jr. Can.., Atlantic 
18 20 IF YOU'RE GOING TO DO IT People'. Choke Phil Irk 
19 10 DISCO INFERNO Tramps Atlantic 
20 YOU ME, Slave Cotillion 

1 1 BEST OF MY LOVE. En/ Wont 
2 2 EASY. Commodores 
3 3 SLIDE. Slave 
4 6 SUNSHINE. Enchanlmont 
5 5 A REAL MOTHER FOR TA Johnny Guitar Watson 
6 4 GOT TO GIVE IT UP -Pt 1 Marvin Gaye 
7 7 THIS! SWEAR. Tyrone Davis 

19 LIVIM IN THE LIFE. Well Brother. 
9 13 SEE YOU WHEN I GET THERE. Lou Ruers 

10 II BABY DON'T CHANGE YOUR MIND. Gladys Knight 
II 8 !DONT LOVE YOU ANYMORE, Teddy %meagre 
12 10 I'M GOING DOWN Row Royce 
13 12 IF IT'S THE LAST THING I DO. Thelma Houston Tama 
14 - STRAWBERRY LETTER 23, Brothers John.. A& IA 

15 14 NOW 0041-WANNA DANCE. Graham Central Salon Warner Bros 
16 III ONCE I'VE BEEN THERE. Norman Connors Budd. 
17 17 YOUR LOVE IS RATED X. Johnnie Taylor Columbia 
18 LOVING IS REALLY MY GAME Brainstorm Tabu 
19 FLOAT ON. Float.. ABC 
20 9 BREAK IT TO ME GENTLY, *rasa Franklin Atlantic 

Columbia 
Motown 
Cotillion 

Roadshow 991 
DJM 

Tama 
Columbia 

Philadelphia 
Budd. 

Philadelphia 
MCA 

Kelly Groucott -Electric Light Orchestra 
1 HELP. 

2 BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS. 
3 RIKKI DONT LOSE THAT NUMBER. 

4 ELDORADO. 
5 RHAPSODY IN BLUE. 
6 PAPERBACK WRITER. 

7 FERNANDO. 
5 BE MY BABY. 
9 BOHISATTVA. 

10 BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, 

The Beatles 
Simon and Gariunhei 

Steely Dan 
Electric Light Orchestra 

Gaorp Goren. 
The Beatles 

Abbe 
The Ronettes 

Seal, Dan 
Queen 

SOUTHERN COMFORT. Bonn Flint EMI 
THE MUPPET SHOW THEME, Muppets P. 
A LITTLE BOOGIE WOOGIE IN THE BACK OF MY MIND. Gary Gilt,. /JIM 
I'M IN YOU. Peter Frampton A& M 
WHEN TWO WORLDS DRIFT APART, OM Richard EMI 
ITS YOUR LIFE. Smile RAK 
YOUR SONG. Billy Paul Phil.. ph. 
DEVILS GUN, C 1 & Co Atlantic 
BE MY WIFE. David Bowie RCA 
ME AND THE ELEPHANT, Gen* Cotton ABC 

1 1 A STAR IS BORN. Soundtrack 

2 2 THE MUPPET SHOW. The Moppets 

3 4 THE JOHNNY MATHIS COLLECTION. Johnny Mathis 

4 3 THE BEATLES AT THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL. The Beatles 

5 5 ARRIVAL Abba 

6 12 STRANGLERS IV. The Stranglers 

7 II LOVE AT THE GREEK. Nell Diamond 

0 6 HOTEL CALIFORNIA. The Eagles 

9 9 DECEPTIVE BENDS, 10. 
10 7 ANEW WORLD RECORD. Electra Light Ordamtra 

11 B EXODUS. Bob Marley and The *says 
12 13 RUMOURS Fleetwood Mac 

13 15 ENDL ESS F LIGHT. Leo Sayer 

14 26 I REMEMBER YESTERDAY, Donna Summa. 

15 22 WORKS. (mono, Lake and Palmer 

16 14 KENNY ROGERS. Kenny Rogers 

17 - AMERICAN STARS' BARS, Hell Young 

18 32 GREATEST HITS, Smoak 

19 25 IN FLIGHT. Gawp Benson 

20 17 GREATEST HITS, Abba 

21 36 THE BEST OF THE MAMAS AND PAPAS 

22 20 20 GOLDEN GREATS. Else shoo... 
23 10 SHEER MAGIC. hake Bilk 

24 21 THEIR GREATEST HITS 71.75. The Eagles 

25 35 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS, 

26 24 SILK DEGREES Bo Soggy 

27 16 COMING OUT. Manhattan Transfer 

28 58 CAT SCRATCH FEVER. Ted Nupnt 
29 28 EVEN IN THE QUIETEST MOMENTS. Superb.. 
30 30 BOOK OF DREAMS. Slave Miler Band 

31 23 ANIMALS, Pink Floyd 

32 19 I'M IN YOU, Pallor Frampton 

33 - OLD FOUR EYES. BACK. Mae Harding 

34 37 SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE. *eve Wonder 

35 - CSN. Ginty', Acts and Nash 

36 le 20 ALL TIME GREATS. Connie Francis 

37 27 ATLANTIC CROSSING, Rod Stewart 

38 31 A NIGHT ON THE TOWN, Rod Paean 

39 96 TUBULAR BELLS Mae Oidtiebd 

40 29 ROCK FOLLIES OF '77. Rock Folks 

41 41 THE DARK SIDE Of THE MOON, Pink Floyd 

42 44 TIME LOVES A HERO. LIW. Feel 

43 33 THE CLASH. The D.sh 

44 - HAWKWIND. Hawkwind 

45 42 IN THE CITY. lain 

46 - STEVE *INWOOD Sava Vlinwood 

47 40 HEARTBREAKERS, Vanou 

48 34 YOU TARE MY HEART AWAY. Sway Bauer 

49 53 THE VIBRATORS, The Vibrators 

50 43 tam. Cat Swoon 

VEIL DIAMOND up to No 7 

1 1 RUMOURS. F4etwocd Mac 

2 4 LIVE. Barry Manilas 
3 5 I'M IN YOU. Pear Frampton 
4 3 COMMODORES 

5 2 BOOK OF DREAMS. Mews Wier Band 
6 6 MARVIN GAYE LIVE AT THE LONDON PALLADIUM 
7 7 laTso. c.i Mans 

FOREIGNER 
9 10 LITTLE QUEEN, Hart 

10 - LOVE GUN. Kiss 
II 12 HERE AT LAST LIVE. See Gees 
12 25 SUPERMAN Barbra Weigand 
13 14 RIGHT ON TIME, Brothers Johnson 
14 II ROCKY/ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK 

CBS 

Pr. 

CBS 

Prayer 
Epic 

United Artists 

CBS 

Area* 
Mercury 

let 

Island 

Werner Bros 

Chrysalis 

GTO 

Man. 
UMW Arose 

Reprise 

RAX 

Warner Bros 

Epic 

Arcade 

EMI 

Warwick 

Aayiuni 

Island 

CBS 

Atlantic 

Epic 

AA M 

Mercury 

Homed 

Ai N 

Ionia Mao. 
Atlantic 

Poly*, 

Warne, Bros 

Rm. 

Vu Sn 

Poydor 

Wined 

Warner Bros 

CBS 

Chansma 

Payer 

Inland 

Tel 

UMW Areas 

Era 

Waal 

Werner Gros 

Arista 
Al IA 

Mots, 
GNAW 
Tama 
AA ka 

Pyre. 
Portrait CBS 

Castle. 
RSO 

Columba 
AA M 

United ArIsts 
15 17 NETHER LANDS, Dan Foplberg Futl Noon Epic 
16 19 CHANGES IN LATITUDES -CHANGES IN ATTITUDES Enemy Bun. MC 
17 18 BOSTON Epic 
18 9 HOTEL CALIFORNIA. Eagles Nylon 
19 21 EVEN IN THE QUIETEST MOMENTS, Sum... AL M 
20 23 OL' WAYLON. aspen Jennings RCA 
21 24 PART 3. KC & The Sunda -fa Band TK 
22 13 SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE Shiva Kean., Tama 
23 32 A PLACE IN THE SUN. Nabs Cruise MM 
24 39 REJOICE. Emotions Mamba 
25 36 STAR WARS/ SOUNDTRACK. 208, Omura 
26 26 CAROLINA DREAMS Marshal Tucker Band Capricorn 
27 2B TRAVELIN' AT THE SPEED OF THOUGHT 0 lays PNIOloPnla .kanwono 
28 33 I REMEMBER YESTERDAY Donna Summer 
29 31 CELEBRATE ME HOME. Kenny Lawns 
30 34 SLAVE 

31 35 CAT SCRATCH FEVER. Ted Nowt 
32 35 CAUGHT LIVE + S Moody Blues 
13 V GOLD PLATED, aims Blues Band 
14 37 ANEW WORLD RECORD. Deceit light Orcheer a 

35 20 A REAL MOTHER FOR YA. Johnny Guitar Watson 
36 IS THE BEATLES AT THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL 
37 47 EXODUS. Bob Marley and The Wailers 
38 16 GO FOR YOUR GUNS. Islay Brothers 
39 43 ANYTIME ANYWHERE. Rita Coolidge 
40 SHAUN CASSIDY 
41 45 FREE AS THE WIND. Chamfers 
42 42 LACE AND WHISKEY. Alto Cooper 
43 -- ANYWAY YOU LIKE IT Thelma Houston 
44 44 TEDDY PENDERGRASS 
45 M CONQUISTADOR, MaYnArO Ferguson 
46 - CSat Cricelay 2111 Nash 
47 FLAVIN'S* A STORM Gregg Amnon 

48 46 FLEETWOOD MAC 

49 29 PARLIAMENT LIVE P FUNK EARTH TOUR 

SO AMERICAN STARS N BARE Neil Young 

Casablanca 

Coke.. 

Epic 

London 

Stn 
Ur.. atlas/ lat 

DIM 
Capitol 

Own] 
Nock 

All II 
Werner Curb 

ABC Okny Thumb 
Mono, Oros 

'1 Ionia 

P99OckoProa *tans.. 
Columbia 

mien& 
Capricorn 

Nona 
Casablanca 
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HOT STUFF 
Thrashing about with Hot Chocolate's Errol Brown 

A ROAD somewhere near Richmond. 
It's quiet, apart from the pitter patter of soft 

raindrops falling on leaves and the wind gently 
rustling the trees. The moon rides high 
shrouded by black clouds. 

Then the roar of mighty engines cuts the silence There's 
a smell of acrid rubber as tyres bite Into the tarmac Like 
caged tigers suddenly free, two cars leap forward A 
blackbird gives warning shrill as the vehicles whip by. 
They nudge past each other for supremacy of the open road nd there's steely 
determination on the faces 
of the drivers 

But who are these men. 
these demons of the night 
racing as If very life itself 
depended on It' Who are 
these modern day swash- 
bucklers with a devil may 
care attitude' 

Ambition 
Near West London all is 

revealed Their cars gently 
purr to a halt and as the 
men get out to shake hands 
a gentle smile creeps 

by Robin 

Smith 

across each of their faces. 
It's Patrick Olive and Errol 
Brown of Hot Chocolate. 

So that's what they do 
with the millions they've 
made. A lot of their pennies 
go on fast fancy cars. 
Patrick has two and he 
wants to add another to his 
collection He owns a 
specially customised 
Chevrolet Camero affec- 
tionately known as 'The 
Beast' and a BMW. Errol 

and Patrick Olive 

of course drives a big green 
Cadillac and an E Type 
Jaguar. The other lads In 
the band also go In for fast 
expensive cars, from a 
Pontiac to a Mercedes 

"I've always had an 
ambition to be a racing 
driver." says Patrick. 
"I've got some racing suits 
I like to walk around in and 
I buy all the motoring 
books and magazines and 
watch all the television 
programmes on racing 

"Someday we want to 

hire Brands Hatch and 
really race. Often after a 
hard day in the studio we'll 
challenge one another to 
duels and we'd like to get a 
team together and race for 
charity 

Cruising 

"Driving cars can help 
songwriting Not when 
you're driving fast though, 
all you can think about then 
Is keeping the car on the 
road But when you're 
gently cruising ideas can 
come into your head. I take 
my cars to a little garage 
where they know exactly 
what I want 

"American cars are 
better than British models 

the brand new single from 
the ex -Bay City Roller 

Shed rather be with me 
F13715 

DECCA 

PATRICK 
OLIVER: al - 
Ways wanted to 

he a star. 

True they eat up more 
petrol but you can buy 
them complete with extras 
If you want anything extra 
on a British car then It has 
to be added later The car 
industry over here Is 
riddled with strikes. I don't 
think they take too much 
pride in their work 

"I know a guy who 
wanted a spare part for his 
Rover and it took three 
weeks to come through and 
yet a spare part for an 
American car took only 
nine days There's plenty 
of places to buy American 
cars over here and there's 
also the American Car 
Club. 

Graduate 
"Pop stars buy them as 

status symbols but we take 
an Interest in them as well. 
I don't think they're Just 
expensive toys with us 
Someday maybe I'll be a 
great racing driver " 

Patrick has been In Hot 
Chocolate from the early 
days, graduating from 
playing congas to bass and 
vocals. 

"I always wanted to be a 
star right from when I was 
little," he sayd "I've been 
pretty poor but I've never 
been really hungry I 
always wanted money for 
books and study." 

What makes Hot Choco- 
late so successful' 

"We produce a light 
happy sound and Errol 
tries to get a message of 
togetherness across," says 
Patrick. We're not like a lot 
of bands who Ignore their 
fans, our followers look 
upon us as friends. They've 
grown up and matured with 
US 

"After two hit records 
Hot Chocolate were still 
humping their own gear 
around We didn't let 
success go to our heads and 
dash out and buy 
mountains of equipment 
and a herd of roadies We 
built up quietly so that we 
weren't on a constant 
treadmill owing people 
money. 

"We've also got to thank 
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Mickle Most. I know he was 
criticised on that New 
Faces programme but he 
was just being honest when 
he gave acts a bad time It 
seems the more honest you 
are then sometimes people 
dislike you But Mickle's a 
nice guy 

The policy has paid off. 
Patrick not only has a little 
place in Kew but a house in 
the stockbroker belt In 
Esher. 

"Anybody who says 
they're not In this business 
for the money is a liar," he 
says. "I'm in it for the 
music as well but it's split 
down the middle 50 50 My 
place In Kew has Italian 
Hessian on the walla and 
Italian furniture I've also 
filled It with spotlights on 
the walls and there's 
murals in the bathroom I 
said to the interior 
decorators make It some- 
thing that's going to be 
really spectacular, some- 
thing that will really 
impress people. It certain- 
ly does 

"Someday I want to write 
a film script about my life. 
Not something that is cheap 
and nasty like the kind of 
thing you read in Sunday 
newspapers, but something 
with depth and meaning 
that people will regard as 
being significant " 

Fanfare 
But the book will have to 

wait awhile. Hot Chocolate 
plan to record another 
album which will certainly 
keep them In petrol money 

"We'll be using an 
instrument made by 
Yamaha that can produce 
a variety of orchestral 
sounds," says Patrick. 
Emerson Lake and Palmer 
have one - that's not a 
fanfare of trumpets on the 
opening to 'Fanfare For 
The Common Man' but one 
Incredible instrument It 
costs somewhere around 
£35,000." 

Patrick departs to roar 
through the streets of 
London In his BMW. Oh 
well, back to the old 
oush bike. 
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TOURS. -(.TOURS. 
TTLA GANG: London 
Rad Cow, July 7 and 14. 
Hope And Anchor 16 and 
30. London Nashville 23. 
Lander' Rock Garden 4. 
11. Viand 26 
DEAD END 
Alterations to July dates 
Leeds Town Hall can- 
celled on 14. Mid- 
dlesborough Town Hall 
17. cancelled and re- 
placed by Glasgow 
Shuffles 
`61.72: London Marquee 
12, Axminster Guildhall 
15 Hastings Pier Pavilion 
16 
METROPOLIS: London 
Speakeasy 13. Ham- 
mersmith Red Cow IS. 
Fulham Broadway Gold- 
en Lion 18 
'0' BAND: Added dates 
Shrewsbury Tiffany's 
July 2e. Cleethorpes 
Winter Gardens, August 
11. West Runton Pavilion 
1.2 St Albans City Hall 13 
THE MOVIES: London 
Dingwalls July 8, Chelms- 
ford City Tavern 10 

LIME STORY: 
Newport Roundabout 
Club July S. Fishguard 
Frenchman. Motel 9, 
New bridge New bridge 
Club la London Marquee 
Club 11, Scunthorpe 
Tiffany. 12. 

SKREWDRIVLR: High 
Wycombe Nags Head 
July 7. London Roxy Club 
8. Wimbledon College Of 
Art 13. London Brecknock 
16. West Runton Pavillon 
(with Jamb 22. Chelsea 
Man In The Moon 24 

BETHNAL: Guildhall 
Bunters Club July 18 
London Musk Machine 
IS, Doncaster Outlook 20 
(replacing The Van Gogh 
at Ramsgate., London 
Red Cow August 3 
Paddington Fangs 10 

MARMALADE: Hud- 
dersfield Straithwalte 
Centre July 8. Duffield 
Hazlewood School of 
Education 9, Jackson 
Field Grey Topper Club 
10, Workington Ren- 
dezvous Club 11-16. 
Whitby Spar Pavilion 17. 
Stoke Bailey's August 18- 
20. Sheffield Fiesta 
September 7.10, St Agnes 
Talk Of The West. 
September 11.17 
THE ELECTRIC 
CHAIRS: London Roxy 
Club June 30, July 1, Birmingham Barba. 
retie' s 5. Bournemouth Village Bowl 12 
Plymouth Woods Centre 
13, Penzance The Gar- 
dens 14. Manchester 
Electric Circus 24 
CHELSEA: Dunstable 
California Ballroom July 
9. Hammersmith Red Cow 
is and 23 
MODELS: Birmingham 
Barbarellas July 8. 
Dunstable California 
Ballroom 16, Great 
Malvern Winter Gardens 
23 

DEAF SCHOOL: 
Sheffield University July 
is. Wigan Casino 16. 
London Nashville 17, 
Liverpool Eric's 18 and 
19. London Marquee 21 

DAVID 
ESSEX 
FOR TV 
SERIES 
DAVID ESSEX (plc. 
tured right) is to star in 
his first ever television 
series this autumn. Six 
half hour programmes 
will be screened on BBC 
1 for peak time viewing. 
Guest on the series are 
Small Faces, Twiggy. 
Ronnie Spector, Real 
Thing and Denny Lathe. 

A single and an album 
are due from David 
shortly 

Beach Boys 
tour change 
THERE HAVE been several changes to the Beach 
Boys four UK dates at the end of this month: 

Venues and dates remain the same but the ticket 
prices and bill will be varied. The promoter of the 
concerts has also changed With the Beach Boys at 
Cardiff Castle on July 23 will be Gallagher and 
Lyle, Dr Feelgood, Dave Edmunds Rockplle and 

Ricci Martin (son of Dean 

ROD 
ARGENT 

'GYMNOPEDIES NO.1 

:LIGHT FANTASTIC 
MCA 294 

"Irresistible and enchanting. A hit" 

- MELODY MAKER 

ROY! 
SupPlied I 

100° 
oil colour 

MCA RECORDS 
1 Great Pulteney Street, London W1 

ies 

Martin) Compere John 
Peel. Tickets remain 
£4 76 Manchester Belle 
Vue on the 24th also 
remains 14 75 and the bill 
is as Cardiff but minus 
Gallagherand Lyle. 

Wembley Stadium on 
July 30 will now cost £4. 
and support will be 
Gallagher and Lyle and 
Ricci Marlin 

Tickets are available 
from Wembley Stadium 
Box Office, Empire Way, 
Wembley. Middlesex. 
Dublin tickets are now 
priced C6. 

A four track EP of 
Beach Boys songs Is 
Issued by Warner Bros to 
coincide with the tour: 
'Mona' (from 'Beach 
Boys Love You'), 'Rock 
And Roll Music' C15 Big 
Ones'), 'Sall On Sailor' 
('Holland'), and 'Mar- 
cella' ('Carl And The 
Passions'). It Is released 
on July 22, priced 75p. 

Ronnie 
raided 

MORE THAN 110,000 
worth of equipment has 
been stolen from Ronnie 
Lane's mobile studio, 
Including video ma- 
chines, microphones and 
recording gear. 

Ronnie Lane Is offering 
a reward for information 
leading to the conviction 
of the people responsible 
or to the return of the 
equipment 

Dirty Tricks have had a 
red 100 watt amp and 
microphone with leads 
and cables stolen from 
Acklam Hail. Portobello 
Road 

Run away 
Runaway 

THE RUNAWAYS' 17 
year old bassist Jackie 
Fes has confirmed that 
she has quit the band. 

Her resignation comes 
after much speculation 
about her threatening to 
leave and attempting 
suicide. 

According to Phone- 
gram. their record 
company. after aut. 
ride attempt she went to 
the hand's manager 
Kim Fowley and ex- 
pressed her resentment 
with everyone In the 
group. A roadie taped 
this meeting and It was 
agreed she should 
leave. A replacement 
blow player Is currently 
being sought, and 
auditions took place at 
the weekend, 

And UFO 

man goes 
missing 

GERMAN GUITARIST 
Michel Schenker of UFO 
has gone missing. He 
was last seen at the 
group's London Round- 
house gig two weeks 
ago. The group have 
had to go on their 1;8 
tour without hint The 
group are worried about 
his disappearance as 
they say he was heavily 
Interested in strange 
religious sects, and 
have contacted the 
pollee. 

They have recruited 
Lone Star guitarist 
Chapman to play 
tour. But he will not 
leaving his own 
manontiv. 

Rollers 
'Magic' 
single 

THE BAY City Rollers 
release a new single this 
Friday entitled 'You 
Made Me Believe In 
Magic', their current US 
hit. Two previously 
unavailable tracks In the 
UK 'Dedication' with Ise 
McKeown on vocals and 
'Are You Cuckoo?' 

The A side Is a track off 
their forthcoming 'It's A 

Game' album for mid 
July release 

The Rollers tour the 
States for a month from 
July 20, followed by 
another tour of Japan 

10cc SINGLE 
A NEW 10cc single 'People In Love' is released this 
week, a track from their 'Deceptive Bends' album. 

The B side 'I'm So Laid Back I'm Laid Out' le 
previously unissued. 

Average Whites 
add date 

THE AVERAGE White 
Band have added the 
Edinburgh Usher Hall on 
July 30 to their forthing- 
coming tour. Tickets are 
£2.80, 02.20 and Cl.75 and 
are available now. 

Boys second single 
THE BOYS release their 
second NEMS single 
'First Time' on July 22. 

New dates for the band, 
members of whom got 
beaten up at last week's 
concert with The Jam at 
Battersea, are Birming- 
ham Barbarellas July 12, 
Cleethorpes Winter Gar- 
dens 14, High Wycombe 
Nags Head 21, West 
Runton Pavilion 22, 
Middlesborough Rock 
Garden 23, Hammersmith 
Odeon 22 (with The Jam), 
Blackburn Lode Star 28, 
Chelmsford City Tavern 
31. 

More for Reading 
LATEST ADDITIONS le 
Reading Festival at the 
end of August are the 
George Hatcher Band on 
Saturday. August 27 and 
Frank le Miller's Full 
House on Sunday 28th. 

New dates for the 
Hatcher band are Ay- 
lesbury Friers July 23, 
Dudley JB3 24. London 
Marquee 25, Retford 
Poterhouse 27 

Kiss show 
their guns 
THE NEW Kiss album 
'Love Gun' Is released on 
Casablanca on July 15, 
produced by Kiss with 
Eddie Kramer. 

New man for AC/DC 
CLIFF WILLIAMS, for- 
merly with Home and 
Bandit, has Joined Awe 
trallan rock band AC/DC, 
replacing Mark Evans 

Damned pull out of Marquee 
THE DAMNED cancelled two performances at 
London's Marquee Club this week, 

Atter filling the club 041 Sunday and Monday they 
pulled out of Tuesday and Wednesday, because their 
record company said: "There were a lot of 
disagreements between Stiff Records and The 
Marquee." 

Punk fest cancelled - Clash still play 
BIRMINGHAM'S ONE day punk fest scheduled for July 17 at the Rag Market, has been refused a licence by the police, but headliners The Clash say they will Ro ahead and play anyway. 
Harley splits from Rebel 
STEVE HARLEY has split with his backing group Cockney Rebel on the eve of the release of their first live album. 

Meanwhile a live double, recorded on their last UR tour, 'Face To Face' Is released on Friday. The album was produced by Harley and tracks include hits like 'Mr Soft', 'Make Me Smile', 'Sebastian' and 'Best Years Of Our Lives'. 

Heartbreakers sent packing 
DESPITE CONTINUED appeals, The Heart- breakers, New York new wave band formed by ex - New York Dolls guitarist Johnny Thunders, were packing their bags on Tuesday night after being told they could no longer work in Britain, because their visas had expired. 
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The Who 
buy film 
studios 

THE WHO have taken over part of the Shepperton film *ludic. for ift5n,0rtn. 
Over the nest three years they plan to Invest sot...utensil) there to develop their sound, video and 

laser facilities. and extend their film making and 
holographic pursuit. The studios In turn will use the 
money ti strengthen the canteen) and extend its own facilities. 

The hand have a long lease on the buildings, and 
have an option on the freehold. Their studios will remain available for other film use. 

A spokesman for the band said: "Though It Is viable for them to use the stages for performances, 
this Is highly unlikely due to Shepperton's position. 
Ite main use will be far rehearsals." 

Nugent at 
Hammersmith 

TED NUGENT is to play 
two nights at London's 
Hammersmith Odeon in 
August. his last UK 
appearances this year. 

The concerts on August 
16 and 17 are In aid of the 
World Wildlife Fund 
about whom Ted says: "It 
is up to people who are 

doing well to help them 
out as much as possible. 

"The onslaught of 
concrete and pollution 
can wipe out an entire 
species of wildlife." 

Tickets are available 
now priced L3, L2.50, L2 
and L1.50. 

RODS ON TV 
EDDIE AND The Hot Rods' TV programme recorded 
live at London's Rainbow on February 19 Is screened 

Thames Tele, Won on July 12 at midnight 
They release. new single 'Do Any thing You Wanna 

Do' at the end of July. 
Some of the Rods' EPs 'At The Sound Of Speed' 

went to the record shop. with the special colour 
sleeves. these are available now from either the shops 
or Island Records, 22 St Peter's Square, London Went 

Hayes for Britain 
ISAAC HAYES is to tour 
Britain in the autumn, his 
first visit since his 
bankruptcy caused by the 
financial collapse of Sfax 
Records 

Details are still being 
finalised but he will play 
two London dates on 

October 17 and 18 at a 
venue to be announced, 
plus dates at Southport, 
Portsmouth, Eastbourne 
and other dates to be 
announced. 

Hayes recently signed a 
million dollar deal with 
Polydor 

Albertos musical 
ALBERTO I' Lost Trios Paranoias present their 
musical Steak In Liverpool and London this month. 

Billed as the first snuff rock musical. Sleek Is 

written by the bands' C. P. Lee. 
It ran be seen at Liverpool Eric's Pace July 12.15, 

and London Roy al Court July 
The Alberta,' release a new album 'The Italians 

From Outer Space' In August and do a concert at the 

Queen Elizabeth Hall on August I. 

FEET ADD THREE 
THREE PROVINCIAL dates have been added to 

Little Feat's UK dates. In addition to London 
Rainbow August 1-4, they play Newcastle City Hall 
July 26 and 27 And Manchester Free Trade Hall, 
July 29 Tickets on sale now. 

PETE TOWNSHEND 

NEWS 
IN 

BRIEF 
LOU REIZNER, the man 

behind the orchestral 
Tommy' and 'All This 

And World War II', died 
last week of stomach 
cancer., He was aged 
44. 

SALT supporting Muddy 
Waters on UK date on 
Friday. 

Michael Chapman to 
appear at Regents Park 
open air theatreJuly 10. 

Brian Prothero presents 
'An Evening With ' 

at I oridon's Mermaid 
Theatre on July 24, 
tickets from theatre box 
office from Monday. 

Dead End Kids changes 
to tour Leeds, July 14 
cancelled, and 17th now 
Glasgow Shuffles and 
not Middlesbrough. 

New single from Mud on 
July 15 'Just Try (A 
Little Tenderness). 
Pete Brown's Back To 
The Front have added a 
guitarist Lawrence 
Jubea and singer 
Lindsey Moore bring- 
ing the band up to a 
nine piece 

Yvonne Elliman's new 
single 'I Can't Get You 
Outa My Mind' out on 
July 15. 

Chelsea play Ham- 
mersmith Red Cow. 
July 16 and 23 

Gary Glitter's 'Baby 
Please Don't Go' off 
'Golden Greats' to be 
Issued as a single this 
summer by GTO. 

Page Three Girls have 
signed to Warner Bros 
and have a debut single 
'Hold On To Love' out 
this Friday, arranged 
by Brian Bennett and 
produced by Bruce 
Welch of The Shadows. 

Thunderclap Newman 
and Bob Flag unite for 
Thunderflag, gigging 
regularly at Pinder Of 
Wakefield Rat Club on 
Sundays and Crawfords 
Covent Garden on 
Thursdays. 

John Otway and Wild 
Willy Barrett play 
London Dingwells on 
July 15 

YES TO PLAY 
EIGHT DATES 

YES ANNOUNCE eight 
British dates for October 
and November to follow 
up the release of their 
ninth album 'Going For 
The One' released next 
week. 

The 'Yeshows '77' 
tickets go on sale this 
Friday at 10 am. Dates 
are Wembley Empire 
Pool, October 24 to 27, 
prices C4.25 and f.3.75. 
Cheque.(/ postal orders 
should be payable to 
Wembley Stadium Ltd. 
(Yeashowe '77), post to 
Yeeshows '77, Box Office, 
Wembley Stadium Ltd, 
Wembley, MIddx HAS 
ODW, enclose SAE and 
list two alternate choices. 

Stafford New Bingley 
Hall, November 2 and 3, 
ticked L3.50, from New 
Bingley Hall Box Office 
(County Showground), 
Stafford, Mike Lloyd 
Music Shop*, Mine and 
Addison, Virgin Records 
(Birmingham and Man- 
cheater), Paperchaae 
(Liverpool). and De 
Montfort Hall, Leicester. 

YES. four dates at Wembli.) 

Cheques / postal orders 
payable to New Bingley 
Nail ( essnows '77), post 
to Yesshows '77 Box 
Office, New Bingley Hall, 
County Show ground, Slat 
ford, West Midlands, 
Including SAE. 

Glasgow Apollo, 

November 6 and 7, tickets 
L3.50, f.3 and L2.50, from 
Apollo Centre Box Office, 
Renfleld Street, on per- 
sonal application only. 

Special guest on all 
dates Is sixties folk singer 
Donovan making a 
comeback. 

PUNK STUFF 
Compilation album, Pistols put back, 
new tour, festival, speakeasy starts 

PHONOGRAM 
RECORDS jump Into the 
punk market with a 16 
track compilation titled 
'New Wave out on July 22 
featuring acts like Patti 
Smith, Ramones and 
Richard Hell & The Void. 
Olds 
-Olds. 

Full track listing Is: 
Ramones 'Judy Is A 
Punk', Dead Boys 'Sonic 
Reducer', Patti Smith 
'Piss Factory', New York 
Dolls 'Personality Crisis', 
Runaways 'Hollywood', 
Skyhooks 'Horror Movie', 
Richard Hell & The Void - 

Olds 'Love Comes In 
Spurts', Little Bob Story 
'All Or Nothing' 

Side two: The Boom- 
town Rats 'Lookin' After 
No 1', Talking Head 
'Love Goes To Building 

On Fire', The Damned 
'New Rose', Ramones 
'Suzy Is A Headbanger', 
Dead Boys 'All This And 
More', Flamin' Groovies 
'Shake Some Action', 
Runaways 'Cherry 
Bomb', New York Dolls 
'Who Are The Mystery 
Girls''. 

Released on the Vertigo 
label, It will cost C.2. 45. 

THE SEX Pistols album 
has now been put back for 
late August / September 
release 

Another Pistols single 
Is likely to be released 
prior to the album, 
probably 'Holidays In 
The Sun', which they 
were mixing at the time of 
the attacks on group 
members. 

RICHARD HELL AND THE VOID OIDS 

A NEW punk package 
tour is to hit the road 
during this month and 
August. 

packages of 
bands featured on the live 
'Roxy' LP are to appear 
at provincial venues, 
starting this Saturday at 
Manchester Belle Vue 
Elizabethan Suite with 
Slaughter and the Dogs, 
Eater, Johnny Moped and 
X -Ray Spex. The con- 
certs are promoted by 
Andy of the Roxy and Ray 
Rossi, manager of 
Slaughter and the Dogs 

A ONE day punk feet Is 
planned for Droltwick 
near Birmingham on 
August 27. 

Acts so far include 
Slaughter and the Dogs, 
Buzzcocks, Headbangers 
and The Nosebleeds, 999, 
Chelsea, Cortinas, Police, 
Models, Electric Chair 
and Alternative TV. 

THE SPEAKEASY, one 
of London's bastions of 
established rock. Is 
to feature new wave 
bands at its Speakearly 
session. They are featur- 
ing British bands In the 
new sessions from 6 30 
pm to 11, and hope to 
encourage jam sessions 

Membership is L2 a 
year. and admission 50p 
for members, LI for 
guests 
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It should be boy talk with 
Tom Petty but the writing 

was definitely on 

the wall and the girls 
started to talk about . . . 

PRETTY 
BOY 

PETTY 
TOM PETTY comes from 
the Bruce Springsteen school 
of great mumblers. He 
speaks with a slow, southern 
drawl that has been a bit 
diluted by his four years of 
residence in Los Angeles. 
For a man who had never 
seen a snowfall or a one - 

night stand tour until last 
winter, Petty Is adjusting to 
things pretty quickly. 

"I can't wait to get back to the 
States to work on a new album." he 
smiled. displaying that Californian 
contradiction of being enthusiastic 
and thoroughly laid back at the 
same time. "Britain has been an 
unexpected surprise for us. I 
haven't written any songs here 
because I haven't had enough time 
to go to the bathroom. But I've got 
iota of ideas." 

Petty doesn't look like the big bad 
wolf chasing every little girl in 
sight. But he'll freely admit that one 
of the major reasons for starting a 
band that 'looks good' is to meet 
girls. And British girls, while 
"pretty quiet when you first meet 
'em." do warm up after a time. "Got 

to meet a lot of schoolgirls who came 
backstage," he said. "And they told 
me about these schools they're 
shoved into. 

"They can't watch TV and they 
can only play records a couple of 
hours a week. I was knocked out to 
know they were playing my stuff 
instead of the Rollers. I couldn't 
believe the restrictions put on some 
of these kids. It's ludicrous. 

Freedom 
"When I was 15, I couldn't wait to 

grow up. If you repress a kid for so 
long and deny them their freedom, 
they eventually lose their self - 

control and make up for everything 
they were denied. Old spinsters and 
schoolmistresses have always been 
afraid of rock and roll. It's seems 
bad to like something that makes 
you feel good." 

Petty ponders the youth problem 
seriously. It's one of the points he'll 
continually bring up when 
discussing the backbone of his 
music. He refuses to believe that a 
strong rock song can only reach gut 
level to a segregated market. 
There's no reason that 12 to 35 year 
olds can't get their rocks off on the 

TOM PETTY: hobby is picking girls 

same thing. 
A teen during the Beatles British 

boom, Petty often refers to the 
British rockers as the epitome of 
what seventies rockers would 
emulate. The music comes first, the 
style comes second. 

"We were always reading that 
what made British bands great was 
their background and that whole 
class thing. You probably think the 
streets are paved with gold In 
America, but it was no different for 
me. I grew up in the south, which is 
really heavy, narrow minded place 
to grow up. I wore my hair long In 
1964 and guys would cross over to my 
side of the street and say 'Beagle', 
then punch my nose. Five years 
later, they said 'hippie' and did the 
same thing. I grew up ignorant and 
working class. I had no car, no 
money, none of that stuff you hear In 
Chuck Berry songs. What was my 
alternative? I was no athlete, I 
couldn't get a scholarship to be a 
doctor. 

"I was In my first band when I was 
around 14. I Inherited a box of old 
singles years before that and was 
pretty well versed In Little Richard 
and Elvis. Guitar was my first 
Instrument, because playing piano 
was sissy stuff - unless you were 

Jerry Lee Lewis. 
"I was a rhythm player, which 

every band had 12 of. Then I ended 
up on bass, because nobody would 
play the damn bass. I hear Paul 
McCartney got lumbered the same 
way. But he didn't do too bad. I 
admire him because he's so melodic. 
But I'm glad I ended up with the 
'damn' bass because there aren't 
many strong bassists around." 

Abandoned 
Petty was in a group called 

Mudcrutch and was living off a 
wealthy college girl when he first 
abandoned scenic Gainesville, 
Florida to head west. The group 
were offered seven recording 
contracts, but things fell apart in the 
studio. Petty ended up living in a Cl 
a night dive and scraping along with 
song writers royalties. 

tie worked with Al Keeper and 
what ended up as an all - star 
recording crew for a solo album. 
Then he went back to Florida and got 
hold of what became the 
Heartbreakers - Mike Campbell, 
Benmont Tench, Ron Blair and Stan lynch. Roger McGulnn covered 

'American Girl'. Petty and Co. did 
their album and then headed off 
round the States for a winter tour, 
opening for Al Keeper. At the age of 
25, Tom Petty saw snow for the first 
time. 

"Nice first exposure to the stuff: 
We were caught In the middle of the 
worst blizzard to hit the mid west In 
a 100 years. First time I walked out 
of my hotel room In sneakers I was 
real happy. It looked just like all the 
pictures I had seen. Except no one 
told me it was slippery. I couldn't 
walk on the stuff - I kept slipping. 
We reckon Stan (Lynch) has become 
the best at hitting roadies with 
snowballs from 100 yards. 

"We play all kinds of games on the 
road. We send room service to each 
other's rooms and have elevator 
races. Our hobby Is picking up girls. 
We get sick of talking to each other, 
you understand," he smiles In a 
mock English accent. "I/ we're 
feeling nasty, we'll try to take one 
girl away from the guy who brought 
her. I've got to watch It though. I 
ended up as a line of graffiti In the 
ladles' room at the Speakeasy. You 
could say it was a review of my 
performance. And whoever wrote It, 
Implied that my show wasn't too 
good!" 
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WIN A SKATE BOARD 

Name 
Address 

L111411b 

15 Ricky and 
the Kween 
Teens Skate 

All you have to do Is write, In 
not more than 25 words, why 
you would like to win one of 
the 15 skate boards together 
with a copy of 'Skate Out' a 
new single by Ricky and the 
Kween Teens Released on 

8th July, it's the latest In 
skate craze music! And to 
match the single the board 
has the Ricky and the Kween 
Teens name on it as a special 
touch. Write In no more than 

Boards and 
Singles 
to be won! 
25 words why you would like 
a skate board. The most 
Imaginative 15 will be the 
winners. Closing date Is 18th 
July 1977. The Editor's 
decision la final. Normal 
competition rules apply 

Send to Skate Board Competition. Record Mirror. PO Box is, Harlow, Essex Mims 
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Sunday People 
are they to blame? 

Report: SHEILA PROPHET 
IT WAS inevitable that the national papers 
would seize on punk rock and treat It as 
cynically as they have. 

After all, it is a new twist on that old chestnut the 
(ieneratIon Gap - always gond fora few pros creative 
headlines And Ins a twist with colour, Just think - 
these kids look outrageous. They saner Ion telly, of all things. They listen to nasty loud music. l*tet, they 
even spit on oresalms. 

Can't you Just see the gleam In the editors' eyes wino they heard that lora 
The main culprit among the nationals (sorer) is the 

had 'n1 Sunda) People. They did a three week 
have. Ugation Into this 'bizarre cult sweeping Britain'. 'they called It 'Punk Rock - The Truth 
Nationwide' 

We call its reprehensible piece of Journalism. 
You want to see for yourself? Just look at these 

gaols. 

If 
its is to Its 011 k oi.,.oecto e ra to smash ''te 

Y11.tun. demise the 
ni° 

archy. throw rimey out of the window n" 

m n &An -croon 
Our Investoiators saw 
tang of 30 leathsr- 

Jacketed greasers " on 
t h e rampage there 
threatening and beating 
anyone who resembled a 
Punk Rocker - even in- 
side the Punk boutique 

But do they really believe all that stuff? 
If they do, they're not talking about It. A statement 

from the editor, Geoffrey Pin anginas "The Sunday 
People investigated punk rock and published Its 
findings in three recent issues. We have no other 
attitude than was expressed In this series, and it is 
therefore not possible or necessary for the editor or 
any of the Investigator, to comment further. " 

Note that phrase - "the editor or any of the 
investigators". That means no one is allowed to talk 
- the the boss's order.. 

The news editor's comment: "Oh, I believe you've 
already spoken to the editor. (This was Just 10 

minutes later - word moves lest around the People). 
"The editor has already given you a prepared 

statement, and in a newspaper, the editor's word is 
law. None of the invettigatore would be prepared to 
go over hi. head." 

OK, OK, but why all the secrecy? Surely there's no 
harm in lust talking about It . 

But no. All he will say is that the paper stands by 
the feature. "Punk rock was investigated, and we 
have published our findings in full. We wouldn't 
knowingly print any inaccuracies." 

That's a statement to remember. 'Inaccuracies'. 
What constitutes an Innen] racy 

Flow about misquoting, taking statements out of 
context and twisting them to fit the story? How about 
distortion of the facts? 

In part two of the feature, the People stated smugly, 
'The Sunday People investigation Into Punk Rock 
was praised In the House of Commons last week'. And 
in part three they talk about Labour MP Bruce 
George, who has 'paid a tribute In Parliament' to 
their investigation. 

That's the People's side of it. Now, you want to 
know what really happened? What Bruce George was 
In tact doing was making a speech about safety at pop 
concerts.. He did quote the Sunday People's article, 
but added: "It may have overstated the case" - a statement they were careful to remove. He went on, 
"as one who attended a number of concerts given in 
the late fifties by singers such as Eddie Cochran and 
Gene Vincent, who could be regarded as fore 
runners at punk rock, perhaps I should not throw too 
many stones at youngsters who are doing the same 
sort of thing 20 years later. 

"There may be a danger of exaggeration, but I 
have been to a couple of punk rock concerts and seen 
how even quite respectable youngsters respond to this 
phenomenon. Despite the total opposition of the Press 
a punk rock record by the Sex Pistols has shot to the 
top of the hit parade. Young people are listening to 
this new phenomenon and It is one about which we 
should be concerned." 

This is the only reference to punk in &speech lasting 
over half an hour and taking up six pages In the House 
of Commons Parliamentary debate. And he's talking 
about it In terns of crowd safety - very different 
from the implications of the People. 

He made a few off - the cuff comments about the 
feature which he asked me not to repeat, and said, "I 
think that my original statement should be seen In the 
context of my speech." 

Also In part two, the paper talked about 'The Punk 
Rock Exploiters', principally Miles Copeland, who 
with Nick Jones and Mark P has formed Step 
Forward Records. 

Quote from the feature: "I'm the biggest in the 
punk rock field over here," he boasts. 

"They fabricated everything they said I said," says 
Miles angrily. "They misquoted me, putting in words 
that totally changed the meaning of what I said. Like 
'boasted' - that made me look a total idiot. They 
gave Mark P that treatment, too. 

"All I said, in fact, was that I thought It was 
basically a good thing as far as the music business is 
concerned, I wax very careful about what I said, 
because people In the office had warned me. 

"They quoted Nick Jones as well - and he didn't 
even talk to them. I" 

Part Two again - this time a statement about 
Dublin group, the Radiators From Space. 

The People: "This group Is the ultimate in bad 
taste. With Insanity, sex, violence and blasphemy as 
their stock In trade - and playing their guitars with 
sex vibrators (I)) - they succeed so well in the punk 
business of shocking that they even have the usually 
raving audiences booing and hissing them. 

"'We're the most hated group of all . . . the 
audiences cringe from us,' they boast " 

Say the group: "We'd been talking to this reporter 
for a while, and he realised we were Just ordinary 
guys who were Into our music. So he said, 'Look, liven 
It up - we're read by 15 million people! We want 
something more shocking than this I' " 

What was that about Inaccuracies again . 

But maybe there Isn't much point In getting angry 
about the gutter press. They're always taken the 
same stance against young people and their music - 
as several RM readers have pointed out, they treated 
the Rolling Stones in exactly the same way 12 years 
ago. And it didn't do them any harm In the long run 
. . . 

And anyway, what would you think of the Pistols if 
the Sunday People decided that they were really nice 
boys after all, and accepted them as a respectable 
group? 

mit MOOR HAS SENT ME TA FIND OUT 
If DERE'S ANY Mune IM DA STONY 
It LAST WELK'S SUNRAY PtOF/, Nut 
ALL PUNK FANS ARE VIOLENT, ARAN, 

ViC1003 AN' DEPRAVED. 

NH I UMPIERSTARD 
SAT YOU ARE A 

FOLLOWER or 
PLINK ROCK? 

HEY. ANTE, YOU LOOKIN" Fig 
YltrNARLA"? YEAH. I BEEN A 
Feel OF ric NEW WAY! RANDS 
FER AMHT A VMS eic44. boors IT r you? 

_el. Ills, 

AFTER A recent OFF 
CENTRE article on the 
Middle East's Voice Of 
Peace radio ship their 
London office has been 
Inundated with offers 
from RECORD MIRROR 
readers. 

As a result they have 
found several good DJs to 
do spells on board the MV 
Peace 'somewhere in the 
Mediterranean'. 

Going out to the ship 
shortly are Peter Frost, 
Dave Cunningham (their 
first Irish DJ - they had 
nine applications from 
Northern Ireland alone 
after the RM piece), and 
Alan Bell, currently 
working for LBC 

AIR 
CALL 

MIKE BARRON 
Also taping shows to go 

out to the ship Is Mike 
Barron, a name that will 

Mebo going strong 
LATEST NEWS from the Mebo II is that test 
transmissions In English wW continue until at least 
the end of August when a full service is expected to 
be introduced. 

The station, now known as LJB (Libyan 
Jamahklya Broadcasting), has received reception 
report, from all parts of the UK, reporting a strong 
signal all the way from Tripoli, especially on their 
resumed 6206 short wave signal in the 49 metre 
band. Some listeners In Scotland even had a two. 
hour burst of their 388 medium wave transmission 
recently. 

Some old RNI jingles have been heard on recent 
broadcasts and also their Judge Dread promotion. 

And don't be too surprised if you hear an Aussie 
voice - that's their new engineer. 

LIB can be contacted at their London office: LIB, 
20 Hanway Street, London WI. 

ONE OF the original 
British pirate stations is 
to return to the air for one 
day only on August 11 to 
commemorate the tenth 
anniversary of the Ma- 
rine Offences Broad- 
casting Act. 

Radio Sutch - at one 
time the brainchild of 
Screaming Lord Sutch, is 
to broadcast on August 14 
on land with high power 
land trasmissions on both 
medium wave and VHF 
frequencies. 

Meanwhile, Screaming 
Lord Sutch himself will be 
appearing at the Flash- 
back '87 radio conference 
at Heathrow at the 
reunion dinner for ex. 
pirates. Rare films to be 
seen at the conference 
Include a Canadian CBC 
film, 'Public Eye On 
Caroline'. made in 1987 

CAN YOU REMEMBER WHAT 
I SST WANED YOU ON 
TO ALL DA VIOLENCE 
AN' AGGRO NOW 
ASSOCIATED WAD frbfr.41,6 

PUNK? 

Sutch 
and never screened here 
before, and 'The Tower Of 
Power' about Radio City, 
also not seen here. 

Lectures added Include 
Paul Harris talking on 
pirates and politics, Mark 
Roman remembers Big L. Alan West recalls life on 
RNI, and also a history of 
the radio Jingle. 

950 seats have been sold 
and they still have 150 left, admission Is f15 including meals for the 
two days and is for one. 
There Is a disco planned 
for Saturday night free 
for conference goers and fi for others. 

Details from Flashback 
'87. PO Box 400, Kings 
Langley, Hertfordshire. 

Edited by 
DAVID 

11Ik BROWN 

be known perhaps to 
those who remember 
Radio England, Essex 
and 270. 
Mike, real name Mike 

Tozer, to taping some 
light hearted shows to go 
out to the ship with guest 
spots Including More- 
cambe and Wise The 
Supreme. and Smokie 

The station's long 
serving transmitter encl. 
neer Bill Danse le 
returning to Holland and 
if there are any likely 
applicants reading this 
then drop a line to 
Broadcasting Placement 
Services, 96A Pimlico 
Road, London SWIW 
8PL 

TRIPS AROUND the 
former radio stations on 
old wartime forts off the 
Essex and around the 
Caroline/Mi Amigo ship 
are being run on a regular 
basis this summer 
Fortnightly trips, on 
Sundays with a special on 
August 15, are run 
weather permitting by Mr 
A W Hood, 6 Mill 
Cottages, Royston Road, 
Barkway, Nr Royston, 
Hons. The launch, which 
takes seven passenger* 
runs at 8 am, returning at 
4.30 pm and costs Ell 
including packed lunch 

is life 

LORD SUTCH 
!BONK IT WU2 
READine miser 
S/017 IN LAST 
WEEK'S 50~ 
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IT'S A sunny summer 
Sunday morning and 
somewhere In South 
London the busy main 
road traffic drives by 
oblivious of what's going 
on In a nearby clump of 
bushes 

No, Its not that, but 
something equally 
naughty - Radio Jackie, 
Britain's longest surviv- 
ing land based radio 
pirate takes to the air 
again 

For the past eight years 
they've broadcast most 
Sundays and this one goes 
without a hitch and there 
is no visit from the Post 
Office officials who 
occasionally come along 
to try and close the station 
down again 

There have been many 
raids on Jackie and 
station operatives have 
been heavily fined. 
Irnprisioned in one case, 
and had their trans- 
milting gear confiscated 
time artet time, yet OM/ It 
continues 

For seven hours their 
Li put put a bright Top 

FREE RADIO SPECIAL 
VALVES GLOWING in the back of a mow. enthusiasts 
huddled around smear contraptions. men playing 
cassette, in the middle of field. . all part of 
London s underground radio story. 

With the demise of the offshore stations the free 
radio taro took to the airwaves on land with yarning 
degrees of success. 

It If obvious's easier to trace an illegal broadcast on 
land and ewer to nab the offenders if they're 
operating from a house or whack than if they're 
suiting on a boat outside the territorial limits. but the 
land prates battled on. 

The first major broadcasts were in 1968 during the 
summer free radio rallies as stations suck 03 Radio 
Free London rook to the air Before long there were all 
kinds of involved set sips. designed to give the city free 
radio and if possible not get caught. Stations would 
broadcast for ridiculously short periods. then another 
mans miner elsewhere in the area would be brought 
into use to take away the scent from the original 
signal 

There were also amateur operators who put out a 
poor service with a weak signal and gave the more 
professional stations a bad name. Elaborate combines 
like the Helen Network was set up incorporating 
several stations to give a wide coverage in London. 

Most of the stations stuck rigidly to a similar Top 
40 format as popularised by the radio ships, and 
remained opposed to stations like Radio One. BBC 
local stations and the IBA commercial programmes. 
even though at times they were playing the same sort of 
records 

One station that did provide a real radio alternative 
was the imaginative London Underground radio. 
which had nothing to do with London Transport but 
put our an exciting diet of sci-fi type sounds making 
maximum use of experimental electronic music and 
special effects. Their sound was totally different to 

1 f VOU go down tr, the woods endue 

Jackie 
40 format linked with 
professional chit chat and 
DJs, In a manner 
reminiscent of the sixties 
offshore pop pirates. 

They have one aim, to 
provide 'local' local 
radio, le they believe each 
area is capable of having 
Its very own radio service 
to provide relevent up to 
the minute news and Info 
and requests etc. 

Some DJs have used the 
station to get experience 
before going on to 
established stations 
(though the Jackie staff 
don't like that sort), 
others on a personal ego 
trip and some are strictly 
summer jocks, who don't 
mind being a pirate in the 
warm weather but aren't 
too keen on sitting in the 
cold, damp woods In the 
winter 

But the majority are 
confirmed believers in 
what they are doing, 
fanatical to the point of 
giving up every Sunday to 
man the station, and most 
of the money for records 
and equipment and so on 

Going on the road 
JUST DOWN the dial from Radio Jackie you'll find a 
newer addition to the capital's illegal broadcasters. 

London Music Radio broadcasts for six hours every 
Sunday is the South East playing mainly pop 
Interspersed with familiar jingles and news on the 
hour. 

Latest Ws on the station are Andy Ayres and Rob 
Lancing. Former programme director Richard 
Thompson tins left the station due to other 
commitments and hie place has been filled by Cliff 
%beams, who now took. after programming In their 
w et *eddies Last month saw the launching of London 

owe made/tow to support their 
Insmaisseassi broodiness*. 

They're on 
the run 

anything else on the radio scene either then or now. 
Post Office raids got to be too much for most of the 

stations and many dwindled while stations like Jackie 
went from strength to strength even broadcasting 
quality VHF programmes and using new methods 
such as the long aerials strung between trees to give a 
better transmission and wider reception area. 

Another station worthy of mention is Kaliedoscope 
with its policy of playing good music even if it perhaps 
wasn't in the charts, for example they were playing 
music of acts like The Eagles. Poco. etc long before 
most stations. It was a well organised station and 
closed after three years. not because of repeated raids 
but due to many of the staff drifting away and they 
decided to go out with good memories of what they had 
achieved rather than drag it on for the sake of it. 

The full story of London's pirates is told on a 90 - 
minute documentary cassette. 'On The Run'. a 
Pyramedia / LUP Production including many 
interesting snippets - such as the would-be pirate 
being interrupted on the air by his irate mum! -and 
an almost up to date breakdown of the uphill struggle 
against the authorities to provide Britain with a bigger 
choice of radio. 

'On The Run' is available for £2.60 including 
postage from Music Radio Promotions. 77 New Bond 
Street, London WI. 

the lady of 
the woods 

comes out of their own 
pockets. 

The set-up (known as a 
'rig' to the radio bode), Is 
remarkably simple. A 
cassette player with pre - 

recorded shows is con- 
nected up to a small 
transmitter, which uses a 
couple of car batteries for 
power. A wire from the 
transmitter goes up to the 
aerial, a length of wire 
strung between two trees. 
A qualified PO detector 
can spot the aerial from 
some distance and if one 
of the many station 
lookouts spots someone 
suspicious the station Is 
easily disconnected and 
the pirates make a hasty 
retreat with the trans- 
mitter. 

Shows are pre-recorded 
in Jackie's own studios 
and cassettes are 
changed every hour, on 
the hour. They operate 
from several ever cluing. 
ing sites South of London 
and have a range of up to 
20 miles. 

Jackle's first broadcast 
was In 1949 when on 
March SO a two and a half 
hour programme went out 
beginning a saga that has 
come to play an Important 
part in Britain's erratic 
ree radio history. 

The station use a 
medium wave trans- 
mitter at present, but at 
one time had a VHF 
service as well, but found 
that this didn't go down 

too well with IBA 
stations. 

Jackie made history by 
becoming the first radio 
station to be heard In the 
House of Commons when 
questions were asked 
about the station. The 
Hon members of Parlia- 
ment were a bit uncertain 
about procedure when it 
came to playing music in 
the hallowed hall, but 
hear It they did. 

Jackie has received 
considerable publicity in 
the press and features 
with many snippets on the 
many court cases in- 
volving the station and 
features in papers from 
The Esher Times, in a 
recent story In The 
Observer. Like all good 
radio stations they have 
all the usual merchandise - stickers, T-shirts and 
so on, plus associated 
Maces. 

They have no IntentiOn 
of closing down until their 
goal Is reached - real 
local radio. Until that Is 
achieved the pirates will 
broadcast every Sunday 
for seven hours and more 
if possible. 

Surprisingly, one of 
their main problems le 
not, In fact, the visits from 
the PO man, but a more 
pressing problem le 
catching up Isith them - 
with the advancement of 
Dutch elm disease they're 
running out of trees to 
string their aerial from! 

*SVVIIPifit)14V 
WERE YOU one of the 

beautiful people mingling 
with the famous at Woburn, 
forking out what looks like a 
week's wages to see Nell 
Diamond? No? Neither was 
I. But the Daily Express 
obviously thought it was 
worth the effort, cos they 
sent along their gossip 
columnist to report the 
event. 

Diamond, who has had fewer hits in this 
county then people who earn a lot 
less, attracted the jet set types who 
could afford to pay through the nose. 

And the Express' William Hickey was 
moved to say the audience responded 
with "a perfectly enunciated cry of 
Oh Yes" instead of yeah. How Jolly 
civilised of them Haven't they heard 
of rock and roll? I mean, the 
Marchioness wouldn't even let the 
hotdog sellers put onions In the rolls in 
case the smell hung around in her 
house. That's not rock and roll. It's 
not even tunny. 

There was another posh do - but much 
more fun - when the music biz turned 
out for the Music Therapy Charity 
lunch, which raised over (1 5,000. 

Among the guests were Cliff and a 
couple of the Shadows, Gary Glitter, 
Marc Bolan (and his ex wife June), 
Bob Harris, Gerald Harper, Boa of 
Bad Company, Sir Charles Forte 
(meant to have a word with him about 
his soggy sausage rolls on the MI) 
Julie Ege (who was collecting the 
dough), Mud and Stephan le DeSykea. 
Dave Dee was master of ceremonies. 
Juicy Utley would have loved it. By 
the way Lulea, If you're dropping by, 
you can pick up a pair of knickers you 
left in your desk. 

It's nice to know Capitol Records 
observe the formalities. They've 
released an LP of whale noises - and 
are sending the royalties to the Whale 
Fund of New York. But how do they 
know they were American whales? 

Island Record have done 
a silly . . . they sent a 
copy of Steve Winwood's 
new album to the Queen. 
The reply they received 
says Her Majesty doesn't 
give her views on records - so they sent the album 
back. '8 amazing what 
some people will do for 
publicity in Jubilee year. 
To the Tower, I say. 

The Stranglers' Jean Jacques Burnet 
must have had visions of his career 
going down the sink this week when 
he received his call up papers for the 
French army. It's possible that 
Burnet could be arrested if he went 
back to France before this little 
matter Is sorted out, but if he can 
prove he was working In Britain 
between the ages of 18 and 20, he'll be 
all right We hear the Sahara Isn't too 
bad at this time of the year, but the 
beer's lousy. 

If Rick Buckler 
of The Jam Is 
reading . 

pulled any 
good birds 

RICK BUCKLER insert 
Rat Scabies - whose parents look 

astonishingly alike - was reminisc- 
ing the other day about the old days 
(last year) when they used to take the 
Damned's gear to gigs in two taxi,, 
hired out of their dole money. "We 
used to carry all our own stuff," 
added Captain Sensible (who lists one 
of his hobbies as smashing things up 
because he doesn't have any respect 
for material goods). "You've never 

She's gone, 
but not 
forgotten 

BOWIE and actress Sydney Rome 

carried a thing in your life," Rat 
reprimanded him sharply. By the 
way, Rat would like to ask their fans 
not to gob on the drum kit - It takes 
him ages to get It off with hot water 
the next day. 

An amazing Bowie lookalike at the 
Marquee the other night blew his 
careful Image by wearing a Bowie pin 
in his lapel. Shame. 

Bowie himself has been getting himself 
around. He watched the Paris film 
premiere of his film 'The Man Who 
Fell To Earth', sitting close to actress 
Sydney Rome. Shortly afterwards, he 
was spotted on an exotic beach in 
Spain with Mick Jagger's old lady 
Blanca. 

Roger Daltrey much In 
demand this week, but 
he's turned down Inter- 
views with the New York 
Times and Cream be- 
cause, he says "I'm 
haymaking". He dill 
however, get his picture 
in the Sussex Chronicle - 
loading old pews he'd 
bought from a church 
Into a removal van. 

As record companies fall over 
themselves in the rush to sign up 
"new wave" bands, they've stumbled 
across a few which are borderline 
cases. In particular Gloria Mundt 
(who played an appalling set at the 
Camden Music Machine last week). 
People from Arista, EMI and 
Phonogram milled around during 
their set at the Marquee, but the best 
quote was heard from CBS A Silt man 
Jeremy Error: "It's like having 
barbed wire dragged through your 
brain. Not far short of the truth. 

The Damned are 
big tans of 
Gary Glitter 
and would 
love him to 
come barn 
their gigs. See 
yes Oars Ow. GARY GLITTER 
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10 Record Marrow. Jury 9 19P I 
reviewed by SHEILA PROPHET 

Got those old 
dept blues 
SINGLES Link round black things with holes in the middle. 

The) might be just bus of plastic to you. but to a RM writer, they're more. Much more. Every day they pour in. singly or in packets of two or three, adding to the heap by the side of the stereo. 
Thu week was fairly typical. By Friday. the pile was ready to be sorted out and each single to be listened to. Yu p. every one. All 53 of the things. (Feeling sorry for us vet') 
Right. that's enough Other -now on with the reviews. 

NEW WAVE 
NEW WAVE records are 
easy to spot - you can tell 
'em by their covers They 
generally have black and 
white photos of the artists 
glaring punkishly at the 
camera. with their name 
and the title of the record 
splashed across the 
corner In hand - painted, 
bright coloured (pink 
seems to be the favourite) 
lettering. The new wave 
has already created Its 
cliches. 

This week. there are six 
singles that fall roughly 
Into the new wave 
category - two are 12 
inciters. the rest a mere 
seven 
THE ONLY ONES: 
'lovers Of Today' (BI - 
sere. VENOM). Did I say 
roughly' This Is very 
roughly - the drummer 
was around at least three 
waves ago. Most new 
bands seem to be getting 
labelled new wave at the 
moment - more for 
convenience's sake than 
anything else. But what- 
ever you want to call It, 
It's a pretty good record. 
There's a Lou Reed 
soundallke on vocals. 
some great dean guitar 
and iota of tumbling drum 
sounds For a first effort, 
It's great. 
MINK DE VILLE: 
'Spanish Well' (Capitol 
12 CLX 103). Mink de 
Ville have also gained a 
new wave tag. by virtue 

of their appearance on the 
'Live At (.KGB's' album. 
but there's nothing new 
about this single. In fact, 
It sounds a bit like Sha Na 
Na, with a touch of 
Espanola thrown in. A 
fun sound - and the cover 
Is great. 
JOHNNY MOPED: 'No 
One' (Chiswick 515). 
Back to Britain for 
something that fits much 
more snugly Into the punk 
bracket. Boingy drums. 
thin. frantic guitar sound, 
rasping vocals, profound 
lyrics . a sound that's 
already getting boring. 
Pretty unremarkable. 
STINKY TOYS: 'Boozy 
Creed' (Polydor 2056 
630). And now, over to 
France (this is beginning 
to sound like a package 
holiday) for a group, of 
whom It has been said, 
'They are truly dreadful'. 
They look Parisian - a 
bit too chic to be true. The 
girl has an Interesting 
voice, and shouts about 'a 
lot of beer' and other 
things I can't quite make 
out. There's quite a long 
guitar solo In the middle - look, you Ignorant 
(toggles. we'll have none 
of that round here, 
comprenez? Actually. It's 
not too dreadful at all - 
rather like It, In fact. 
JAM: 'All Around The 
World' (Polydor 2055 
903). The Jam go glans - 
they've had their hair 
done Schumi specially for 
this plc (which Is - 
r 
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surprise surprise - In 
colour). They're a band 
that always sound better 
to me on record than they 
do live - they seem to 
lose the clarity of their 
recorded sound on-stage. 
This is a great pop single. 
and should easily beat 'In 
The City' into the charts. 
CELIA AND THE MUTA- 
TION: 'Many Mony' (VA 
UP ULU). Shall I let you 
into a secret? Cella is a 
man. Yes, It's true. She 
may not look like a man, 
and she may not sound 
like a man, at 41 rpm 
anyway, but turn the 
speed down to 33 rpm and - see what I mean? 
As to which man It Is, I'm 
not saying, but the 'b' side 
was written by Black / 
Burnet / Cornwell / 
Greenfield. Is It getting 
clearer? It's a good joke - but I doubt if It's funny 
enough to get It Into the 
higher echelons of the 
charts. 

POP/MOR - Male 
Division 
BY FAR the biggest 
category, and In the main 
pretty dreary. Out of the 
17 received, only five are 
of any real interest 
JACKSON BROWN: 'The 
Pretender' (Asylum 
K13056). Lovely melody. 
and Jackson's usual 
appealing vocals. He's 
never had a single hit In 
this country - can't think 
why. because he's written 
lots of potential smashes 
In his time. Maybe this'll 
make It? 
ANDREW GOLD: 'Go 
Back Home Again' 
(Elektra K 130 87). 
Follow up to 'Lonely Boy', 
It's a faster, funkier 
sound, and just as 
catchy. Nice guitar as 
well. A hit. 
HARRY NILSSON: 'All I 
Think About Is You' 
(RCA PB 9104). A 
strange single from of fat 
Harry. Compulsive 
dreary ballad, complete 
with walling strings, and 
Harry, as usual, plays It 
dead straight. It has a 
sort of ghastly charm. 
DAVID DUNDAS: 
Baby Fly' (CBS 21541). 
This Is supposed to have 
appeared on Dundee' 
album, but If Tamil 
find It. It's a pretty song, 
builds quite nicely, and 
sounds like just the sort of 
thing to keep 'em happy 
down at the Beeb. 
FRANKIE VALLI: 'Sec- 
ond Thoughts' (Private 
Stock PVT III). An 
uninspiring effort - the 
dreary Paul Anka song 
isn't up to Valli's usual 
standard of material. 
Might be a minor hit, but I 
can see it getting much 
higher 

The remaining 1.2 
singles In this category 
range from mediocre to 
appalling. 

CELIA AND THE . . hello Hugh 

POP/MOR - fe- 
male division 
FOR SOME reason, the 
vast majority of girl 
singers still seem limited 
to churning out dreadful, 
old - fashioned ballads 
which have little or no 
chance of making the 
charts. Out of the six 
singles by female singers 
released this week four 
fall into this trap. 
CARLY SIMON: 'Nobody 
Does It Better' (IL12241). 
This one has a good 
pedigree - co -written by 
Carole Bayer Sager, 
produced by Richard 
Perry and used as the 
theme for 'The Spy Who 
Loved Me', James Bond's 
latest epic. On first 
hearing, It doesn't sound 
particularly stunning, but 
with such vast exposure, 
It can hardly fall to make 
It. 
DIANE SOLOMON: 'I 
Ain't Too Proud To Love' 
(EMI 2647). A few bars 
into this single, It become 
obvious that It Is - yet 
another ABBA rip-off. 
When will they realise 
that direct copying Is not 
a formula for instant 

success" (Or then again, 
maybe It is). 
POP/MOR - 
groups 
ONLY SEVEN singles in 
this one, one of which Is 
yet another Abba rip-off. 
Of the rest, three are 
worth looking at. 
MAMA AND PAPAS: 
'Four Tracks From 
Mamas And Papas' (ABC 
ABE 12000. Nice Idea 
from ABC - four of their 
greatest hits for 99p A 
sort of potted 'Best Of', 
which would be nice to 
add to anyone's collec- 
tion. In case you're 
wondering, the four 
tracks are 'Monday 
Monday', 'Dedicated To 
The One I Love', 
'California Dreamin', 
'Creeque Alley'. A 

TELEPHONE BILL AND 
THE SMOOTH OPER- 
ATORS: 'Manhattan 
Roll' (DJM DSO 10788). 
The first release on 
London Weekend's own 
label, and it's not bad - 
specially when you 
consider It's licensed by 
DJM. The press release 
describes it as 'contempo- 

CARLY SIMON: she does it better 

rary It's a bit like 
Manhattan Transfer, but 
not so camp. The lead 
singer has a good voice, 
too. Well above average. 
CAPTAIN AND TE- 
NILLE: 'Come In From 
The Rain' (A & M AMS 
7302). Comforting picture 
of cosmesticlty on the 
cover. I wonder if that 
nurdy guy wears his cap 
In bed? Tenille sounds 
like one of these girl 
singers you get guesting 
on the Morecambe and 
Wise show - as bland as 
a bowl of cold porridge. I 
doubt If this one's poppy 
enough for the charts. 

DISCO/SOUL 
EIGHT OF these - three 
of them totally boring. 
PABLO CRUISE: 
'Watcha Gonna Do?' 
(A&M AMS 7301). A 
track In the Hall and 
Oates school of white (?) 
soul. Nice vocals - all 
very pleasant. 
ATLANTIS: 'It's Easy' 
(Jay Boy BOY 113). 
Lovely saxophone, good girlie chorus, horrible 
lead vocals. Final score - two, one. 
ATLANTA RHYTHM 
SECTION: 'Neon Nights' 
(Polydor 2066 822). Ah, 
now this Is better. Great. 
Makes It all look so easy - lovely rich, laid-back 
funk. This is how It should 
be done. 
SILVER CONVENTION: 
(There's) Always An- other Girl' (Magnet MAO 

86). And this Is how It shouldn't. Silver Con- vention keep having hits, 
so they must have 
something, but just what escapes me. This Is horrible, with totally 
obnoxious lyrics about lucky girls who've man- 
aged to stop other girls 
stealing their men Grrr. 

you've only heard of Joe 
since he became an 
Eagle, here's your chance 
to catch up on his peat 
releases The tracks 
range from '73-'76 and are 
all Interesting. Worth 
having if you've a quid to 
/mare The numbers are 
'Rocky Mountain Way', 
'Turn To Stone', 'Mead- 
ows' and 'Walk Away' 

The other five tracks on 
offer are boring old 
ordinary singles 
TED NUGENT: 'Cal 
Scratch Fever' (EPIC 
EPO 5482). The title of 
this single describes 
Ted's sound exactly, 
when you come to think of 
It. This Is great / terrible, 
depending on your point 
of view I like It, anyway, 
so there. 
THE RUMOUR: 'Do 
Nothing Till You Hear 
From Me' (Vertigo MO 
149). The Rumour. minus 
Graham, grab a bit of solo 
limelight. This Isn't a ha 
single, but It is a nice 
trailer for their album It 
has their usual classy 
brass, and surprisingly 
good singing from Bob 
Andrews. 
BLUE: 'Another Night 
Time Flight' (Rocket 
ROKN 521). Pleasant 
enough country chug. 
along, despite the wimpy 
lyrics. Should give Blue 
another hit. 
OSCAR: 'Be My Moos 
Beam' (DJM DJS trio. 
How can this be a rock 
song with a title like that? 
Actually, this isn't bad, 
considering It's on DJM. 
That's two decent singles 
they've put out this week - Is this a record' 

ROCK 
SEVEN of these - two of them 'Four Tracks 
From'. 
ALICE COOPER: 'Four Tracks From Alice 
Cooper' (Anchor ANE 
12001). This selection ain't so hot. They all date 
from '75. by which time 
Alice was already past 
his best. The only hit Is 
'Only Women Bleed' and 
even It isn't a patch on his earlier tracks The rest. 
In case you're interested are 'Welcome To My 
Nightmare', 'Department 
Of Youth' and 'Black 
Widow'. 
JOE WALSH: 'Four 
Tracks From Joe Walsh' (ABC ABE 12002). If 

NOVELTIES 
AND NOW we reach the 
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dreads - the Pita 
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THE WOMAN In the 
pub made the classic 
mistake they always 
make In these sort of 
places. She put 
orange squash In the 
vodka Instead of 

Its -k. Rat Scabies 
turned up his nose. 
So we slung the 
drink and started 
again; waiting for 
Captain Sensible to 
make his entrance. 

The Captain was 
waiting in a pub in 
Chelsea for the bass 
player of the Wailers, 
who'd promised him a 
bats guitar. after seeing 
the band at the Marquee 

'the night before. The 
Captain made his en- 
trance - minus the 
guitar. The guy was late 
and the Captain had to 
leave to make the 
Interview. The entrance 
wasn't bad but be did look 
hot in his Ted Nugent T. 
shirt. royal blue shades 
and half ran of dog lead 
chain wrapped around his 
person. 

The Damned aren't into 
the bunion thing, they 
say. Not since Rat was 
the first person to wear 
salty pin through his ear 
and Johnny Rotten copied 
him - 

Pierced 
had the ear pierced 

Bra," said Rat, "But 
don't print that, or It'll 
blow it. " 

Ho ho. I said I'd get my 
own back on the pair of 
them for tipping the 
ashtray into my bag, 
replacing my matches 
with fag ends and 
generally taking the snick 
for two hours. And that's 
even without mentioning 
that Rat was wearing a 
pair of silver drumsticks 
round his neck, on 
chain. 

Neither are the Dam. 
Bed Into making heavy 
social / political state. 
meets (hooray!) although 
I understand guitarist 
Brian James has just 
written a song called 
'Palace.' In fact, the 
Damned have been the 
quietest of the lot In the 
latest batch of new wave 
publicity. 

"We used to be the only 
ones who got publicity," 
said Rat. "But we've 
been keeping& low profile 
recently. Everyone 
knows we exist, so we 
don't need It. In the final 
analysis. the best bands 
will stay at the top. Like 
the Sex Pistols. The 
Pistols' stuff is good. 
They'll Last because of 
their music. What do you 
think of their new 
single?" 

What me? 
"No. I was talking to 

your handbag." - Rat. 

Surprise 

occasion. That's abets all 
they'll admit to. Their 
first album got in Is In the 
Man. which was major 
breakthrough not only for 
them but for all new wave 
hands 

'I don't care what 
anyone says. we broke the 
Round here for lot of 
hands." said Rat. 

says? 
"We're the WIC0011.0 

band on the scene, didn't 
you knots!" 

"Yeah. they say we've 
sold out." said the 
Captain 

Well. the Damned was 
the first British punk 
band to go In the States 
and that couldn't have 
been easy. 

'11 was difficult," said 
Rat. "Rut we broke 
ground here as well as 
America. After us people 
realised there was a 
market for this kind of 
music. But America was 
great. It varied from 

CAPTAIN SENSIBLE 

RAT SCABIES 
place to place. New York 
was strange, they're very 
laid back there. Not like 
the Marquee or the 
Roundhouse whereevery- 
one jumps about. But Los 
Angles was better - all 
these girls down the front 
screaming . . ." 

They both stopped and 
smiled at the memory. 

"Is It mainly school- 
girls who read your 
paper?" asked the Cap- 
tain. 

No, sorry. Isn't It odd 
how It's usually blokes 
who leap around at the 
front of the stage at these 
e re 

"We have girls. I liked 
American women, they 
were very forward." 

Did they have lots of 
groupies! 

"Yeah, we had a few," 
said Rat, all blase and 
cool. 

You want to watch that, 
you could catch social 
diseases. 

"We were very care- 
ful," said Rat. "We just 

'thought it was air, looked at their lumps and 
"Nice? Nice! Johnny sent them home." 

Rotten would hate that What about the girls 
more than you saying you here? 
hated the single. What "They all scream for 
kind of description is Dave Valium. They feel 

that" - Captain gen. sorry for him because 
he's got dislocated arm 

"I hope you don't say and it's Ina sling." 
that about ours." The Damned enjoyed 

Yes, wail about America, except for the 

releases. When eau we fact that they should have 

expect to see new been supporting Tom 
album, Verlaine and Television 

"We're not saying but were dumped before 
much about b. There will the our. The band never 

be s few surprises. shoe), found out why. 
When we got to New 

horror outrage. And we - 
haven't decided what the York we felt very . . . 

new single will be either. separate. But we were all 

It's sort of worked out right when we got 
The next single will go onstage. In los Angeles, 

it was easy. We didn't 

Cain - the man 
responsible for meow 
aging Rat to work fiddle 
on the plane, conning 
tourists out of 10p each, 
betting en when the plane 
wheels would touch 
dome And It's not even 
that we don't pay him 
enough. 

If punk rock Is going to 
°reek in the States (and 
that Isn't necesarily 
dependent on their under 
standing dole queues. 
working class back- 
grounds and all that 
sociological stuff) there's 
little doubt that the 
Damned did do the 
donkey work for other 
bands. 

The band's own pros 
reel relies on their ability 
to move ahead of 
everyone else. They were 
first out with an album 
and first to America. 
They don't wear safety 
pins anymore and they've 
kept out of the Sunday 
papers. 

"I was highly oriel. 
nal," said Rat modestly. 
"I was into all the leather 
jackets and chains. I was 
over the top." 

"But we're not Interest- 
ed In talking about 
fashion," said the Cap- 
tain. 

Well. why are you 
wearing all these dog 
chains - you must be 
baling. 

"No, I'm not. It's quite 
cool." 

"I can't be bothered 
about these people who 
pay t40 for all the punk 
gear," said Rat. "You 
can tear your T-shirt 
yourself. It that's what 
you want." 

Fat gut 
Rat walloped back 

another vodka and 
orange ("I don't drink 
beer, I'm trying to lose me 
gut") and the old bloke in 
the corner tried to look as 
!the wasn't staring at the 
Captain. No, the Damned 
aren't into posing. But 
they did tell me about a 
certain other band's 
manager who has a posh 
car with the number plate 
that spells out the name of 
the group. 

"Our manager drives 
an old Ford Popular he 
bought off my dad," said 
Rat. "But we did have a 
Bentley once. When we 
came back from America 
the office sent a Bentley to 
meet us at the airport." 

It's hardly jet set stuff, 
but just what the band 
wants. They say they 
don't know how much 
they earn and they don't 
really care. As a gesture 
to their tans In Widen, 
they've splashed out a 
couple of thousand quid to 
give away IWO copies of a 
single each night they 
play the Marquee this 
week. The single is 
'Stretcher Case Baby' 
and 'Sick of Being Sick.' 
The label reads: "Not For 
Sale. Special snob collec- 
tors artifact of no 
historical / cultural 
value. Play it today. 
Throw It away. Why sell 
'em, when you give 'em 
away." 

People being what they 
are when It comes to tree 
gift*, there was a riot 
outside the Marquee on 
Sunday night, with 
everybody trying to grab 
handfuls of singles, 
Instead of taking one 
each. 

"People were getting 
stupid. They were taking 
boxfuls. Probably to put 
under the bed and keep 
until they get a good price 
for them at Rock On. It'll 
end up la the shops. 

Well, we'll see what 
happens on the other 

The Damned are have much money, so we nights at the Marquee. 
Celebrating their first slept people's fivers." "You're not coming 
anniversary this week For more information of 
and admit to sinking a the Damned In America, 
few pints in honour of this contact our own Marry 
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Damn 
the 

Damned 
Says Rosalind (there's 
nothing wrong with 
my legs) Russell, after 
she spoke to Rat Scabies 
and Captain Sensible 
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'ALL AROUND THE WORLD' 

THE BEST SINGLE YET 

FROM THE BEST BAND YET 
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'WIPP reader* madman/or, NANNY CAIN, gees woe over tire top with the lea at .otter.. and Teri[ 
An heroic tale of 
love and adventure 
ou the cracked road 
to success. In three 
parts. 
PART ONE - In 
which oar heroes 
Batteries. 

Town halls Bastions of 
English civility Where 
local dramatic societies 
*philter and demonstra- 
tine councillors stutter 
Wasted spaces 

Tonight Batt 
Town Hall. an egotistical 
edifice In South West London is ex 
pert rnenttrig. And the test 
tube babies are The Jam - tab collar exponents of 
blitzkrelg bop 

It's the third and anal 
Jam jubilee acknow- 
lodgement First the 
abortive Stamford Bridge 
appearance. second Toss- 
er Hamlets. 

But the council is 
clearly worried at the 
prospect of 'freeloads of 
punkolds swarming over 
their polished traditions 
So. precautionary mea- 
Purse 

Like no bar Oh sure 
you can buy lemonade 
and crisps One kid asked 
for a pint "Sorry, no 
alcohol " 

"Got any glue!"' 
Like limited ticket 

allocation No more than 
800 and they were 
snapped up pronto. 

And there's a Dock 
Green opposite 

So. now you got the 
scene A determination to 
keep the whole thing as 
low key 1114 possible No 
maniacal debauchery 
down these cigar stained 
corridors 

When the Jam walk on 
stage the hall Is half 
empty No way 800 people 
can make this mayor's 

ball hall looked full 
(That reminds me of a 
provincial newspaper 
placard I once saw 
rejoicing in the fact that 
Its centre pages were 
taken up by photos of two 
recent dances held In 
honour of the town's 
mayor It screamed 
Mayor's Balls - Two 

Page Spread') 
I digress Naturally the 

sound wasn't gonna be up 
to much As echoey as the 
sobbing of a toilet 
attendant who hasn't had 
a customer all day 

But somehow that don't 
seem to matter Paul 
Weller and Bruce Foxton 
stand apart like two 
speakers shuddering 
under the Impact of 
burning watts with 
drummer Rick Buckler 
providing the channel 
split 

And they're no ster- 
eohype 

They run through the 

E JAMBUSTERS 
usual eel - most tracks 
off the album and a bunch 
of new numbers like 'All 
Around The World' the 
next single and 'Carnaby 
Street' 

The crowd respond like 
they've known TheJam al I 

their life Basking In the 
sunsongs of old friends 

One encore. An 'In The 
City' reprisal and 'Bat- 
man' second 'Batman' Is 
a mistake as a final song. 
Too abrupt an ending. 
The crowd may love It but 
only as an appetiser 

Rick kicks over his 
drumIdt and a cymbal 
slices him on the back of 
the neck "I thought it 
was this geezer at the side 
of the stage at first," he 
said after "I nearly 
clobbered him " 

A sour epilogue The 
following day's evening 
papers told of running 
battles outside the town 
hall after the show 
involving 300 fans - teds 

THE JAM: as seen bya fan from York 

'IT'S ALL OVER NOW, 
BABY BLUE' 

RING ,RECORDS 

and punks 
That's crap Minor 

bother and that's all The 
old bill had things under 
control One of The Boys, 
who supported that night, 
was hit over the head and 
had to have stitches but 
he was the only one hurt 
The 300 figure wails gross 
misrepresentation. 

Oh, and guess who was 
In the audience. Bill 
Curbishley manager of 
The Who and Keith 
Althorn publicist of The 
Who. And they loved 'em. 
Julie Ege was spotted 
taking photographs. And 
Peter Gabriel 

PART TWO - In which 
our heroes go 'All Around 
The World' In Bond 
Street. 

A break in the band's 
massive 38 date tour 
culminating In an Ham- 
mersmith Odeon blaster. 

The reason' They 
should have played 

a 

Lincoln tonight hut The 
Damned had some 
trouble at the same gig a 

few days back and a 

decision was made to pull 
out 

So, whaddya do on a 
day off? Make a single of 
course 

But first - an aspiring 
rock star's survival kit 
Ever 

highly personal 
a guitarist Ina 

successful band carries 
around with him while 
touring' 

Come with me now into 
Bruce Foxton's bag 
hidden beneath a control 
panel in the recording 
studio. 

What have we here' A 
tube of Colgate - large 
size, a spray -on relief 
aerosol for his legs, 
orange vitamin C tablets, 
Kiwi Guard liquid polish 
(for chlldrens' shoes), 
Clearasil (for spots), 
Capriton nasal congestion 
tablets, Dequadin mouth 
lozenges. Silverkrin Al- 
pine Herb shampoo (for 
normal hair), Arid roll -an 
(extra effective phew(. 
ticks Wild Cherry lo- 
zenges, Triomink catarrh 
tablets, Otrlvine nasal 
spray and a toothbrush. 

TOTP 
And that's only in one 

small paper bag 
At the moment the boys 

are laying down the 
music to 'All Around The 
World'. The vocals will be 
done later The song Is 
2 20 long. "Great," says 
Bruce. "That means we'll 
have eight more seconds 
on Top Of The Pops " 'In 
The City' was 2 12 

Recording studios - 
knob city. Climb aboard 
and we'll show you things 
you never dreamed 
possible. Flick this knob 
and you're in a different 
world. Flick that one and 
you're dead. 

A different arrange- 
ment of 'All Around The 
World'. Something about 
the music reminds me of 
'God Save The Queen' 
though I can't think why. 

Upturned dog ends on 
the control desk. Lager 
cans In the corner. 
Lacklustre sandwiches. 
All essential components 
In the hit making 
Machine. 

Youth unity slogans 
pitched over the speakers 
by Paul's unUpped, navy 
cut voice. 'Carnaby 
Street' is the B side. They 
cut both songs In 10 
hours. Just like Pink 
Floyd. 

PART THREE - In 
which our heroes give a 
crash course for the 
ravers. 

So, what have we got. 
York -a snaphappy town 
with monuments and tree 

BRUCE FOXTON the things he can get in a paper 

bag 

lined approach roads. 
Strategic lights on an- 
cient walls In the subtle 
city (" ) centre Tasteful 

An hotel room where 
your feet touch the other 
wall if you decide to 
stretch out in bed And 
the shower along the 
corridor leaks throughout 
the night. 

A Cat's Whiskers. A 
name often used when 
Mecca want to change 
their dogs' home image at 
the local Wale. Heavy 
smell of skindeep fried 
scampi and chips as you 
walk through the en- 
trance 

Winkles 
A great crowd 
The Jam. A band with a 

future as long as the 
Victoria Line with a talent 
to match 

Nothing underground 
about them though. 
Accessible right down to 
the white tongue of Paul 
Weller's winklepickers. 

They're one of the first 
new bands to hit York, but 
from the reaction you 
would never guess. The 
place is packed out and 
looking at the kids you get 
to thinking "Boy, have 
they got troubles " 

Nobody dances like the 
girl In front of me without 
some deeply ingrained 
reason She throws her 
head from side to side, her 

hair flashing across the 
faces of two geezers An 
amazon In conflict she 
finally collapses and is 
helped out by her friend. 

Down the front the kids 
leap, their sweat stained 
faces reflected In the 
myriad silver ring back. 
drop on stage 

'Art School' and 
'Changed My Address' 
kick off the show and 
already Bruce leads the 
pogoing. A guy shouts out 
'Substitute' and they go 
Into 'All Around The 
World'. Somehow the 
metaphors of the -guitars 
- like - sten - gun Ilk seem 
superfluous. 

You just gotta see them 
that's all. 

'In The City' Is followed 
by 'Carnaby Street' 
Bruce's first song for the 
band which he sings. 
'Midnight Hour' with a 
bodyblow baseline 'Na 
nananana nananana na- 
nana nanana nana- 
nana!" 

Encore. "Here's the 
reason we're here" says 
Paul. "In The City" says 
the fans, 'Batman' next. 
Off. They won't let them 
go "Jamjamjamlam.- 
Encore. "This song's 
about this school of 
thought," and 'Art 
School'. Gone. 

Best concert that's ever 
stroked the Cats While 
kers. 
WHAM RAM MASERU 
JAM! 
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17 ---bee jells the Vibrators IR Leeds end Seederlead 
TIM VIBRATION% don't 'all Attract 
sonar *Image bird.. 

There's thin sew la Use &Teeing room at 
I ...ed. Pot) weitole. Rod Jumper, red stride*, 
red hair, red And a lute staffed bird 
Winch an her shoulder colour red. She calls it Ninny Seam& 

And what about the one in the dreaming room at Snadetrland's neahnra HAIL Slack mini 
skirt. heavy black eye shadow corning to a 
point either side of her forehead, black fishnet 
stockings. Mach knickers. And she would 
instal on heeding over all the time. 

Then there's the me In the porno nuts 
/alehouse'. There's a photo. In colour, of this bleeds with a vibrator hanging 

prerarinnaly train her lap of the Gods and 
she's Goyim, bow much site likes The 
Vibrates,. "They're better looking than the 
Ilez Nabob. " 

Taal Ws great life on the road Hut do they obis*? The band that's. 
Two disappolntlag singles 'We Vibrate' and 

',baby baby'. A disastrous relationship with 
RAIL records and Mickle Most, A pretty average album, 'Pure Manta', which the band 
feel wasn't "dirty" enough. Not the most outstanding track evened. Rut wait, there's 
MOre kr erne 

Debs 
"Waist and songwriter Pat Collier quit the 

hand two weeks back for cliche time again lofts - personal reasons" and It year old 
Gary Tibbs was drafted to Immediately as 
they were In the middle of a nationwide tour. 

The Vibrators seem to have missed the first 
boat out. They were in at the beginning but a 
few unwise decisions have left them a little bit 
high and dry. 

Okay, so here we are at Leeds. A pretty 
Poly with auperflons corridors. The girl in red 
Is wandering around her bird buzzing on her 
shoulder. The support band, Mean & Nasty, 
are three girls who don't know what they're 
doing or why they're where they are. Dunce 
deed with a gangrenous sound. Get off. 

Silly student signs adorn the wall - "The 
sport they all do - HOMING". And outside TA 
local geezers are trying to storm the door. 

"Wreekedanyou" spurts Knox crazy paving 
style. No shades. Cultivating a new Image? 
The Stooge. 'No Fun' next and "The reason 
we're up here" 'London Girls ' 

Halfway through the set and you get to 
thinking that the Vibrators write nifty devil. They 
numbers that cling. les difficult to see the 

NOT TOO 
LATE TO 
VIBRATE 

hand properties the custom made crowd are 
lapping them up. 

They sing 'Baby Baby' and Knox tents his 
feeling at the end - "After that rubbish we'll 
get back to some real music". And It's catchy time again with 'Sweet Heart'. 

Spotlight Unto John Ellis - a founder whose foreplay whips up uneven frenzies 
throughout the set, in other words he can play. Knox - handicapped fingers don't 
mean nothing If you've got speed. Eddie - he can even thrash the light shade and looks taller than he Is, which always means 
something. Gary Tibbs - loves IL 

And who wouldn't! Just ask the punters 
that night as they splattered onto the stage 
during 'Sex Kick' for 'Into The Future' to 
you). 

Then Ellis hits the mike. "Hands up all 
those kids who still take drugs, yeah, I know 
there's still some around. Well this one's for 
you. Keep It clean kids, keep it clean." 
Cocaine, heroin 
I don't use speed 
I never put the needle In . 

"Rock stars always seem to be pushing 
their Inadequacies on the public who accept 
them without question," say. John in the 
dressing room after one encore and some 
equipment problem, 

"lion can you advocate drug taking? I 
wrote 'Keep It (lean' because I felt very 
strongly about the subject, that's aft " And he 
means it. 
DRONGO TIME In the van to Sunderland. 
Eddie is probably- the loudest burper in rock. 
Gone with the wind. 

Talk about German Hells Angels who carry 
shooters in their bike chains and bite like the 

clashed with them In Berlin and 
survived. 

Now that don't mean to say that The 
Vibrators are a bunch of harden's. In fart, 
they're pretty easy going erasers who avoid 
many of the pitfalls and trappings of the on 
the road syndrome. 

But when that pint pot hit Ellis on the oar at 
Sunderland boy did he go crazy. But nobody 
got felled that night Just the one glass, fun' 
the one cut ear. But the hand of fate threw a 
strong hook - and pulled the plug out of the 
PA system. No sound for flue minutes 
towards the end of the set. 

Realised earlier on In the show that the lack 
of a lionheart front:man in the Rotten / 
Strummer vein didn't matter. The Vibrators 
area band with no nucleus. That don't mean 
heart either. 

Tight 
It simply naans that they must only be 

regarded In the context of a complete band 
with no pretensions, political or otherwise. 
They are one of the tightest bands around and 
they also give people lifts to Newcastle 
Station_ 

Like the guy In Penetration, the support 
band on the night, said, "I hated the album 
bull think The Vibrators are really good live. 
Whether they like it or not they could be the 
first real pop hand to come nut of this new set 

And he meant that In the nicest possible 

THE VIBRATORS with new bassist Gary 
Tibbs (second from left) 

THE RUMOUR IS NOT 
A TRACK FROM THE BAND 

THE RUMOUR IS NOT 
AN ALBUM FROM FLEETWOOD MAC 

THE RUMOUR IS NOT 
A SECRET 

THE RUMOUR IS 
THE GROUP BEHIND GRAHAM PARKER 
THEIR 1st SINGLE OUT NOW IS 

"DO NOTHING TILLYOU HEAR FROM ME" 
(AND YOU NEVER WILL) Single 6059174 

PRODUCED BY ROBERTJOHN LANGE AND THE RUMOUR 
MIXED BY THE RUMOUR 

FROM THEIR FORTHCOMING ALBUM 'MAX' 'MAX' 
Album 6360149 Cassette /138 u88 
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A star is born and she's married to him . . . 

LOVELY RITA IS 
HIS LEADING LADY 

IF YOU'RE married 
( or living with) 
one hell of a 
fanciable man and 
you want to keep It 
that way, you keep 
a close eye on the 
opposition. And 
there's no denying 
that Kris Kraft, 
ferson is pretty 
hot property right 
now. so his old 
lady, Rita Cool- 
idge is not likely to 
let anyone else 
elbow in and take 
over 

was pretty well 
established before I met 
Kris." said Rita "But 
before the success of 
this single t'We're All 
Alone', I was known as 
Kris' wife Now It's 
been a complete turn- 
around and people are 
coming to shows to see 
me too " 

Rita was speaking on the 
phone from Alber- 
querque. New Mexico. 
where she and their 
baby daughter Casey 
are staying to be close 
to Krtstofferson while 
he's filming. 'He's 
making a film about 
truck drivers. called 
'Convoy' His co star 
is All McGraw. Now 
that could be some 
dangerous rival. If 
either party was that 
way Inclined 

"I spent some time with All and Steve 
(McQueen) In LA 
before the film start- 
ed." said Rita. "and I 
liked her I'm also very 
fond of Barbra Strei- 
sand I met her when 
Kris was making 'A 
Star Is Born' 
"But I haven't been out 
at the location yet, I've 

been taking care of the 
baby and making sure 
everything is ready for 
when Kris comes home 
If I was on the set it 
would be just one more 
thing for him to worry 
about - In case I was 
hit by a truck or 
something I'm keeping 
my distance and any 
way I'd rather spend 
time with Casey " 

While Kris is filming. Rita 
keeps company with 

Kris is 
my only 
husband 
and he's 
terrific' 

other ladies in her 
situation, the movie 
widows They all go to 
dance classes together 
to keep fit 

Rita also made a trip 
back to LA to make a 
promotional film which 
we should see on Top Of 
The Pops in the next 
couple of weeks Apart 
from the work she doer 
on her own albums. 
Rita rarely goes far 
from Kris and the 
baby They tour togeth- 
er and take Casey 
everywhere 

"The only time I've been 
away from her is when I 
was in hospital." said 
Rita "I lost a baby at 
the end of May We 
were unhappy about it. 
but these things happen 
for a reason. I've been 
fine since and I'm sure 
I'll have better luck 

next time I'd like 
another one before 
Casey gets much older. 
Perhaps next year 

Since Rita and Kris have 
been together, the 
change In Kris has been 
remarkable It was 
well known how much 
he used to drink. to the 
point where he couldn't 
work properly A 
genuine hellralser in 
fact 

But Kris Is not drinking 
any more.'' Rita told 
me "He's got more self 
confidence now. I never 
asked him to quit, he 
did It himself last 
September I enjoyed 
him when I met him, so 
I didn't want to change 
anything about him. He 
had to do that for 
himself There are still 
times when I know he's 
like to have a drink - 
before he goes onstage 
in front of 15.000 people 
But he never does. He 
has incredible will 
power. I find him lovely 
to live with, he's made 
such a difference to my 
life 

"Kris is my only 
husband and he's 
terrific. He's a very 
bright and intuitive 
person He has two 
children by a previous 
marriage and we have 
them to stay in the 
summer When we are 
at home, we see very 
few people socially We 
either close the doors 
and stay at home, or go 
on holiday to Hawaii. " 

Kris and Rita make 
separate albums as 
well as their joint 
productions, mainly be- 
cause their musical 
interests are different 

"He's mostly country and 
I'm more R&B." said 
Rita "Kris didn't come 
to any of my last 
sessions That was part 
of my life before I met 
him. But I love working 
with Krls We've been 
touring together for 
four years. It keeps the 
family together and 
that's very Important 
for him, and especially 
for Casey Besides we 
share the same band. so 
that's valid. 

"We don't have any 

problems working to- 
gether. We have to be 
constantly aware of the 
pressures In each of us 
as individuals. The 
most Important thing is 
keeping the perspective 
in the family " 

America seems to 
have rediscovered the 
family, since the com- 
ing of President Carter 
But it's still the most 
popular target for the 
American gossip col- 
umnists And they 
haven't been alone in 
watching the progress 

KRIS ARIA. IOFFERSON and Barbra Streisand in a by Rosalind Russell scene from the film 'A Star Is Born.' RITA COOLIDGE. not just Kris' 

of Kris and Rita He's 
handsome, she's beau- 
tiful - and so are the 
leading ladies 

'In the film business 
there are so many of 
those screen magazines 
that don't have to have 
facts to print a story." 
said Rita "But I know 
the person I'm living 
with. And these stories 
have nothing to do with 
Kris and me. 
"We walked out of a 
concert two weeks ago 
and we were mobbed It 

was strictly as a result 
of 'A Star Is Born' 
They were trying to 
take my body with 
them. I'd never ex- 
perienced anything like 
It before It was 
frightening " 

Kris' success in films 
hasn't changed the 
status quo in their 
relationship. Neither 
will he be giving up 
music for films. The 
couple would like to 
tour Britain next year 
(if Rita Isn't pregnant 
again). And Rita Is 

I/ 

already planning her 
next solo album. the 
follow up to 'Anytime 

. Anywhere' 
I liked the direction I 

took on my album, hut I 

may put out a jazz 
album next I had 
aspirations before I met 
Kris and I think It stays 
that way But I have no 
plans to go into films 
It's very strange to me 
There seems to be a lot 
of pecking orders and a 
lot of disorganisation I 
don't intend to become 
prima donna " 

don't 
intend to 
become 
a prima 
donna' 
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With Van McCoy's new album of greatest hits you 
can hustle and bustle and jive and jostle and 
shuffle and bump and bop and wriggle and wiggle 
and waggle and wobble and waddle and swing and 
sway and get up and boogie and get down and 
dance and rock and roll and jump and jerk 

HUSTLE TO THE BEST OF 

VAN 
c 

Album 910 9 013 Cassette 7138163 

FEATURING 

THE SHUFFLE SOUL CHA CHA THE HUSTLE 

CHANGE WITH THE TIMES SPANISH BOOGIE 
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'The media 
have seized 
punk rock by 
the throat 
and are 
squeezing all 
they can 
out of it.' 

'All you 
kids, forget 
Queen, Abba, 
etc. Leave 
them till 
you're 30 
and have no 
energy left to 
do the pogo.' 

'The new 
wave bands 
are acting as 
a laxative to 
the business, 
cleaning it 
out and 
kicking 
its ass.' 

Write to Mailman, Record Mirror, Spotlight House, 

Remelt Road, London N7 7AX 

'Punk rock 
is new, 
therefore the 
press are 
against it, 
just as they 
were against 
long hair in 
the sixties.' 

'The only 
morons are 
people who 
believe 
everything 
they read 
and never 
enquire.' 

'Kids don't 
understand, 
the Pistols are 
working on 
our side. 
CAN YOU 
HEAR 
ME OUT 
THERE?' 

THE CONTINUING SAGA OF PUNK V THE POPULATION 
Never been 
better 
I'VE BEEN buying RM 
for four years and it's 
never been better than It 
Is now. It offers a 
rompreheaslve guide to 
today's music with 
accuracy sad wit. So why 
are those who are and' 
punk attacking it! Don't 
they ee that their 
opinions on punk rock 
base been unfluenced by 
the media! 

The media (especially 
the popular press) have 
seized punk rock by the 
throat and are squeezing 
all they can out of it. The 
popular press have 
sensationalised It, they've 

exaggerated and cheap 
toed It, and implied and 
suggested things which 
aren't true, all because 
they can get a 'shook' 
story which will sail their 
paper. DJ's knock It 
because they can't con- 
form to punk rock and see 
it as a threat to their tiny, 
narrow minded world of 
pop. 

I bet all these people 
who criticised the Sex 
Pistols (and Record 
Mirror) hadn't seen them 
or even heard the record. 
So how did they know 
they'd be offended! 
They've been persuaded 
into believing anything 
praising punk rock is 
dirty. 

RM isn't preoccupied 
with punk rock, It has 

features on all types of 
music. Punk la new. its 
different, It's popular. 
and it isn't Irrelevant like 
most forms of music. So 
who can blame RM for 
giving It some space? 
Billy James. Bardsley 
Green, Birmingham. 

Bombarded 
by pseuds 
YOUR PAPER has been 
bombarded by letters 
from pseuds, loyalists, 
bigots, bigoted loyalists 
and morons concerning 
the Sex Pistols and punk 
rock These letters of 
garbled, unintelligent 
trash have illuminated 
the pervasive Influence of 

the Sunday scandal 
papers These letters are 
from the people who 
mouth 'never believe 
what you read In the 
papers' but then proceed 
to Ignore that axiom when 
reading about punk rock. 

All the letters Included 
comments about 'do- 
ilised' people, com- 
monsense and perpetu- 
ation of a reverent 
attitude towards the 
monarch we are fortunate 
to have grace our noble 
soil 

According to the letter 
writers, civilised people 
are allowed to deport 
people to another country, 
allowed to cause grievous 
bodily harm and are 
permitted to suppress 
freedom of speech In 

Collectors Item 
SONG 

"PHI \I. 
11%1111.1. 
1..100 

12 
SINGLE 
45 rpm. EXTENDED VERSION mins :1"2 

BILLY PAUL 'YOUR SONG' 

EXTENDED VERSION OF 
6 mins 32 secs. 
12' SINGLE 45 RPM. 
Produced by Gamble & Huff 

.sass. a & 

PIR 5391 

regard to record airplay. 
A commonsense which is 
derived from the Sunday 
scandal papers and has 
no tangible supporting 
evidence for it. 

Elizabeth Windsor is a 
monarch and for that 
reason alone, she should 
be Ignored in debates 
about social equality. 
Statements about the 
alienation of working 
class youth should not 
mention the Queen even If 
they can be argued 
intelligently 
Sean McGuinests-Dis- 
collet, Hayes. Middlesex. 

Great minds think 
alike? We reckon both 
your thoughts are well 
worth ES, anyway. And 
now, for other comments 
on (nearly) the same 
subject... 

Give them 
a chance 
I AM a dedicated RM 
reader and I have always 
taken great interest in 
your page. However I am 
extremely annoyed with 
the stupid people who are 
continually slagging the 
new wave band.. Come to 
grips and give them a 
chance. If they survive in 
the rat race of the record 
business very good, and if 
they don't, they'll fade 
away. I myself am 
neither anti or pro punk, 
but I believe these 
walking public con- 
venience, who are slagg- 
trig them off are well off 
middle class Abba fans 
who will have no trouble 
getting a Job. The punks 
talk for unemployed 
working class teenagers 

The new wave bands 
are acting as a laxative to 
the record business, 
cleaning it out and 
kicking Its ass. 

God save the Thin 
White Duke and to the 
latrines with NME 
Bowie Freak, Glasgow. 

Undemocratic 
neo-fascists 
I AM of the opinion that It 
per cent of your readers 
are undemocratic neo- 
fascists who have 
appointed themselves as 

demigods of the music 
world. As tar as they are 
concerned. any record, 
paper etc 4hich conflicts 
with their views should be 

damned I can remember 
the same kind of 
hysterical outburst corn - 

tog from establishment 
'robots' when the Rolling 
Stones started, and a 

certain frustrated lady 
MP got all their record* 
high in the charts Just by 

complaining about them. 
Punk rock is new. 

therefore the press 
(which le owned by the 
older generation' are 
against it, just as they 
were against long hair in 
the sixties. 

I'm not saying punk 
rock is great, but It should 
not be banned. I don't 
think much of the Bay 
City Rollers, but I 
wouldn't ban them, 
because they bring 
happiness to lots of young 
people. 

The only 'morons' are 
the people who believe 
everything they read and 
never enquire. So before 
you write in showing your 
Ignorance, why not read 
the United Nations 
Declaration of Human 
Rights 

And listen to Radio 
Caroline. Maybe then 
you'll be in a more 
sensible frame of mind. 
Ray Vail, Mltobam, 
Surrey. 

Given me 
new faith 
PUNK IS the best thing 
since fish and chips! 
Distress at the attacks on 
the Pistols has given me 
new faith The irony of 
the Pistols being attacked 
(not beaten, never beat- 
en) on the front page of 

IDI AMIN by Rob 
Calvert ( Hawkwladi 

WHERE DAT IDI ID 
ID DAT IDI DEAD 
DID DEY DO DAT IDI 

IDI IN HELEN 
OR IDI IN HELL 
OR IDI JUST NOT 
FT. ELIA WELL. 
WHERE DAT IDI IDI 
ID 

AMIN 

the Daily Mirror and the 
boat trip was Ignored 
Johnny Rotten knows 
what he's talking about 
and I'm sick of my friends 
(no longer) putting him 
down when they haven't 
even read his Interviews. 
Kids don't understand 
that the Pistols are 
working on our side. CAN 
YOU HEAR ME OUT 
THERE? 

Me and my mates have 
seen the Clash, Slits, 
Prefects, Sect, Damned, 
Adverts, the first four of 
whom I met, took photos 
of, played football with 
etc (thanks a million 
Rodent). There was no 
'I'm a star you're a fan' 
barrier 

Being black I'm in full 
support of their anti. 
fascist approach It's 
about time people rea- 
lised the national press 
are a bunch of lying, 
stupid Idiots. Their bad publicity probably 
sparked off the attacks on 
the Pistols. 

I got picked up on 
Saturday by the police I 
saw them taunt and make 
snide remarks at a punk rocker whereas he 
punched one In the eye. 
About six cops stuck the boot in- normal 
procedure to Deem!. 1984 
is just round the corner' 

Chris Tomlin drop 
dead. RM roots OK AU 
you dopey kids, forget 
Queen, Abba, Zeppelin 
etc. Leave them till 
you're in your 30's and 
have no energy left to do 
the pogo. 
Andy MacDonald, Stock, 
Essex. 

_Turns my 
stomach 
AFTER THE pathetic 
rubbish churned out by 
metiers Breach. Allen and 
the like, I Just had to respond They're so narrow. minded and wrapped up In their own 
bias that they turn my 
stomach 'Moron rock'. 
strong stuff from Mr 
Breach who I'm sure 
would love my grand- 
mother 

Although I prefer the 
Zaps, Sab, Floyd, etc who 
are all GREAT. the 
Pistols, Stranglers etc are 
BLOODY GOOD, not 
GREAT yet, but hell. give 
them time. 

On another note, 
though, anyone who has 
seen films of, or 
remembers the early Who 
material must surely 
realise that new wave 
punk rock Is hardly 
original. And falling 
short of suggesting that 
your magic paper has 
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\ pis -rocs. no more. please no more letters 

been looking like 
!ze.. Pistols fan club, I 

.19 Just like to point out 
that there are three punk 
singles and three punk 
albums In the Top 50 

is taking over' Like 
Hell Rut I like it! Oh! 

when the bloody hell 
,.e get a picture 

feature poster on the 
great Barclay James 

proud 'Friend of 
Barclay James Harvest' 
Member. Scotland. 

We're not 
that silly 

l:\I 'June 251 you had 
- rat letters from 

people saying they were 
cuing to cancel the paper 

comments were a 
waste of space for a 

4,1e of reasons. One, 
aren't silly at RM, 

they know they will buy It 
to see If their letter 

r.. been printed. Reason 
they're probably 

Chart fanatics. who can't 
re. the same charts In any 
other paper. And three. 
apart from reading J 
Edward Oliver. Disco Kid 
and the rest, I bet they 
like having a giggle at the 
Otters In Mailman. 

ACROSS 
Heart fish 
Groups of three 161 

I. She In the group, on 
tenor, mainly 151 

II, Mud Slide description 
14) 

:2 UI C and W singer III 
if, Sort of love Peter 

Gabriel offers 161 
The millionth record for 

Andrew' II 1 

Finished for breaking 
up the dance 151 

72 Undercover character 
et 

23 IICIA)Ir on this line 101 

DOWN 
2 A simple love song 

singer 151 
3 Flower girl lel 
4 Link between Russ and 

Twiny lel 
5 He and John are back 

together again ill 
6 Spann name (di 
7 Country dance venue' 

U1 
11 Sayer sign 
13 Trinidad company prod 

act DID 
14 Young rocker' 141 
15 Don't take It out of 

Jagger 141 
14 Do as Carrie Lucas 

gotta keep doing Igo 
IS One of Georgie Fame'. 

Instruments 161 II Years ago Cliff Richard 
had living one l 4 

30 Johnny is in from 
Montana shortly leo 

I did a bit of 
mathematics and came to 
the conclusion that in RM 
two weeks ago, Including 
the poster of Clash, and 
excluding the letters 
about punk rock in 
Mailman, there were 
equivalent to three pages 
about the new wave out of 
32. Besides, I've yet to see 
a punk rocker com- 
plaining about Wings, the 
Eagles, 10cc, ELO. ELP 
and the other 29 pages of 
RM 

May I step down now' 
Paul Gibbing', Crawley. 
Sussex. 

Certainly, sir. A well. 
put cane for the defence. 

Isn't here 
to stay 
I HAVE to agree with 
your many readers whose 
letters were printed 
recently In RM about the 
over -publicity given to 
punk rock In your paper 
OK, give some minor 

articles on this brand of 
'music' (for want of a 
better word) - after all. 
this Is supposed to be a 
democratic society with 
freedom of speech and all 

that But I would like to 
point out that punk is 
liked (and God willing, 
and without any help 
from you, thank you) only 
by a very small minority 
of the record buying 
public and therefore 
doesn't warrant the 
amount of space you are 
giving it. 

Before I get shouted 
down by punk fans, I am 
well aware that the Sex 
Pistols and several other 
punk bands are well up In 
the charts But how many 
other types of music 
constitute the rest of the 
charts' I'll tell you - a 
helluva lot more 

Punk rock cannot and 
will not replace or 
supercede established, 
universally accepted rock 
and roll, light music, soul, 
reggae and all the rest It 
will no doubt continue as 
alternative music for 
those unfortunate people 
who think It's clever to be 
different and rebellious 
It Is very 'limited' music 
with appeal to a few 
people with only a limited 
amount of musical appre- 
ciation. 

II would be great to see 
RM return to its previous 
higher standard of arti- 
cles, with more features 
on real - other than punk - music for those of us 
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LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION 

Across: I Barracuda 
Trio. 9 Nor -ma. 10 SUrn 
12 Waylon 15 Modern 17 

Gold 21 Caned 22 Angel 
23 Telephone 

Owen: 2 Alikl 3 Rose 4 

Conway. 5 Daryl 6 OW 7 

Barn 11 Leo 13 011 14 

Cradle IS Mick IS 

Dance Is Organ IP Doll 
20 Nash 

who have some IretellIgence 

and a modicum 
of musical good taste - 
two things in which punk 
rock followers appear to 
be lacking 
An 11711 reader who won't 
be unless you pull your 
socks up very soon. I ? 

Have you thought how 
pompous you sound? Who 
are you to say what Is 
good taste and what Isn't? 
And hasn't It occurred to 
you that some people can 
appreciate other music 
and punk as well? 

Providing 
great variety 
NEVER BEFORE In my 
whole life have I ever 
bought RM Until a 
couple of weeks ago, when 
I saw the Sex Pistols on 
the cover, being a punk 
fan I bought It and read 
the great Pistols article. 1 - 

have continued to buy It 
since and always will do 
I like the way you give 
room to music of all 
denominations and pro- 
vide such great variety. 

I feel sorry that you 
have to put up with such 
selfish, boring old farts 
who shun your Ideas As 
for Colin Allen saying that 
the Sex Pistols must be 
sick, have a good think 
about' the sick people who 
attacked Johnny Rotten 
and Paul Cook. What's it 
supposed to represent' 
Don't be a punk. be 
mature, go out and stab 
someone In the arm or put 
an Iron bar over their 
heads Instead' 
Sharon Palmer, London 
SKIS. 

Phew Letters like 
those, we're glad to say, 
were in the majority this 
week. Rut there were 
some readers who had 
other ideas - like this 
chap who says he lives at 
la Downing Street... 

Dead it is - dead it 
stays 
WHAT'S ALL this much 
about the Sex 'Pistols" 
Punk an the dictionary 
means dead wood and 
that's just what punk is - 
dead. 

You've made a mess of 
your centre spread. 
specially last week All 
my family buy a copy 
each and think It's going 
down the drain. Next 
week, we'll buy one copy 
and share it. RM Is no 
good any more. 
The Prime Minister. 

Her new single 
`That's What 

Friends Are For' 
Taken from her 

chart album 
`This Is Niecy' 

which also features 
her Nal single 'Free 

5432 

Records 
& Tapes 

Produced by Maurice Whole Charles Stepney 
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YES: THE BIG 
ONES RETURN 

TICS: 'Going For The 
One' 1 Atlantic Ka01171) 

For awhile. you could 
have knocked me off my 
chair with a feather 
cushion 'Going For The 
One' opens with an 
uncharacteristic piece of 
boogie played on /steel 
guitar, even Jon Ander- 
son's voice sounds dl, - 

But when Chris 
Squire opens up on bass 
then you know it's Yes. 

Somehow I think they 
could have spared the 
screeching guitar at the 
end. there's quite enough 
atmosphere captured In 
Anderson's voice But the 
song has a very effective 
ending, all the powerful 
loose threads coming 
together. 'Turn Of The 
Century' starts with 
tickling acoustic guitar, 
blending with Anderson's 
waif like voice. Then Rick 
Wakeman sweeps in and 
Squire adds some very 

The internal protection more women trust 

O\ -d- 
P O' 

:114 ,,L0-,...-;), 

MADE ONLY BY 

TAMPA% LIMITED. HAVANT HAMPSHIAI 

All that practice certainly paid off Knowing 
about Tampax tampons helped too 

They're worn internally So there's nothing 1,, 

show or feel bulky And nothing to get in your way 
or keep you out of the Water 

What's more. they're easy to use And 

all the instructions you need are inside the packet 

When you have your period. trusting Tampa 

tampons makes good sense. 

effective bass touches. It 
builds Into a climax of 
Instruments before giving 
way to the poetic playing 
of Steve Howe. Then the 
big build up again. 
capturing perfectly the 
tender mood of the lyrics 

.Wakeman gently plays 
piano, swaying and 
becoming more domi- 
nant. At the end, the song 
builds into a superbly 
strong theme, grandiose 
but tasteful. Howe closes 
the number with some 
more lyrical guitar. The 
track leads directly Into 
'Parallels'. Would you 
believe rock played on a 
church organ? - you'd 
better. Squire also lays 
down some tine solid bass 
and the song has a similar 
feel to the classic Yes 
days of 'Yours Is No 
Disgrace' and 'Rounda- 
bout' Squire Is chiefly 
responsible for the suc- 
cess of this track, bass 
constantly rising and 
sweeping through. His 
break about midway 
through is outstanding 
and let's not forget the 
fine drumming of Alan 
White. Side two Is 
perhaps the most am- 
bitious part of the album. 
Once again, a gentle 
theme is built upon to 
form a complicated but 
delicious musical pat- 
tern. Yes certainly cram 
the instruments in, but It 
works. There's some fine 
haunting lyrics before 
Anderson becomes more 
assertive. On 'Awaken', 
Wakeman exercises his 
fingers on a fast passage, 
then becomes reflective 
before opening up again. 
The song captures the 
feeling of pleasant dream 
on a hot summer's night. 

It subsides in lingering 
fashion with some harp 
from Anderson and 
eventually an infectious 
continental type rhythm. It builds again 
Into something stronger, 
including the return of the 
mighty church organ. 'lb 
me, at least, this Is Yes at 
their moat orchestral. But 
I do find that the opening 
track does tend to Ian' the 
rest of the theme a bit. 
Still variety is the spice of 
life and Yes dispel all 
your fears that the band 
are over the hill and 
finished. If you've missed 
'em, then it's good to 
know that they're back 
stronger than ever 

+ + Robin Smith 

STEVE HOWE poetry in motion 

BRUCE 

BLOWS 
IT 

BRUCE JOHNSTON 

BRUCE JOHNSTON: 
'Going Public' (CBS 
slew. 
Sorry Bruce, this Is a no- 
go. Pleasant to listen to 
and all, but there's 
nothing new and exciting. 
I love the sexy, soft 
vocals. I even like the 
massed choirs humming 
away In the background. 
The Beach Boys' flashes 
are brilliant. But overall, 
It's no go. Its just a 
mistake to cover songs 
that have been more than 
adequately covered - 
like 'Disney Girls' which I 
must have heard 20 
time,. Bruce very laid 
back but what goes down 
in Los Angeles Isn't 
necessarily what goes 
down here. On the plus 
side, I loved 'Rock And 
Roll Survivor'. It's a bit 
of a posey title, but the 

song is great, the 
production Is impeccable. 
My main wimp about the 
album Is that It's not very 
energetic or exciting. If 
you're lying on the floor 
recovering from the heat, 
it's perfect. + + + Rosal- - 
ind Russell 

RAINBOW: 'On Stage' 
(Oyster 0Y2 1501) 

Headbangers of the world 
unite, this one's for you. 
Four mind battering sides 
of Blackmore and the lads 
captured live. Feverishly 
paced rock owing more 
than a little Blackmore to 
the dear departed Deco 
Purple. Take the opening 
track 'Kill The King' that 
sounds somewhat like the classic Purple 
track 'Burn'. Ronnie Dio 
also has similar vocal 
chords to the likes of 
Coverdale or Ian Gillen. 
And then there's the 
drumming of Cozy Powell 
who stands on equal 
footing with the likes of 
Bonham for shear top 
gear power. The whirling 
guitar of Blackmore may 
sound dated, but for 
getting audience in- 
volvement there's never 
been anything better. 
This has got to be one of 
the few records that 
captures the full ex- 
citement of live perform- 
ances. + + + + Robin 
Smith 

JAMES TAYLOR: 'JT 
(CBS 84029) 

Sorry JT but you've been 
away for too long to get 
back the old recognition. 
Once the lanky kid who 
made greasy long hair 
fashionable, he's often 
looked upon as a boring 
old hippie these days. His 
frail voice has always 
been oddly compelling 
take 'Fire And Rain' and 
there are some out- 
standing moments on this 

REAL THING: '4 From 5' (Pye NSPH 
20) 
Classy British Soul, nicely balanced 
with nearly every rough edge 
smoothed away. The only let down 
track Is 'Kathy' It sounds clumsy and 
they tried to save it with some acoustic 
guitar but the Idea doesn't fully come 
together. Still nothing's ever perfect 
and the rest of the tracks make up for 
this, especially 'Down To The Way 
You Feel' - never heard em sounding 
better. Side One contains the classic 
'Plastic Man' and on Side Two is the 
'Liverpool Medley' a successful 
attempt to capture the feelings and 
moods of their home town. 

It's a sweeping tune and the pace 
slows with 'Children Of The Streets' 
very emotional with an ominous drum 
beat somewhere on the background. 
'Stanhope Street' brightens the 
concept pointing the way for the future. An ambitious project that 
works well. + + + Robin Smith 

Smooth as Silk 

record, notably 'Handy- 
man' and 'Looking For 
Love On Broadway' have 
the old soulful feel. Then 
there's the big production 
'I Was Only Telling A 
Lie.' Tenderest song Is 'If 
I Keep My Heart Out of 
Sight', a gently lulling 
melody. Recommended 
to be listened to after a 
hard day or a dose of 
heavy metal. It soothes 
as gently as vasellne on a 
burn. + + + + Robin 
Smith 

'MANDRE' (Motown 
STML 120ff ) 

If you've grown tired of 
cosmic excesses of the 
Parliatunkadelic - thing, 
ever felt that Johnny 
Guitar Watson has 
started beating his 
Superman ego more than 
he gets round to beating 
the blues out of his guitar. 
Or even wondered what 
happened to Maxayn. 
Look no further because 
here is the album that ties 
all the missing ends 
together and mysterious- 
ly comes up with an 
absolute funk monster of 
a record. This combines 
all the elements with the 
sweet sounds of synthesi- 
sers skate boarding their 
way across the skies, old 
blues vocal choruses and 
tender ballads, all domi- 
nated by the kind of 
offbeat humour so be- 
loved of both George 
Clinton and Frank Zap- 
pe. There is even &Zappe 
song here called 'Dirty 
Love' This Is a bit of a 
brilliant mystery. It 
outdoes nearly everyone 
that it draws it's 
influences from. It's only 
the reassuring sight of the 
Motown label that con- 
vinces me I'm still here on 
earth. + + + + + Geoff 
Travis 

ARETHA: 'Sweet Pass 
lorY (Atlantic MOMS) 

What do you do with a 
lady like Aretha' The 
way she sings could Jerk a 
rag doll out of a catatonic 
trance. But at the same 
time this woman has 
mellowed since the days 
that she seemed to be 
chased by the spirit of 
voodoo singing her way 
through 'Don't Play That 
Song For Me' and 'The 
Thrill Is Gone', it's 
impossible to feel that you 
aren't being short 
changed Just a little. And 
this on a record that must 
be her best for ages. 
Lamont Dozier is one of 
the most Interesting 
producers an the whole of 
the soul scene. He doesn't 
drown Aretha In strings, 
the horn arrangements 
are novel and they work 
too, and like all palace 
guards this band have 

+++++ Unbeatable 
+44+ SOK 

+++ Give It a gills 
++ Glee it. alas 

Unbearable 

been chosen because 
everyone of them are 
amorist the beat at what 
they do. They embellish 
the soaring tones of the 
first lady's voice. Even 
though the title track la a 
tour de force and must be 
heard the album as a 
whole doesn't actually 
contain the kind of 
material that Aretha used 
to lift off the roof of the 
Harlem Apollo with. I'm 
still looking for Aretha to 
take me back. + + + 

Geoff Travis 

ORLEANS: 'Before The 
Dance' (ADC AD0141110 

You may remember 
Orleans from their small 
hit 'Dance With Me', a 
clever piece of melodic 
pop which is featured 
here as an earlier version 
made by the group during 
their days with ABC. 
First termed In offs it la a 
good enough re-release 
showing the wide scope 
that Orleans covers from 
harmonic pop 'Let's Have 
A Good Time' to Doable - 
Oh soft rockers like 'Let 
There Be Music'. It could 
well be that their diverse 
talents were probably a 
bit too much to tak In one 
go four years ago but not 
seems a likeable show - 
case. There Is a good 
perils of pollution number 
'Wake Up' with a jazzy 
trumpet break provided 
by Larry Happen, while 
the guitars get a chance to 
stretch out on the Stax 
stomper 'The Break- 
down'. A timely reminder 
of a good band. + + + 
David Brown 

THE ABYSSINIANS: 
'Forward To Zion' (Bilk 
ILLIP907.3 

There's reggae and 
reggae, the authentic and 
the make believe, the 
Innovators and the 
followers. The Abyssi- 
nians play the genuine 
article, prime JA rock 
with a message delivered 
in their collective Joyous 
tones to a rich backing 
with characteristic shift- 
ing rhythms and striking 
brass. This album has 
previoulay been around 
only on import and now Its 
proper release should 
assure that this much 
neglected group get some 
of the praise they are 
surely worthy of. As 
envoys of the movement 
for the return to Ethiopia 
their missive Is clear, 
stand up for your rights, 
arguing amongst your- 
selves will get you 
nowhere but a united 
front will show a positive 
result It isn't a new 
story, It's the timeless 
plight but rarely told as strongly as on this record. Apart from 
Marley's 'Exodus', this 
should be one of the 
reggae recorde of the year + + + David 
Brown 
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STAY 
OR PAY? 
6 I m sixteen and have 

nt left school but 
parents want me to 

or, with ms 
'ac e-,, and do 'A 

earls Although I don't 
to this Idea too 

...alert I've been offered a 
nn a government 
experience pro- 

gramme and would 
rather taiteup this 
opportunity My par 

are fairly well-off 
mother says she 

-!art charging me 
brand If I accept the 
place AC I object most 

:-.-;gly to giving them 
money when they don't 
really need it I've said 

leave home If 
Leis happens Are they 

NI to charge me 
hoard before I'm IS" 

I get any help 
finding somewhere 

'tees. Medway 
When you leave 

school and start earning 
money. es en an allow 
anre of fill a week on a 
government work ex 
i.erienre scheme, 
there'. no reason why 
,ou shouldn't pay your 
parents some contrIbu 
tion towards bed, board 
and a roof over your 
head. They may be well- 

'off but you've been 
living with them free of 
charge for Id years now 
and that's not such a 
bad deal. Living in any 
social unit, whether It's 
a commune or an 
ordinary family set-up 
always Involves a 

certain amount of 
responsibility - afar 
Ins If relationship* are 
going to stay social 

our mother. knowing 
you much better than 
you may think, seems to 
be holding the pay sour 
way, or else, threat user 
your head so you'll 
decide to do what she 
wants, go to college and 
take those A' levels. 
Rut that approach 
smacks of blackmail to 
me. Because, no matter 
what your parents want 
or think and how much 
advice they offer, the 
final decision no your 
future has to be your 
own. 

Right now, you're 
keen to get out Into the 
working world, you're 
still undecided about 
going ahead with 
another spell of adore - 

lion. But will you regret 
not taking 'A' levels 
later In life? Do you 
need them for the job 
you'd ideally like to dolt 
you had half a chance? 
Competition is Intensive 
on the job front, and 
shows signs of getting 
hotter. So, bear In mind 
that you could have big 
problems finding the 
time, and the financial 

HELP 
THE COLUMN THAT 
DEALS WITH YOUR 
PROBLEMS 

Answered 
by Susanne Garrett 

resources, to stud) 
when you're working 
later. Grants for 'A' 
level students are few 
and tar between and 
places on government 
work experience 
scheme. are also limit. 
ed. Could someone else 
with less academic 
ability use the place you 
already have? 

You'd still rather hit 
the big wide world of 
work and leave home? 
At 15 you can't legally 
walk out just like that. 
as your parents are still 
held responsible for 
you. In contrast, at 18, 
you're free to lead your 
own life. Meanwhile, 
back at le there's no 
problem In making 
tracks on your own as 
long as you have your 
parents permission. 

But, If you leave 
without their consent 
they can apply to the 
police to have you 
traced an a missing 
person, with macho 
hassle. if the long arm 
of the law discovers 
you're under 18 and 
living away from home, 
you will have to prove 
you're able to earn the 
readies and keep your- 
self. 

Send your problems to: Help. 
Record Mirror, Spotlight House. I 
Ben ire!! Road. London N7 7AX 

FEEDBACK answers your questions. Send your 
letter, to: Record Mirror, Spotlight House. 1 

Benue!! Road, London. N7 7AX. Please don't send a 
stumped addressed envelope as we cannot answer 
oilers 

Chicago 
COULD YOU give me the history of Chicago and 
something on the Individual members. Also their 

club address' 
Maggie Scott, London. 

They trace their origins back to the mid sixties 
when four Chicago groups - the Missing Links, The 
Exceptions, The Majesties and The Big Thing - 
joined together in a group called the Chicago 
Transit Authority. They built up following in 
Chicago before producer James Ouercio heard them 
and moved them to Los Angeles. 

Since then the band have never looked back, each 
of their to albums going Platinum In the States. 
They had a brief spurt of mimesis In 1970 in Britain 
with 'I'm A Man' and Ye Or e To 4' but it wasn't until 

I SIe that they were back In favour over here with 'If 
YOU Leave Me Now'. 

The band are: Terry Rath guitar and vocals. He 
was burn in Chicago and comes from a musical 
family. He experimented with several instruments 
before hitting on the guitar. 

Danny Seraphine drums and vocals. He started 
playing drums at the age of nine and studied for a 
while under the late Rob Titles. He also runs a 
clothing -tore and a night club outside Los Angeles. 

Peter Cetera bees and vocals. He's written many 
of the band's most famous songs, including 'If You 
leave Me Now'. 

James Pankow trombone and vocals. He started 
playing trombone at the age of 10. While still a 
student he played with several big bands including 
the Bobby Christian Band. 

lee Lougiussuse trumpet and vocals. He played In 
several hands around Chicago before graduating at 
fie Paul University and later the Chicago 
Conservatory of Music. 

Robert I ammo keyboards and vocals. He was born 
In Brooklyn and moved to Chicago after winning 
scholarship to the Art Institute of the city, but he 
drifted away from painting Into rock music. 

Walter Pareselder woodwinds and vocals. He 
started playing at nine before entering De Paul 
University at 17 where he studied the clarinet 
obtaining &degree. 

taut'''. De (Silveira. He's the newest addition to 
the lee up and was born in Brasil where be was a 
member of the Brazier. Dance Company. 

Their tan club address Is WO Hear..., Avenue, 
Los Angeles Calltorrda 

Road, Hall Green, Bir- 
mingham 28. Mark 
Armneld, Research Lab, 
Droylscien. Niel Wilson. 
Comrie Street, Crieff, 
Perthshire. Peter Alex- 
ander, Meadow View 
Road, Hayes Middx. 
Anthony Duilloyle, Grey 
Abbey Road, Kildare, Co. 
Kildare, Eire Martin 
Evans, Hereford Close, 
Aldridge, Walsall, West 
Mdlands. Simon Harris, 
Furnace Drive, Furnace 
Green, Crawley, Sussex. 
Ray Cuticle, Silverdale 
Road, Beverley High 
Road. Hull. John Tozer, 
Alicia Walk, Wickford, 
Essex. P. Wardhaugh, 
Croft Way, Camblesforth 
Selby, Yorks. Gail 
Robinson. Snowdon Ave, 
Oakham, Leics. Tony 
Dawson, Abbey Lane, 
Sheffield. R. S. Bishop, 
Veisheda Rd, Shirley. 
Solihull, West Midlands. 
Stephen Gallagher, Law- 
rence Close, Cheltenham. 
Glos. Colin Hobson, 
Jeremy Lane. Heckmond 
Mite, W. Yorks. Liao. 
lanai, Frobisher Road, 
London Ni Dave Prewar, 
New Lane, Selby, N. 
Yorks. Michael Murray, 
Inveroran Drive, Bear. 
.den, Glasgow Irene 
Wheelwright, Dornle 
Drive, Kings Norton, 
Birmingham. P. Moran, 
Fountain Road, Stretford, 
Lance Andrew Baker, 
Chilton Avenue, Sitting. 
bourne. John Kay, 
Hawthorn Road, Rears - 
ley, Nr. Bolton. Gavin 
Kitchenham, Mercury 
Walk, Richfield, Hemel 
Hempstead, Herts. An- 
drew Goals, Latimer 
Road, Eastbourne, Sus- 

Su, all in all, life will 
be less of a drag if you 
can discuss everything 
openly with your folks. 
and, If that doesn't 
make things look health 
ler, get in touch with 
your local careers 
officer or job centre 
again. Any discussion 
that helps you make-up 
your mind will be 
worthwhile. 

Unless you've been 
allocated to a livingin 
work scheme the gov- 
ernment can't find you a 
place to stay, away front 
home. You're the only 
person who can do that. 
and living on a week 
when you've always 
been supported by ma 
and pa could be tough. 
And A almost every 
case, the work ex- 
perience scheme will 
only operate for a short 
time, It won't be a 
secure fulltime Job, 
merely an Introduction 
to work. 

Cutting the apron 
strings can be a slow 
and painful process and 
you'll have more chance 
of doing It If you accept 
that you're not a kid 
anymore and start 
making a contribution 
In your own right. When 
you're ready and able to 
stand on your own two 
feet you'll know It. 
That's when you won't 
need any help In finding 
somewhere else to live. 

Pistols 'Mug' 
winners 

Steve May, Morton Road, sex Stephen Hunt, Talbot 
Harvington, Nr. Kidder- Road, Albrighton, Nr. 
minster. Worcs. Caron Wolverhampton, Staffs 

John Chanberlin East Thomas. Edenbrldge Yewstock Cress Chippen- 
ham, Wiltshire. Julia 
Kusnertow, Grangemouth 
Road, Radford, Cov- 
entry Paul Richardson, 
McKlernan Ct, Battersea, 
SW11. Steve McDermott, 
Hardane, Danepark 
Road, Orchard Park, Est - 

Hull. Ray Dingley, 
Upland Road, Leeds, W 
Yorkshire. E. Allaway, 
Limes Avenue. Pi- 
nehurst, Swindon. Dale 
PilkIngton, The Drive, 
Bury, Greater Manches 
ter. E. Connor, Broad- 
way, Eccleston, St. 
Helens, Merseyside. 
Mark Urkouslds, Reed - 
ham Gardens, Penn, 
Wolverhampton. Alan 
Letts, Meadow Lane, 
Burgess Hill, Sussex. 
John Swains, Newstead 
Gardens, Halifax, West 
Yorks. N. Mare, George 
Street, Broughton, Nr. 
Briggs, S Humberside. 
Colin Prllt, Shearbrow, 
Blackburn, Lanes P. De 
Havilland, Saturn Way, 
Hemel Hempstead. Jud- 
ith Root, Colchester Road, 
Halstead, Essex. Alan 
Adams, Alexandra Road, 
P Boro Andrew Muir, 
Midhurst Aveu., London 
N 10 Malcolm Cliff!, 
Primes Lane, Holton, 
Halesworth, Suffolk. 
John McKeown, Elgin 
Way, Bell hill, Lanark- 
shire, Scotland. Andrew 
Peters, Drews Hollway, 
Halesowen. C. Bolger, 
Anne Close, Maidenhead, 
Bucks. John Riches, 
Yorks Road. Higham, 
Ferrer,. Northants. S. 
Byford, Windsor Way, 
Rayleigh. Essex Jamie 
Gordon, Oak St. Hemel 
Hempstead Herts. 
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JULY R 

BATLEY. Variety Club 
476235 1. Tribute so Chris 

SINGLET. College of 
E Aurelio.) 5916 Mmetee 

E(CLES. Talk of the North 
oil Tre 6244 Renter. 

ILFORD. Kings Club. Gem 
Raab m *lee 

LONDON, Rrecknock. Cam. 
den Road 101485 sort), 
Bette& 

LONDON. Drywalls Cam 
den Lock .01367 41117,, 
Kicks 

LONDON. Fangs Freed 
Street 101-262 70521, 
Illsemeer 

LONDON. Golden Lion, 
Fulham Road 01-368 
Has. Btabltse sad 

LONDON. Green Man. 
Plumriead High Street 101, 
654 06711/, Cameo Pall 

LONDON. Greyhound. Ful- 
barn Palace Road (01316 
05/11 ). Sealer James Bead 

LONDON. Marquee, Ward 
our Street 101437 68081. 
Damned / Adverts 

LONDON. Music Machine, 
Camden High Street (01- 
367 0428). Mare Make 
Money , Roy HID Rand. 

LONDON. Rainbow. rinse, 
ry Park 101 363 VIOL Bled 
Ceneely. 

LONDON. Red Cow. Ham. 
mersmith Road. Rings 

LONDON, Rochester. Stoke 
NewIngton High Street (01. 
249 0198 I, Lithe Acre 

LONDON. Speakeasy. Mar- 
garet Street 101.680 8510). 
Metropolis 

LONDON. Swan, Ham- 
mersmeh Broadway. Lao 
K oarnin Band 

LONDON. Troubadour. Old 

Bromton Road. Illleeteme 
LONDON. Upsttr at 

Ronnie.. Frith Street 101. 
4 JO 0747 ) . Rlddeye 

LONDON. Waltham Form( 
College Freest Road 01, 
513 75761 Mosso Jerry 

LONDON. Whither Cattle, 
Harrow Road (01.2116 
6403), Am asortslades 

PLYMOUTH, Top Rank 
(62479), The Jam 

PLYMOUTH, Woods 
(266110), Jack the Lad 

PORTSMOUTH, Guildhall 
124155). Crawler ( !beer / 
Moos 

ROCHESTER, Medway Cal - 

le% of Design (44115), 
Split Ens! Warren Harry 

SOUTHALL. White Hart. 
High Street, Hying See. 

SWINDON, Affair (30670). 
The Silas 

TWICKENHAM Winning 
Post (01404 AM), Vibe - 
Mors 

BILLY CONNOLLY 
Wednesday at London's 
Rainbow 

Thursday 
JULY 
BATLEY. Variety Club 

(4762211), Tribute To Elsie 
BIRKENHEAD, Mr Digbys 

(061 647 9329), Krakatoa 
H IMMING HAM, Polytechnic 

(021 355 69111 Geno 
Washington 

BIRMINGHAM. Rebecca. 
(021 643 051 I. The Saints 

CHELMSFORD, Chancellor 
Hall 16511481 Vibrators 

CLEETHORPES, Winter 
Gardens (62925' George 
Hatcher Band 

CROYDON. Red Deer (01 
688 23081. Boomtown Rata 

ECCLES, Talk of the North 
(0411 789 62441. Brothers 

GOSPORT. HMS Dryad. 
Montana. 

HIGH WYCOMBE, Nags 
Head (21758). Slue wdriver 

HULL. Ball HI Club, 
Slaughter and the Dope 

LEEDS, Fforde Green Hotel 
1023170). Strangewaye 

LINCOLN. Bloblo's. Coal. 
elite, Eater 

LIVERPOOL, moonstone. St 
Johns Precinct 1061 709 
68I6 ). Montana 

LONDON, Dingwall.. Cam- 
den Lock 101 287 4967), 
Pirate. 

LONDON. Golden Lion, 
Fulham Road 101 3116 

11421, tittle Acre 
LONDON, Greyhound. k11 - 

ham Palace Road (01 385 
05261, Flying Saucers 

LONDON. Hope and Anchor, 
Upper Street 101 369 46101. 
flee 

LONDON. 100 Club, Oxford 
Street (01 636 0613 ). Spinel 

LONDON. ICA, Jam Restau- 
rant, Nash House, The 

THERE'S PUNK a plenty on the road this week 
you go the Vibrators, the Heartbreakers, The Batista 
and The Jam. to name but few. And, after punk rock 
comes snuff rock, or that's the way Albert Y Lost 
Trios Paranoias see It In their new rock musical 
'Steak', previewed at Liverpool Erica this week on 
Tuesday and due to hit 'd Royal Court Theatre 
next week. Check out the listing for the best of the 
rest. Telephone numbers are provided wherever 
possible, eo give 'emit ring before you bopalong 

THE information 
was correct at the thee 
of posing to press but 11 

may be sObliect to 
change so we, advise, 
you to check with the 
venue concerned be- 

fore towelling to pop 

Telephone numbers 
are provided when, 
possible 

Mall 101 930 63e31. Albite 
LONDON, Marquee. Ward 

our Street (01 437 6601), 
Mr Big 

LONDON, Music Machine, 
Camden High Street 101 
357 04281, S fray 
Teaser 

LONDON. Nashville. North 
End Road (01 603 4071), 
Split Ens 

LONDON, Rainbow. Ftnabu 
ry Park (01 263 3148). Willy 
Connolly 

LONDON, Red Cow, Ham. 
mersmIth Road, Tyla 
Gang 

LONDON, Rochester, Bloke 
Newington High Street (01 
249 01981, Ammar blades 

LONDON, Speakeasy, Mar- 
suet Street (01 560 8810). Atfha 

LONDON. St Moritz Club, 
%ardour Street (01 437 
0526). Sounder 

MANCHESTER. Rafters, 
Oxford Street, Darts 

PEWSEV, RAF Uphaven, 
JALN Band 

PLYMOUTH, HMS Raleigh. 
Dead End Kids 

SUTTON GOLDFIELD, Dog 
Inn, Stage Fright 

TONY PANDY, Pioneer Club 
171541). ETC 

WESTCLIFFE ON SEA, 
Queens Hotel (Southend 
444171, Rears.. / Red 
Square 

Frill 
JULY 8 
BARNSTAPLE, Chequer. 

Club (717941. Dead End 
Kids 

B ATLEY. Variety Club 
1475236), Tribute To Elvis 

BIRMINGHAM. Barbarellas 
1021.543 9413), Alberto Y 
Lost Trios Paranoias 

B RIDLINGTON, Spa Pavi- 
lion (76255), Crawler I 

Boxer I Moon 

vr 
F... vr 

Vol.5 

Top ot the?* Album 

featuring, 
the Original 

Hits and the Original 
Artists! 

*BAY CITY ROLLERS 

*BILLY OCEAN 
*VAN McCOY 

*0 C SMITH 
* DRIFTERS 

*RUBETTES 

ALBUM BELP 010 CASSETTE ZCF 010 

Available from all leading Record Stores 00 

ALBERTO Y LOST 
TRIOS PARANOIAS: 
Friday at Barbarellas. 
Birmingham 

LIVERPOOL.. Eric BRIS- 
TOL, Granary, Welsh 
Back (282671, Avert Lifts 

BROMSOROVE, Tardle Big 
lee Hotel, Little Acre 

BURTON ON TRENT, 76 
Club, Alleles. 

ECCLES, Talk of the North 
(MI 789 52441, Brothers 

HIGH WYCOMBE, Nags 
Head (21758), The Pink 
Paris Etraverts / The 
Pretty 

LIVERPOOL, Empire 1061. 
709 155), Billy LIVER. 
POOL, Eric. (051-236 
7881), Darla 

LONDON. Brecknock. Cam. 
den Road 101.406 30731, 
Trouper 

LONDON. Dingwall.. Cam- 
den Lock (01.317 4967), 
The Movies / Warren 
Harry 

LONDON, Marquee. Ward. 
Gr Street (01437 6603), 

Giggles 
LONDON. Music Machine, 

Camden High Street (01- 
36! 04281, vain Delft 

LONDON. Nashythe, North 
End Road (01403 63711, 
Spilt Ens 

LONDON. New Victoria (01- 
884 0671). Muddy Waters 

LONDON, Red Cow, Ham 
toe rernith Road, XTC 

LONDON, Rochester. Stoke 
Newington High Street (01- 
2490108), Metropolis 

LONDON, Royalty, South- 
gate 101486 4112), Flying 
Saucers 

LONDON, Speakeasy, Mar. 
garet Street (01-680 8810 ), 
Neo 

MANCHESTER, Electric 
Circus. Collyhurat Street 
(051.205 9411). George 
Hatcher Band 

MIDDLESBROUGH, Town 
Hall 146013), The Jam 

NEWBURY, USAF Green - 
ham Common (40940), 
Muscles 

SCARBOROUGH, Penthouse 
163204), The Enid 

SKEGNESS, Sands, Gem 
Washington 

ULVERSTON, Penny Forth. 
ing. Krakatoa 

WEST RtNTON, Pavillon 
12331. Vibrators / Wire 

Saturday 
JULY 9 

AYLESBURY, Friars 
(845681, Jack the Lad / 
Crossfire 
BIRMINGHAM, Barba - 
reline (021-643 94131, 
Alberto V Lost Trios 
Paranoia. 
BRISTOL, Granary. Welsh 
Back (20207), Dart. 

SEE IT! 

BURY ST F. MOUNDS, Corn 
Exchange ,39371, Dead 
Pad Kids 

COVENTRY, Robin Hood. 
Only Clam' 

DUDLEY. JB's 151597). Pete 
Brown's Bock To The 
Front 

DUNSTABLE, California 
(MOO, The JIIII/CMIISSa 

ECCLES. Talk of the Nortn 
1061.789 52441, Brothers 

EXETER. Exeter College of 
Art 1503911, Mounter 

GLASGOW, Apollo (041 332 
60551 Billy Connolly 

LEEDS, Staging Post 
(845625), Pratt Enid, 
Bears 

LIVERPOOL Erica 1051-234 
78811, The Saints 

LONDON, Dingwall.. Cam- 
den Lock 101.267 4967), 
Raymond Prompt. Rand / 

Women 
LONDON. Green Man. 

Plumslead High Street 101- 

854 08731. Stone Cold Sober 
LONDON. Music Machine. 

Camden High Street 101- 

387 04281. Remus Down 
Boulevard / Hooky Milton 

LONDON. Nashville. North 
End Road 101.603 60711. 
Tram. se 

LONDON. Queen Elisabeth, 
ChIngford, Jerry The 
Ferret 

LONDON. Ot nNitoRn omc ihre st et; Stoke 
Newington High Street 101- 
249 0199 Strutters / 
Tooting Freeness 

LONDON. Royalty. South- 
gate 101-886 4112). Jimmy 
Helms 

LONDON. Speakeasy, Mar 
caret Street (01.580 81310). 
Special Brew 

MANCHESTER, Belle Vue. 
Elisabeth Suite t lint 20.( 
1331), Eater Slaughter 
and the Does X -Ray Sues 

MANCHESTER, Electric 
Circus, Collyhurst Street 
(081.205 94U). Stray 

It AMMO ATE. Van Gogh. 
Rikki and The Last Days of 
Earth 

REDDITCH. Tracy, 1611601, 
sea 

SCUNTHORPE. Priory Hall 
14493). Vibrators 

SHEFFIELD. City Hall 
(7074). Crawler / linter 
Moon 

SHEFFIELD. Tolley College 
Moil L Krakatoa 

TAMWORTH. Kingsbury 
Working Mens Club. Stage 
Fright / Delegation 

WEST RUNTON. Pavillon 
1203). Billy Ocean 
Muscles 

Sunday 
JULY to 
BRADFORD, Princeville 

Club 1740441, Krakatoa 
BRADFORD. SI Georges 

Hall 132513) Crawler 
Boxer Moon 

CHELMSFORD, City Tav- 
ern, The Movies 

LEICESTER. Enderby So 
clot Club. Strange Days 

LONDON, Greyhound, Ful- 
ham Palace Road, (01 365 
0530 Metropolis 

LONDON. Red Cow, Ham 
mersmith Road, Sounder 

LONDON. Regents Park 
Open Air Theatre, Michael 
Chapman with Red Cie 
owns and Keel Hartley 
Jo Ann Kelly 

LONDON. Roundhouse, 
Downstairs, Camden Lock 
,1(1 267 2561, 4mazorb 
lath, 

A PRETTY full week for tele viewers 
(until Saturday et least! I For starters 
tune to ITV for Get It Together on 
Wednesday (4 20 ), the last In the present 
series, when Undo Fletcher and Roy 
North introduce Stephanie De Sykes and 
David Parton plus the excellent up and 
coming Sad Cafe from Manchester Also 
on Wednesday, for Granada viewers only. 
there is a film of Manchester's number one 
punk band, Slaughter and the Dogs In 

What's On (8.001 If that isn't quite 
your street you can always plump Or Top 
Of The Pops on Thursday night (7 15) ITV 
reach for the moon with Star Rider (11.40) 
later the same night when they have film of 
Barbara Dickson captured to concert 

The final show we suggest you glue 

your eyeballs to Li . Yes iolka 
It's the Muppet Show, Saturday (6 15/ 

Ms on ITV. Kermit the frog. Foote thar, 
Piggy n' friends blitz your senses with 
the greatest kind of humour gone& 
craziness I I I 

LONDON. Tut rtngton Lodge 
Lane. North !lechery let 
445 Cleo Jean alVel. 

MANCHESTER, F.ictrIe 
Cirrus. Collyburst Street 

1 o61 200 141G. Messer. 
NPR /MELD. Top Rank 

.219771, The Fans 
TRURO. The Prase 2011141). 

Reveller. 
WE eTet,IFFE ON SEA. 

Queens Hotel tilnutheend 
11417 The Enid 
link Crab 'and Rorkel 

rrrrrr sv 

JULY II 
BRIGHTON, But tweet 

166906) The Depression 
BRIGHTON. Marlborough 

Hotel 183745. addle/ 
GREAT YARMOI TH. Tiffa 

nye 11370181 Hanky 
LEICESTER. (Salley) 

126462/. ebakin ern. Steven. 
and the Sunset,. 

LONDON. Rrecknock. Cam 
den Road (01.4115 Sells 
Mother Superior 

LONDON. Crackers. Hewlett 
Street. Nloussle and the 
brace. Snail . Ante 

LONDON. Dingwall, Cam- 
den Lock 101-267 49071 
American Train 

LONDON. Greyhound, Ful 
ham Palace Road 401.385 
0525,, Bethnal 

LONDON. Half Moon, Lower 
Richmond Road. Putney 
Tim Rose 

LONDON. Hope and Anchor. 
Upper Street 101-359 4510). 
The Stokes 

LONDON. Music Machine. 
Camden High Street 101 

387 0425). Liar / Cork 
Sparrer 

LONDON. Nashville. North 
End Road (01-603 6071 
999 

MANCHESTER. Free Trade 
Hall 106I-634 09431 Craw- 
ler / Boner Moon 

NEWCASTLE. Newton Park 
Hotel. Pain 

PLYMOUTH. Top Rank 
162479), Krakatoa 

REDCAR. Coatham Howl 
132:16 Rue...I Flyer, 

Tuesday 
JULY Cl 

BOURNEMOUTH. Village 
Bowl, logs + 

BRIDLINGTON, Royal Spa. 
Normal Flyers 

LEICESTER. Halley 
(264621, Shaking Stevens 
and the Sunset's 

LIVERPOOL. Empire (001 
709 15551, Crawler./ Boner 
/Moon 

LONDON. Dingwall., Cam- 
den Lock 101 267 49471. 
Boom Town Rate 

LONDON. Golden Lion, 
Fulham Road 101 346 
3942). Metropolis 

LONDON. Greyhound, .Ful- 
ham Palace Road 001 360 
05261. Bethnal 

LONDON. Kensington. Rim 
sell Gardens (01 403 aus). 
The Stokes 

LONDON. Music SI. bine. 
Camden High Street 101 
387 0423). Slack Alice 

LONDON. Railway Hotel. 
Putney, XRay Opel 

LONDON, Rochester. Stoke 
Newington High Street 101 
249 0198 L XTC 

PLYMOUTH. Woods 
12661161, Mike and the 
Lout Day of Earth 

SHREWSBURY. Tiffany, 
158786) The lent 

WAKEFIELD. Unity Hall 
16555 Vibrators 

GIGGt 11)E listing, non 
go to preen on a Thursday folk, so ran our hate tour 
flute, on Thursday morning 
at the Very totem Strep'ern 
coming! 

Ring 01 NO 0411 

HERR IT! 
TURN THE radio dial to Radio Clyde on 
Wednesday if you're Into Ralph %Wren as 
he Is sure to have plenty to say to John 
MacCalman (8 001 

Right then head - bangers. get ready end 
go berserk on Saturday night 

Tune Into Radio One's b Concert (6.30) or a brain melting session from Null 
You'll have time to catch your treat when 
Sad Cafe take up the :rood half of this stereo show Introduced by Pete 
Drummond DJ rock writer expert 
Charlie Gillett is playing the bed sounds 
around on Radio -.melon, Sonde, lunch 
time 112.00) in his Hooky Tank show If 
you're in the Radio Newcastle area try 
Bedrock for size on Monday evening when 
Dick Godfrey has new w Penetration 
as his 'in concert' guests (7 15 om I John 
Peel still keeps ahead of the others with his 
'show on Radio One every weekday sight 
from 10.0 tUl midnight. 
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Damn 
heavy 
stuff 
THE DAMNED 
London 
THi la MUNE° played 
their set st the Marquee 

%today night order 
impossible conditions - 
the surprising thing was 
test they nail walked 
offstage once. and that 
was because the monitors 
Nickel up, not became of 
the thaws, of gob and 
glasses that came frown 
the crowd. Not that the 
crowd were true punk 
tans anyway A large 
proportion were Amid. 
ran tourists (wearing 
their gold rim John 
Lennon spec and Ber- 
keley sweat shirts) and 
another contingent looked 
like after 5 pm punks - 
the type that puts safety 
pins through the jacket 
they've been wearing to 
the insurance office all 
day. 

And then there were the 
yobs The mob that threw 
beer glasses at the band 
who presumably they 

...nerd to see) and tried 
their damndest to kill or 
maim wormers.. And the 
stage must have been like 

nauseous ice rink with 
the amount of spit that 
covered it. 

The band opened with 'I 
Feel alright', but didn't 
seem able to loosen up 
right away. I'm not sure 
at which point the 
monitors packed up, but It 
was obvious there was 
something wrong with the 
sound. Brian James' 
guitar wasn't coming 
through and after 'Neat 
Neat Neat', Rat Scabies 
heaved me of his drums 
at the roadies. Rat's 
performance was been 
tamed all the way through 
and it's clear he can be 
superb when conditions 
are better. 

The whole band 
marched offstage after 16 
minutes and the roadies 
tried to re - amenable the 
equipment, working 
under barrage of abuse 
and glass. When the 
Damned reappeared, 
they asked the audience 
to quieten down (as far as 
violence was concerned) 
and announced that they 
would play on, even 
though they couldn't hear 
anything. 

The whole affair must 
have put Rat Scabies 
right off his stroke. 
because his short drum 
solo just didn't cut It - 
especially when he had to 
stop in the middle of it, 
Roth over the kit and have 
words with someone who 
was making nuisance of 
himself at the front of the 
stage. Brim James was 
none too pleased when 
Aorneone else threw a 
shirt over the neck of the 
guitar during a tricky 
run. 

I think It says lot for 
them that they came back 
to do en encore, but it's a 
shame that their enslave 
nary gigs (they've been 
together a year) should 
have been marred by a 
bunch of hooligans. 
ROSIALIND RUSSELL 

GENERATION X 
Twickenham 
ROCK AND roll find)" 
itself Inhabiting some 
strange Joints. The 
seamy side of the new 
wave seems sated to 
seedy dive, even to the 
high rise stage of a major 
venue. Certainly not too a 
hostile, plush middle - 

claws pub standing by the 
side of the two - lane 
highway rushing its way 
westwards sway from the 
WS city. 

Every great group bee distinctive individual 

INDAILSHOWS 

characters In the group. 
Wondle was only as good 
as Biondi,. herself, 
Chelsea have Gene 
October but no one else 
with the ability to project 
a sense of personality. 
The Pistols, the Clash and 
Generation X are all on 
top of the new wave, 
because they are all composed of strong 
personalities. Billy Idol 
04;t:/V.dMWItflp; 
and front man with Ws curling lips and whip. 
crack movement, defies 
you to take your eyes 
away from him. A 'Your Country Needs You' 
poster of his very own. 

Bob James, 'Derwood' 
as the group call him, Is 
almost the group's secret 
weapon. His stance 
embodies the modesty of 
the guitarist who knows 
that the only Important 
thing is to produce killer 
sounds from his guitar. 
He's one of the best new 
guitarists I've seen in a 
long thee. 

The band's new drum. 
mer, Marl Laff, was 
playing only his sixth gig 
with the band since 
leaving the Subway Sect. 
His new band play about 
10 times as fast as his old 
band, and towards the 
end of the set Mark looked 
close to collapse. Whilst 
he was still alive, he 
showed he has that extra 
attack that the band 
needed. Billy Idol turned 
towards him twice In the 
set to express his 
appreciation. He's ob- 
viously happy with his 
new workmate. 

Tony James is the 
group's propeller. He 
leaps like wildrnan and 
jet propene his arm Into 
the pumping bass lines, 
It's obvious that night 
after night he's giving 
every last ounce that he's 
got in him. 

Their new set features a 
new song called 'From 
The Heart' and they've 
started employing the 
techniques of dub reggae 
In 'Listen', the guitar 
play echo whilst the 
drums and bass fail away 
to leave BWy to sing over 
and over 'Listen'. 

You know he means It. 
GEOFF TRAVIS 
MOON / BOXER / 
CRAWLER 
Bristol 
MOON OPENED up the 
second night of this epic 
promotional package 
tour. Moon Is seven 
piece who deliver tasty up 

front funk with powerful 
vocals from Noel McCall& 
supported by Nicky 
Payne, who also plays 
sax and flute, there is no 
doubt that they're fine 
musicians, but they need 
heavy plugging If they 
are to get anywhere. 

Moon are easy, pleas. 
ant listening but they 
don't have lot else to 
offer, unlike Crawler who 
have, as an extra bonus, 
the sinewy figure of ex - 

Beckett man Terry 
Wilson Siemer (have 
voice, and body; will 
sing, and pose) Crawler's 
music is raucous blues, 
featuring a lot of Jeff 
Whltehorn's lead guitar. 
They're punchy and If 
any of the record 
company ' hopes are 
realised it will be through 
Crawler's record sales. 

Well, Hoses Mark II 
has retained Just Mike 
Patio from that original 
line - up. They have been 
together for few months 
but the Colston Hall was 
only their second gig and 
It really showed; they 
may all be fine musicians 

their own right but 
together or more often 
uotogether. It didn't 

happen. Pantie singing 
battled against the 
wattage of the rest of the 
bands, and the sound rola 
was Teen. 

The verdict on the 
evening: Crawler could, 
Moon should, but Boxer 
oughtn't even to have 
been put on the road when 
they are so W prepared 
for gigging. UNSAY 
OLDRIDGE 
CROSBY, STILLS & 
NASH 
New York 
REUNIONS ARE often 
awkward affairs - 
usually just quick cash 
in re runs of past 
achievements - as 
regressive as they are 
fun. The reunion concert 
of Crosby. Stills and 
Nash, though, proved a 
great night of refreshing 
nostalgia, hampered only 
by the protections of a 
creative future together 
by way of a recently 
released album of brand 
new CNN material. 

Actually, the boys did 
realise the old stuff is 
what the fans came to 
see. At one point Crosby 
practically apologised for 
doing the new numbers, 
and with songs like the 
new single 'Dark Star', In 
which Stills actually sings 
"ain't this song a bust / I 
don't care", It's no 
wonder. 

As nostalgia, though, 
the evening succeeded on 
more than Just a musical 
level. During 'Our 
House', when the aud. 
fence sang along, it 
brought back memories of 
sixties pseudo unity, end 
the closing number, 
'Wooden Ships', added 
that element of real 
pont& which has made 
CNN almost as painful 
and exciting an icon as 
Dylan himself. 

Yet it was a slick show - offering a well paced 
acoustic stint sandwiched 
between two electric sets - highlighted by 'Love 
The One You're With', in 
which the band absolutely 
ripped the place apart. 
JLM FARBER 
JOHNNY NASH 
London 
IF YOU'VE never heard 
of the Wailers you might 
Imagine that Johnny 
Nash represents the very 
cream of Jamaican 
music. Fortunately the 
blend of his absolutely 
perfectly pitched voice 
and his choice of classic 
pop songs simply entre. 
won the showbusiness 
end of this eland's richly 
talented musical comma. 
nity. 

From his colonial 
master style get up, with 
knee - high riding boots, 
vest and frilly shirt It was 
obvious that Nash's 
inspiration comes more 
from the vocal delivery of 
Johnny Mathis than It 
does Bob Marley or Pablo 
Moses. Strange too, when 
you consider that Nash 
was one of the first to 
popularise Marley's 
songs. 

He sang 'Stir It Up' and 
'Oueva Jelly' with the 
same ease and perfection 
that he sang them on his 
classic first album. They 
don't contain any of the 
good humoured rudeness 
that Marley manages to 
deliver. But Johnny Nash 
Is an absolute pop 
master. His voice and 
good looks promise only 
sunshine and the absence 
of pain. 

Despite the gloss and 
romanticism that Nash 
both uses and revels in 
about Jmaica. It's 
impossible not to be won 
over by the sheer beauty 

BAD COMPANY: ate up the audience 

of the man's voice. He 
sang his way through 
every one of his great 
songs, and each was 
greeted with huge cheers, 
'Celebrate Life, 'Cupid', 
'Tears On My Pillow', 
'Hold Me light' and the 
last and longest cheers 
were saved for 'I Can See 
Clearly Now'. If only the 
hardness of the reggae 
drumming hadn't been 
sweetened by the orches- 
tra and Johnny Nash had 
given us a glimpse of the 
clouds that he had fought 
to be able to say that he 
had won the battle to see 
clearly, then this might 
have been a tremendous 
concert. 

A disaster for soul but a 
triumph for the Johnny 
Mathis school of adapting 
popular rhythms for the 
palates of those that like 
their life filled with 
castles made of sand. 
GEOFF TRAVIS 
JALN BAND 
London 
LATE NIGHT strut and 
huff and disco stuff this. 
And with home - grown 
party funk bands about as 
thin on the ground as 
Englishmen in Manches- 
ter United, JALN do a 
pretty good Job as one of 
the best. 

The party line in this 
case is powerful 
coalition. Flying action 
from the drill book of the 
fiery American 'Linkman 
ters Is mixed with their 
own songs for a slice of 
original flair. Working as 
a nine piece (with Alan 
Holmes guesting on sax) 
they're happily polished 
as well as fat and funky. 

Still they mustered 
well. Parade ground 
polish on the Fatback's 
'Streetdance', presenting 
arms on their own 'Life Is 
A Fight' and the party - 

down 'Nothing Ever 
Comes That Easy' or 
'People Think Again'. 

When the thermostat 
does go up JALN put on 
their melting pot. Singer 
Roy Gee and guitarist 
Charlie Sylvester bump 
their rumps and keep the 
show going. 

live sweat. To get to 
the top of the disco tree 
you need It. JALN have 
got it, plus the magic 
ingredient of elbow 
grease polish. They bump 
and thump It out and keep 
the dancers happy; to 
expect more from the 
most efficient workers 
digging the British disco 
trench would be ex- 
pecting miracles.JOHN 
SHEARLAW 

VERY GOOD 
COMPANY 
HAD COMPANY 
London 
THIS IS one to tell your grandchildren about. An 
outstanding night when four British heroes returned 
triumphant from across the great white water. They 
ate up the audience and left them feeling ecstatic 

"They've been away far too long. welcome them 
home," screamed Capital Radio's diminutive Nicky 
Horne. To the strains of peeling thunder and the 
rasp of lightning Bad Company marched on stage, a 

giant screen showed pictures of the Grand Canyon 
01. setting the scene admirably. Touring America 
has meant the band fit together likes jigsaw. They 
make It look all too easy They're not a band to 
throw themselves around, but the dynamics still 
come over and they look like hardened cowboys 
fresh off the range 

Can't say I was too impressed by the band's last 
studio effort but on stage the new material really 
held the attention. 'Burnet' Shy' started the 
proceedings with Mick Ralph§ laying down some 
strident guitar and Boa Burrell on lazy bask as Paul 
Rodgers leant backwards, growling into the 
microphone 

'Heartbeat' sounded lighter to start with and then 
opened up with some duelling guitar work. The 
emotional highlights of the evening were 'Like 
Water', which was very emotive, with some pictures 
of gentle ripples on the big television screen and 
'Shooting Star' a song about the rise and fall of a 
rock star, started In an almost foiky, reflective 
manner with stars shining on the screen. 

End of the tears with 'Run With The Pack' - 
Rodgers hammering away on keyboards. A 
stunning show In music and subtle visuals, It's been 
worth the wait 

And now a few words about Racing Cars. I was 
dubious that a band, whoa short while ago played to 
a small but enthusiastic college audience in sunny 
Berkshire, could cope with the terrors of Earls 
Court. But a lesser band than Bad Company would 
have been blown right off the stage. Morty looked 
particularly confident, running around the stage in 
white hat The guy never missed a note and the 
band was tight. Obviously the highlight was 'They 
Shoot Horses Don't They' and his emotional voice 
filled the entire auditorium. Not a dry eye in the 
house, I tell you. 

What a pity Racing Cars couldn't have had the 
time abused by Metropolis. They were awful. 
ROBIN SMITH 

THE EMOTIONS 'FLOWERS' 
EXTENDED VERSION OF 
4 mins 34 secs. 
12" SINGLE 45 RPM. 
Produced by Maurice White 
and Charles Stepney for 
Kalimba Productions 
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DEAD END DEPTFORD 
Pe ad% ,m 9 

SQUEEZE' 

this he their new drum"... 

THE SOLITARY 
chimney of the 
power station point- 
ed at the off - white 
sky like an accusing 
finger. Father 
Thames flowed past 
greyly. passing de- awaiting the 
cayed docks and 
housing blocks. 

In the High Street, a 
husUe of shoppers mingle 
In one of London's 
Cockney strongholds. 
Greengrocers talk about 
apples and pears as well 
as selling them 

The grim railway 
station shows Its age as 
part of the city's first rail 
link. though there seem to 
be fewer trains now than 
in 1838 when It opened 

In those days the 
village of Deptford stood 
In meadows leading down 
to the river Today It lies 
surrounded by reminders 
of the past and the brutal 

mint 

truth of today and 
tomorrow 

Many of the locals were 
moved out when the docks 
closed down and whole 
communities were broken 
up and packed off to new place. 
towns Large areas of 
dockland are deserted 

arrival of a 
dubious messiah in the 
guise of a huge US owned 
trade mart. 

The paperbacks and the 
supplements will tell you 
of the wonderful con- 
versions of rum ware- 
houses Into council flats. 
but unfortunately not all 
of Deptford lives in such 
hallowed surroundings. 

Walk down the Hist 
Street at night and you'll 
see a few people going to 
the pubs A dosser 
stumbling his way to the 
nearby hostel A stray 
dog and a handful of kids 
just hanging around 

Welcome to Deptford, 
Fun City 

Nothing much happens 

Getting power from the station 

Almost says David Brown 
here, its that sort of 

But wait a minute 
something Is happening 
here, something which 
has found a kind of 
natural home, an area 
which typifies Its very 
existence 

Deptford has a lot of 
unemployed, shuffling 
feet outside the Creek 
Road dole office Dep- 
tford has racial tension, 
occasional eruptions like 
the present 'Lewisham 24' 
court case Deptford has 
the Inner city blues 
Deptford has new ware 
power' 

Suddenly the area Is 
alive with young bands of 
varying musical skills. A 
lot of youths sing about 
their problems of leaving 
school and finding work, 
about living in a mixture 
of yesterday and today 

They've never really 
had their own pop stars In 
Deptford, even though the 
area Is surrounded by 
neighbouring boroughs 
that produced Marty 
Wilde, Status Quo and 
Steve Harley. 

The area where Samuel 
Pepys wrote his famous 
diaries, is now the home 
of Mark P. who dedicates 
his present 'Sniffin' Glue' 
fanzine to Deptford yobs 
When not writing about it, 
he'll sing about It with his 
Alternative TV hand. 

Only weeks after Little 
Queenie came and did her 
Jubilee thing in the 
streets of Deptford, the 
youth of Deptford put on 
their own community 
festival with several 
bands playing for tree on 
the Crossfield housing 
estate. and not a big name 

VITAVOX LIVE SOUND AWARD 
For the best new British group in live sound resident in the UK 

Sponsored 
VITAVOX LIMI 

WESTMORLAND Ri 

LONDON NW9 

ENTRY IS NOW 
FOR 1977 

NOMINATIONS 

The Award is open to any British group in any 
category of music, who did not reach the top 50 
albums or singles charts in the 12 months to 
March 31st this year. 
Initial entry is by taped recording at a live 
performance. Semi-finals and finals will be 
judged live at special events. 

FIRST PRIZE includes the Vitavox Award silver 
trophy to hold for one year, plus commemorative 
trophy, a pair of Thunderbolt speaker systems 
valued at C1,000, and an introduction to a top 
London agent. PLUS studio recording time 
presented by Horizon Studios. Coventry. 

SECOND PRIZE includes equipment to the 
value of £750. 

THIRD PRIZE includes equipment to the value 
of £250 

For details write to Patricia Schooling at 
27.28 George Street. Richmond TW9 1HY or 
phone 01 940 9748 

CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRY IS 

MONDAY AUGUST 1st 

band or greedy promoter 
In sight. 

Sandwiched between 
the railway viaduct and a 
block of flats Is a thin 
strip of yellowing grass 
with a makeshift stage at 
one end and one wire 
disappearing into a guy's 
domestic electricity sup- 
ply through his flat 
window. 

After a mixture of 
bands Mark P and his 
alternative TV show 
toured that even after a 
couple of rehearsals and a 
handful of gigs they have 
something good to offer 
through delicious, almost 
reggae. rhythms of 'Love 
Lies Limp' to more heavy 
social statements 

His mum and dad pop 
by to shout and wave to 
their son hero, and no 
one minds, this is 
Deptford, Fun City. It's 
that sort of place. 

Future 
Topping the bill, as It 

were, are Squeeze, one of 
the most exciting bands to 
emerge out of South 
London in many years 
They're not a bunch of 
spotty kids grouped 
together to get In on the 
current punk scene but a 
group with a past, and 
judging by what they 
have tooffer. a group with 
a future too 

This Friday sees the 
release of their first 
recording, a three track 
EP cheekily named 
'Packet Of Three', (the 
only disc you have to go 
and ask for the male 
assistant to serve you 
with !), produced by none 
other than John Cale and 
featuring a powerful 
track called 'Cat On The 
Wall', composed by the 
hands' prolific song - 
writing team of Difford 
Tllbrook, two names to 
watch for. Most of the 
group have been together 
for more than three years 
now, the last two and a 
half as Squeeze. 

Glen Tllbrook takes up 
the story "We were 
called The Kids and 
didn't like that, so we had 
a whole list of names and 
we and two others got 
together and awarded 
each name points out of 10 

and ended up with 
Squeeze." And a squeeze 
It was for a time 

"Now we've started 
headlining places like the 
Marquee and the Nash. 
ville after a lot of hard 
work It's not before lime 
I can tell you We've been 
banned from some places 
around here like the 
Albany and the 
Trarnshed There are no 
good clubs around here 
really though 

"We're a bit shook up 
about The Jam, they 
supported us at The 
Weida* a by boob and 

now they've leapt up I'm 
not sure If it's a good thing 
for them to get too big too 
quick though - like 
playing the big venues " 

Because Squeeze have 
been around a while 
they've come in for some 
criticism for trying to 
cash in on the fashionable 
punk rock trend 'We've 
not really jumped on any 
bandwagon We like what 
is happening and want to 
be part of it," Glen 
defends them "We would 
rather be In the new 
wave, we're closer to it 
you know " 

The band have a huge 
repertoire of material, 
ranging from catchy pop 
songs to hard rock, but 
Glen says that some of it 
Is too wide in scope to 
really get them recogni- 
sed as to be part of one 
musical classification. 

"What we do want is 
something that people can 
dance to and have a good 
time," he says. 

They landed a record 
deal via a friend who 
happened to know some- 
one who knew Miles 
Copeland - whose ATM 
company and small labels 
like Step Forward (with 
Mark Pi and Illegal (with 
bands like The Police), 
are now joined by a new 
label - Deptford Fun 
City Records - for the 
initial Squeeze release 

_Through their con- 
nection with Miles they 
also landed John Cale as 
producer. Mlles had 
brought him over to 
Europe to perform. 

Having the name Cale 
as producer on their first 
record (they have pre- 
viously recorded at 
studios like Rockfield, but 
nothing was released), 
can't be bad. 

Shave 
"Working with him was 

really weird," Glen 
confesses. "We had three 
days work and the 
first day we really 
worked well with him, 
giving us useful ideas 
about backing tracks and 
so on, then the next he'd 
keep coming up with 
funny ideas, like there's a 
line in 'Night Ride' which 
goes "Gonna grease my 
hair and shave my chin', 
and he suggested we 
change that to 'Gonna 
grease your ass and 
shave your thighs'. 

"The next day he'd 
really work well again. I 
liked working with him 
though, and would like to 
do an album with him." 

Pianist Julian chirped 
In "He kept cracking 
these personal jokes 
which no one else got. 
He'd suddenly say Nine of 
Diamonds and start 
laughing, and everybody 
would just look at each 
other in amazement " 

They cut five tracks at 
Pathways studios with 
Cale, three of which 
appear on the EP, -cos 
It's value for money and 
all that" - Glen - and 
the naafi will probably 

surface as a single 
headed by 'First Thing 
Wrong?' 

Glen has worked with 
Chris Difford In previous 
bands and between them 
they've stacked up a 
giant pile of songs "I'd 
written songs on my own 
but only really liked one 
of them." said Glen 

"Chris is good at 
writing lyrics, which I'm 
not so good at - don't ask 
me about the lyrics at all! 
But I write hundreds of 
tunes, so we get on well 
together like that " 

They have about 400 
songs between them at the 
moment. Julian has also 
been involved In the band 
since the beginning, but 
for a whole didn't play 
with them since they 
couldn't amplify his 
piano 

Waste 
"They'd be playing 

away at the usual loud 
volume and no one could 
hear me on the piano. It 
got to be a waste of time 
me playing," he said 
"Now we use an electric 
piano " 

Coupled with their 
strong lyrics the use of 
piano gives them another 
distinct advantage over 
many other new bands It 
has become a much 
neglected instrument In 
the present generation of 
rock musicians, and as 
many players from 
previous eras will tell you 
there is little better to add 
a bit of excitement and 
those all important rock 
rhythms. 

They had a bit of 
trouble with their pre- 
vious drummer who, according to Glen. 
"would keep slowing 
down and speeding up in 
a number," and have 
brought In a "foreigner", 
all the way from Bedford, 
to keep the beat neat. 

They're equally glad to 
start off with their own 
label. 

"The name Is a fun 
thing - Deptford Fun 
City", Glen smiles "I 
can't think of a more 
miserable place I don't 
know what you've been 
told, but " 

But it can't be such a 
bad place, both Harry 
Cain and myself worked 
there on the South East 
London Mercury 

"Well " 
Right, let's try again 
Squeeze are Glen 

Tilbrook, guitar and 
vocals, Chris Clifford 
guitar and vocals, Julian 
Holland keyboards, Har- 
ry Kakoulli bass, and 
Gilson Levis from Bed- 
ford i"That's is fault" 
on drums Their debut 
record Is 'Packet Of 
Three' comprising 'Cat 
On A Waal' Night Ride' 

Backtrack' 
Though it Is on the 

Deptford Fun City label 
and they are based In 
South East London, none 
of them actually live in 
Deptford. It's that aorta 
place too 
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LAS VEGAS is the neon -lit 
gambling mecca where 
people go to drink and 
gamble and artists consider 
playing there is the height of 
showbiz swank. 

lin when a .ery very sophisticated 
Marlene Shaw answered the phone 
and explained she was in Vegas, out 
came the obvious assumption. "Oh, 
you re perlorrning there.., 

No," she wild 'I live here I've 
lived here for MX years. I worked 
here a lot, and the more I worked 
here the more people I met who lived 
here" 

Sweet Beginnings' is kind of a 
funny name to give Marlena's 
current CBS album, because she's 
no newcomer to the business She's 
done eight albums, this being her 
second with disco production whizz 
kid Bert de Coteaux. But this Is the 
first time she's moved away from a 
Shirley Basaey type jazzy audience. 

Limelight 
I suppose I'd rather have been 

known as a jazz singer than not to be 
u mien about at all." she said of the 
last few years "When people write 
something nice about you, you don't 

ant to correct them." 
But jazz is unquestionably In her 

blond Marlena is the niece of jazz 
trumpeter Jimmy Burgess, who took 
her up on the stage of the Apollo 
Theatre when she was only 10 years 
old But Grandma didn't approve of 
Harlem's uptown limelight, so 
Marlene was quickly huddled back 
to New Rochelle, New York, and 
given a place in the church choir. 

She intended to major In music 
and teach It to handicapped kids, but 
a year of singing In night clubs like 
the Playboy in upstate New York 
lured her away from her studies. 

In isee, she signed with the Cadet 
label and released two albums, 'Out 
Of Different Bags' and 'Spice Of 
Life' Her phrasing earned her a 

'a WM STEW ART 

P SW 
FLAW COUNTRY 

PIM KELLY 

by ROBIN KATZ 

Marlena and 
all that jazz 
reputation which eventually landed 
her a job with the Count Basle band. 
In 1972 she became the first female 
vocalist to join the Blue Note label, 
alongside female flautist Bobbl 
Humphrey She made five more 
albums, 'Marlene', 'Live At The 
Montreaux Jazz Festival', 'Who Is 
This Bitch Anyway', 'From The 
Depths Of My Soul' and 'Just A 
Matter Of Time' 

"I leave the bookings to my 
agency, but I'm getting a bigger 
audience now," she said "I haven't 
gone Into the age factor thing. But 
obviously you draw a different 
audience working with George 
Benson than you do with Count 
Basle, and a younger audience will 
buy records. I'm not unaware of 
that. 

"I think my recent music Is more 
mellow I think of it In terms of my 
audiences. But the biggest change 
I've noticed is not In the way of 
music - It's regards presentation 
People want to be talked to more, 
they seem to want to know you 
better. 

"I tend to be a pretty fair ad 
libber, so I make a point of having 
the songs relate to each other. " 

Marlene is anxious to return to 
London, where she has played 
several times with Count Basle. 
"One of the most outrageous nights 
we ever had was In London," she 
recalled. "It was two or three years 
ago. We were hired - the entire 
Basle outfit -to play at a wedding. 
We were flown In for one night. Can 
you imagine' It has to be one of the 
great fantasy sequences any singer 
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dreams of. It was almost perfect, 
except that I wish I'd had more than 
five songs to do " 

De Coteaux is well known for 
producing his artists as if the were 
part of a hit factory, but Marlena has 
no complaints about his methods. 
"Before we went into the studio, 
each of us had a stack of material," 
she said. "We pooled it, and there 
were about 10 songs left out. We 
rehearsed, certainly But the magic 
happens when I step In front of the 
mike and the red light Is on. " 

Marlene would like to lay off 
performing for a bit in order to go 
back into the studios in August "I 
need time to myself," she explained. 

Temperature 
The Vegas climate can change 

drastically. On the day we spoke, 
Marlena told me the temperature 
was 114 degrees farenhelt! 

"We're just far enough out of town, 
so that It's about 10 degrees colder 
here than in the mainstream," she 
said. "But when It gets this hot, 
another 10 degrees can make a big 
difference " 

The climate is also very dry, which 
means visiting singers often have 
throat trouble, but Marlena doesn't 
flinch 

"I'm so used to being here that my 
voice reacts to humid temperatures 
now," she laughed "But I think a lot 
of that 'air' problem Is actually a 
'nerve' problem 

"This city cuts down gamblers and 
singers pretty easily. You stay here 
long enough, and you get used to 
anything!" 
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(r) fl !-,LSAR LIGHT 
The Finest and most reliable Lighting 

Controllers in the world. 
Further details from all mein dealers or direct 

from 

PULSAR LIGHT 
(SALES DEPT.). STANLEY ROAD 

CAMBRIDGE 
Tel: 0223 66798 Telex: 81697 

FREE AND EASY 

DISCO DEN 
57 HIGH STREET, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 

OLD TOWN, HERTS HP1 3AF 

Tel. (0442) 59659 
S 14 Settraw Dec. C20C 
Cameos 14wei1 fist off. Ono 795 

P boob Demo Does (149 
1tyipto. SOS (315 
o ...or SOS DO wen Stems 142 
FAL Deco 50 flee 
FAL Swop ID) 1111 warts ills 
FAL Sups Corot, SPAS, (140 

L Snow Power Consul I SP2Si (1110 
I AL Decor Boma leer pool 145 

FAL ()mew Bozos iflosoMogumr Newt (Si 
FAL shims, Loon (22 
FAL Autorneur Rhythm Lrghl (32 

lOw. 050 cull 
Row loghts Tens Boo 

onc/s Semen, I N 0 US Pollee Englih 
Pal.c. born no 
Cerebra Mon, Bon IIM each 
Wog IWO. PA BOIS (110 each 
41Prog RSC Homo (1213 torch 

seem lions (130 each 
H b H M1110 (160 

Sieve (102 
ob 0 2.20C 0011 oast, obH 120C CIAO each 

b HR.dal Horn (125 each 
obto1 ISlarn f 12044sh 

h M MON Echo Uno (lie 
Potato, Malebo Echo (160 ri P11100 IMO 
hose IMO S.W.. 10 f500 peg, 

phut Iwo 3300 (SS 

Outset 2250 

Atostor Iwo) (53 

pro 11:441 767 

MB es 

GLITTER SYSTEMS IN STOCK 

WHEELS AND CASSETTES AVAILABLE 

MAIL ORDER. HP. DELIVERY BY SECURICOR 
10% DEPOSIT, UP TO TWO YEARS TO PAY 

Roger Squire/ 
England's most experienced. most helpful, and most 
competitive disco equipment suppliers 

OnIC tA 41010...; 
0 NA ,ot.t 

DISCO 70 complete package 
inc_ pow 

boat ei .iff 

. 
COmrtetto war: P pt,,nou 

0.(1.^ Olive f 215 
mrcludes1411-4 sound in 

only 
£310 

PEIZO 
HORNS 

Only 
£9.75 

SKHOOKII, 

Fan Clubs 

BOLAN'S GOD 
Latest. greatest T Rex 
fan club Offers rarities 
photos, etc For details 
send SAE to. Roe and 
Calm. Basement Flat, 2 
Southwell Gardens, Lon- 
don. SW7 
FAN CLUBS Increase 
your funds, sell our 
fabulous original ego 
boosting fan postcards to 
your members. Send 25p 
and SAE for samples 
Hamersma Studios, 11 
Heen Road. Worthing. 
Sussex. BNI1 4PH. 
FORTUNES FAN Club 
c o Anne, 91 Thorns 
Road, Bolton, Lanes 
SAE 
OFFICIAL OLIVIA New- 
ton John Appreciation 
Society - Send SAE. 
Dep RM. 113 Buckhold 
Road. Wandsworth, Lon- 
don, SW18 4AS. 
RAY DORSET and 
Mungo Jerry. LovIn' In 
the Alleys an' fighttn' in 
the Streets fanz club - 
SAE to 37B Hervey Close. 
Finchley, London, N9 
PETER FRAMPTON. - 
SAE Wendy, Box 104, 
Cambridge. Includes 
Honorary USA Member- 
ship In "I'm in you". 
JOIN THE Sbowaddy- 
waddy Official Fan Club. 
Send big SAE with 80p 
postal order for Life 
Membership You will 
receive regular News. 
letter, Showaddywaddy 
pen. membership card, 
personality profiles, su- 
per colour plc and order 
forms for lots of 
Showaddywaddy items. - Send to: Dept 53RM, 
Showaddywaddy Fan 
Club, Cavendish House, 
Crossgate, South Shield, 
Tyne and Wear. 

DJ Angles 

SENSATIONAL NEW 
jingles from the ROGER 
SQUIRE'S STUDIO, tale 
tor -made Jingles, featur- 
ing your disco name, 
Jingles, specials created 
to order and now brand 
new Jock ID's Jingle your 
way to success with 
Roger Squire's attention 
getting Jingles - Tel' 
Tony. 01-722 Rill 

Mobile Discos 

ALLA NS DYNAMIC dis- 
co AU occasions. All 
ages - Coventry 58064. 
CRAZY HORSE disco. 
Any occasion. Norwich 
area - (Mick) 0&332145. 
WEST ONE Llteshow - 
648 4182. 
WEST ONE Llteshow, 
pubs, clubs, parties, etc - 648 4132. 
WEST ONE Liteshow, 
reallable and profes- 
sional. - Ring Len now! 
648 4192. 
TNT MOBILE disco - 
Exeter 55672. 
STEVE DAY - 01.524 
4976 
RAY JAY Disco - 319 
1927. 
OSCAR J ANDERSON - 
01-670 CIS 
KURILENKO, STOKE - 
(0782) 812064. 
'MJ'S DISCO - 7b book 
ring 027 MUM or 01-272 
0310. 
CAROLINE ROADSHOW - 01-621 2322. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 9149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 9149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 9149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 9149. 

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - forms. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8:17 9149 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 9149 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 9149 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 9149 
DAVE JANSEN - Tel 699 
4010. 

LINDSAY ROGERS - 
Ludlow 2170. 
NEW SOUNDS roadshow, 
any occasion - Ring 
Barry, 01-281 8871 

Disco 
Insurance 

A. NM. corn 
Insurones cover eon S. 
rengd for your diode 

._.mart and record. The 
policy III hedged by Lloyds of 
London end Is very 
comproOrv In pos. Drop 

lone and roe send you 
our ornate henstr brochure 
rote show rind proposal form. 

Roger Squire's Disco Insurance 
SS C Perlbor. Si Lund. rOW116./19 

10 11.11." 01-1221130 

PRINCE ALBERT 
ST. STEPHEN'S ROAD 

E3 

Mon b Inure 

DJ Ray Reynolds 
Truro Golden Oldles1 

Tope b Pd 

Di Steve Day 
moo Showl 

D ill row nigh. I mull pm 

*44444444444 
COME AND ill Vii $ ****44444444 

For all leading makes 
of Disco Equipment 

COOKIES 

DISCO CENTRE 
132 West Street 
Crewe, Cheshire 
Tel. (0270) 4739 

a 

AARVAK SURPRISES 
3 Chanel Soundlights 117 SO. 

Mee Joule Strobes cos 
Now 153 Soot &robot fee 

feet'. Auto Tole 
New till Corralogtor 

horn 
*ARRAS 

ELECTRONICS 
12A 1R1 BRUCE GROVE 

LONDON Nil 
(Telephone 01 1013 MGM 

free 
Squire 3ch sound-to-lite 
controller worth £24 
IF YOU BUY ANY COMPLETE DISCO 
SYSTEM FROM OUR NEW RANGE 
Limited period only while clocks lest 

STURDY DISCO RECORD CASES 

SINGLE 11801 E9.25 
DOUBLE (3501 Ell 50 
TRIPLE (500) RILES 
LP (501 E9 25 

,upplied w,111 detached. 
Inking 1149 wool value 

£40 WEEKLY 
TAX FREE 

ed with ser 
bolliont nest, belting 

formula You core? lose I 

S R S 27 G food, 
Lowestoft, Suffolk 

NR7 70414 

NAMESIGNS 
3/4 channel 
sound-to-lite 

DOUBLE SIZE NAMESIGNS 

HI ONLY £39 

(space for up to 26 letters and spaces) 

ONLY £59 
, 

' 

all custom made with your disco name 

LIGHTSHOW PROJECTORS 

BARGAINS GALORE AT ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES 
WU VIII MIPS ILLUMINATING DISCO noon 

Ar. emu low. rt SCA r - - ON Moo colt £42 lot, spun., Ono. lo. -110 SAIsamottoo-- flee (Aroma PIM _tee IoN ono. - fete 
Wore Svc tin nu ills ees /MOW 
Nomosooma Moore, IOW. Om Mw bran?* lovers Shoo- root pee Dew. veto'..(_ flee Icy - hunt MI 
Swam On hip IOW- 1010 /Y. 110 lee Co..... sew Cl N 1,...... I MS . ' 10*-- 005 Swot Cy.....00.- C77 00 Oats ..t.y-._---..... use 2.0. 200_ rem Iwo 141. MY,- fee tee. 4.n...._ /moo till 
A.., et Mew 

'woo. . At /f C molt Many too. 12.ornmando - LW. 111 

Tutor IIE 
artleP000lo, 

110 off 
ONLY E49 

IMAM 2(0W PROJECTOR 

"your name in lights' 
ILLUMINATING 

NAMESIGN 

110 oil ONLY E75 
too I foulest 

other projectors from £30 complete 

DYNOGRAPH 
OUTFIT 
11.1110.21001.0 
1.1 Owe IVY 

Pee. IOW.. 
sno ?roosters f 4 5 

ZERO 
2250 

ONLY [MS 

SOUND 
TO LIGHT PROJECTOR 

or with CROSS BAR 
with T BAR (illustrated) 

for use with 2 stands 

"HI -STANDS" 

rasa. uproe ono.. 

very sturdy and available 

EASY TERMS ACCESS 

LONDON 
MOM SeuiRt t OISCO netts 
176 Junction Road N 19 
Mee Turman ILA Aro 

Telephone 01 272 7474 
ow for we...., o. Pak 

'open Tee Sam 

BARCLAYCARD AMERICAN 

BRISTOL 
ROW 100101 S OISCO C111110 
125 Church Road Nuffield 

forow ne, tM.1 
Telephone 02 72 550 550 
44 hr. soon u. you, 

open 'rue -Son 

EXPRESS COD EXPORT 

MANCHESTER 
ROGER SQUIRES OISCO Clete! 
251 Ovenware 3 

Telephone 061 831 7678 
110 . Jr.nr, Plonk 

open Toe Sas 

DISCOSOUND 
ROADSTAR 
Inc cassette 
deck Er 

sound to kw 
mono or stereo 
from £395 
mole 125W mono 110611 HOW 

PLEASE NOTE ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

PLEASE RUSH ME YOUR LATEST PRICE 

LIST WITH DETAILS OF SPECIAL OFFERS 

no postage stamp required 

GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE r 
5,4[11 Oran 

MAIL ORDERS ONO tool 
ROGER MUIR! mum 0101011 
Barnet Trading Estate, 
Park Road, Barnet, Herter 
Telephone 01.441 1919 
martian too Mew. 

DPW Mon -Pro 

DISCOLAND 01-690 5488 
18 RUSHEE GREEN, CATFORD, LONDON SE6 

London's Most Helpful Disco Showroom 

Tele were 01511020 
Now mole 11111 

Mon 1.14 Mow 

25 O. owl WWI colt 
power Wm Iowa 
Ss.. la PP Owe C IOU 
Semler. 1111 MI SI 
OW. I/I SS s IOW We O. IS 
OW.. MS t .25 11$ 

trete Wee 111.W. (.0wIrt 
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lyeMw to.. ( 

111110 RAVI ASPS 

Corm. PIM lee leoM 
Reny WWI 

=Nom. ?tinge., 
saw.:.sal 111 Pews III 

VV 

MOO WO OHM 
(own WISH Ity Peal tree 221. 

Curter 5051, 
C.w. 
let Per. /020 Ito rays 

CITRONIC STEREO 

HAWAII 

I. ho wary rrIonefol .*J. 
dh0000neho loorpoorrom 
ospeloboorof moo PASO. moor boor, 
Mee wee moo Wee 6,04 Pf 
IPS /no.. DOUAI 1r oho 
fortbron Moo mew*. ono 
maroon a SUM. dodo worolobb to 
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PA.. int 21, .2 Sr U. 
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tte 

ILL on,. Dome roota 15, MO III 
I4 So, how,' No.. 
Wet 115.Y ...I Glee 09 

wen ewe 
Moo Itomo boobs sot mar 
Melte Steel YH 
Carew PIN Sew 
MIS sale 10 mono WS 

111 54 109 MOWN lin 
PA MI 1 te Hews MU 

u s 11111e 150 Wen PM 

011119 

In./ or 
Wel en 

L31I WI 
Mee C01 

CITRONIC MONO 
HAWAII 

The wee ewer wee orb 
lima. mope. two. .I Weer w . 

tee, woe... NV, r 111" 

Iv 
Op.wygi. or .1b. Rent ne 
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..teas war 32, 
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We welcome pert "changes of good disco, group bend par, 
organs, etc. Alto credit tele facilities from Ir. deposit up to 24 

months to pep. 
Also eels omit direct or moil order, Hurley /A«ess 

cords, Phone 01400 5479 for professional advice 

Volume 1 

100 Super Stereo Jingles Deep Dynamic Voice 
Overs Countdown 6 Flashback Jingles 
Sonovox Jingles * All Original Material 
Stereo LP Version £4.99 inc VAT - 30p P&P 
Stereo Casette 6.75 inc VAT 30p P&P 
Send a postal order or cheque for your copy to 
East Anglian Productions 
7 Horsey Rd Kirbyie-Soken, Fenton -on -Sea. Esse, 
QUALITY SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

ROLL YOUR OWN CABINETS? 
ADAM HALL IRMI SUPPLIES 

Mall Older Service for 
CASTORS FEET HANDLES COVERINGS FRFTCLOTH GRILLE 

LOCKS CATCHES HINGES SPECIAUSED HARDWARE 
CORNERS PIPINGS TRIM ETC 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
91n Stn SAE lot IttuotrId Ctalogu 

Unit O. Sterling Works °Worm Road. Sennhandon-Sae SII2 SPA 

[-dr***************w ***Weir*** *a into 

FOR AUGUST DISCOS 

* I AND SOUND SYSTEMS 41 
& PROJECT EFFECTS MOW; 

...___ __-___ 

* 3.9:C4 I -S THE GROVE 

-- 

CW 0 telt EALING 

, 
--. LONDON W5 

TEL 01 560 0520 4' -It 
COMPUTE SOUND TO lz 

LIGHT SYSTEM 
WITH LAMPS IN fr 

CLIP TOGETHER BOXES !402 

in modulator, 3 lamps per box, 

For Only ... E79.40 inc VAT 
Totally new concept unit. built 

operated by integral sensor ' 
microphone. 

NO CONNECTIONS TO AMPS 
Simply Plug into mains, turn on 

music and away she goes! S 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

Pos. MO AMMO. tr. 
COLIC SOUINIS 
Freepost Barnet Hells USSR. 

SEND 15p FOR CATALOGUE 

2, All sew bought and 0014 excl...94 orange& 
y. Barclay and Accesis Free coffee - SAWN serWo OWN 

JPIT. Paul. Dick. John and Uncle Ellen Nearest Area le WAR 
Broadway. DIsIrsel and Confront its lest Open dens frOW 

1314 **4rit***********-ork1intrk 
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MORE 
BIG 
DEALS 
BIG DEAL" 12 -Inch EP 

manta seems to be 
sweeping the record big. 
with Pye's set of 4 -track 
:2 -Inches being followed 
by Anchor and Capitol - 
the latter of whom in fact 
started it all with their hit 
Tavares effort a few 
months back. Capitol's 
new. Soul Special' promo- 
tion sees two more EPs, 
available on 7 -inch at 70p 
or 12 -inch at 99p - BUT, If 
you buy both at the same 
time and to the more 
expensive form, you also 
get for free a ten - track 
Capitol Soul Special' 
sampler LP' This fea- 
lures such as Maze. Sun. 
Caldera, Inner Circle. 
Rance Allen and Freda 
Payne. while the EPs are 
by the Sylvers and 
Natalie Cole 

THE SYLVERS (CLX 
:02, has their current 
frantic northern clapper, 
High School Dance', the 

mellower 'Lovin' You Is 
Like Lovin' The Wind', 
and the fast US smash 
and Its Tavares - type 
follow - up from last year, 
Boogie Fever' and 'Hot 

Line' 

NATALIE COLE (CLX 
101 also has a frantic 
newle. 'Party Lights', but 
the big attractions will be 
her Jazzily clapping 'This 
Will Be'. smoothy 'In- 
separable' and funky 
'Sophisticated Lady'. all 

-S hits 

by JAMES HAMILTON 

WALES A -GO-GO 
MARK RYMANN looks happy here surrounded by the finalists In his recent Go - Go dancing competition at Swansea's Cinderellas, Mumbles Pier Sitting on his knee Is the L100 first prize winner. Fay Richards, while around him (I to r) are Kim Pedlar, Lynne Spider, Vivienne Jones and Josette 'CBS Disco - Double' Taylor - local girls all. They will be appearing from time to time both at Cinderella, and on the road at mid, week gigs with Mark. Lucky lad!. 

disco bates 
HONKY HIT Buckley 
Tivoli and Rokotto do 
Norwich Cromwells on 
Thursday 171, when Dave 
Silver celebrates the 
7 7 77 date at Hull 
Tiffany. by giving away 7 

sun loungers, 144 large 
cans of beer, and other 
prizes all in sevens. Also, 
Jay Jay Sewers cele- 
brates his fourth year at 
Dairy's Hotel De Croft 
with reduced admission 

HOT VINYL 
GRAHAM CANTER 
,London Gulliver') wows 
'em with Whispers 'Make 
It With You' (Soul Train 
LP), his other import Ups 
being New York Commu- 
nity Choir 'Express 
Yourself (RCA 12 -inch). 
Jupar Oreh 'Funky 
Music' (Ju-Par), Salami 
Orch 'Getaway' (Salami 
12 Inch), Lob -sate Hello 
way 'Hit And Run' (Gold 
Mind 12 -In re -mix), ZZ 
Hill 'Love Is So Good 

When You're Stealing It' 
(Columbia), Philadelphia 
All Stars 'Clean Up The 
Ghetto' (Phlla Int), and 
revives President" '5-10- 
1540' (2840 Years Of 
Love)' (Sussex), Per- 
suaders 'Thin Line 
Between Love And Hate' 
(Atco). He also mixes at 
rhythm break from Soul 
Train Gang 'My Cherie 
Amour (Soul Train) Into 
!thalamus's intro : It's 
perfect! 

that night, and Chris 
Cannery celebrates his 
own silver Jubilee as a DJ 
with a party at Bristol's 
Mayfair. Friday (8) sees 
Steve Young doing a 
Motown disco at Edmon- 
ton's Picketts Lock Sports 
Centre, Andy Wlnt's 
Azteque roadshow at a 
floodlit steeplechase In 
Hunaton, Chichester, and 
Steve Day with the 
WurZels and record 
company plugger° at 
Bridgewater Carnabys. 
Next night, Saturday (9), 
Steve Day and the /Ceases 
are at Yeovil Canabys, 
Chris Gentry visits 
Tonbridge Teen & Twenty 
Club, and the Dooley. 
wind up a week at 
Liverpool's Russell 
Tuesdays, Larry Foster 
plays oldies at Hackney's 
Market House and Rebel 
Eddie spins rock 'n' bop 
at Hackney Marsh's 
Spooky Lady, while 
Airdrie./ Club Marcos 
sees Jim Hunter on 
Fridays and Ian 'The 
Marquis' Cassells on Silly 
Saturdays. 

Vic hits 
the skids 

VIC VOMIT, Bruns -based 
would-be punk rock DJ, 
has had his ups and 
downs chronicled here 
before, but now seems 
very much at the bottom 
of a deep down. Let him 
explain: 

"Some faceless, name- 
less bureaucrats have 
seen fit to ban me - why I'll never know. The first 
punk gig at the 'Monica' 
went well - a hit cool 
perhaps, but nobody 
knew quite what to 
expect. The trouble 
started at the next gig at 
the 'Queens' in Erding. 
ton. I arrived st11.30, only 
to be told that it was off. 
No explanation, no 
nothing. Do people really 
believe what they read In 
the Sunday papers? We 
ain't Martians. 

"Why the hell book a 
punk disco In the first 
place? If the very first 
'Monica' gig had erupted 
Into scenes of death and 
destruction I could have 
understood - but every- 
thing went perfectly, not 
even so much as a glare." 

Vic also adds that his 
parents have been getting 
so many phone calls for 
him that they almost cut 
off the phone, which was 
ringing day and night. If 
you want to contact Vic, 
write to 59, The Ring, 
South Yardley, Binning. 
ham BM SQA. Dubbin 
gabby hey! 

LOVERS: Viscomania' 
(Epic EPC 13212). Here It 
is, the latest and possibly 
greatest disco medley! 12 - 
inched, It combines tunes 
by Thelma Houston. 
Trarnmps, Ritchie Fami- 
ly, KC 1 Sunchlne Band. 
Vicki Sue Robinson and 
more (Honey M being 
substituted for Andrea 
True on the UK 7 -Inch 
edit). Cert smash' 

NOCU: 'Bull City Party' 
(UA UP 38270;. Much - 

Imported fast funky 
chanter with happy 
James Brown style "get 
up" lyrics - all reel! 

JAMES BROWN: 'Solid 
Gold' LP (Polydor 
28711064). 30 classics from 
'58 to now on a double 
album that's so superbly 
packaged It must be seen 
to be believed. 

CARRIE LUCAS: 'I 
Gotta Keep Dancin' 
(Soul Train FB 0891). US 
disco smash jaunty 
rhythm pounder by 
another Andrea True - 

type starlet 

ISLEY BROS: 'Llyin' In 
The Life' (LP 'Go For 
Your Guns' Epic EPC 
86027). Excitingly driv- 
trig clapper which contin- 
ues, after a pause, as the 
Instrumental title track. 
Full 0:33 'The Pride' Is on 
(t too. 

MICHAEL MASSER & 
MANDRILL: 'AU Born - 
Ba Ye, Pts 1/2' (Arista 
121). Afro chanting and 
brassy rattling rhythms 

STAR TIP 
DOUBLE - HEADING at a disco dance last Friday In 
Post Office HQ, Finsbury. Radio l's Simon Bates and 
Hallam's Keith Skues ran a good competition which is a 
sure Ice breaker as it fills the floor - a dancing closest 
together contest, with prizes for the couple most 
wrapped up in themselves! A couple of guys went to 
extremes, but It was all good fun. 

So Punk Rules OK ?Hu 
GREG WILSON, Mersey- 
side Jock at clubs like the 
Chelsea Reach and 
Golden Guinea, New 
Brighton, replies to 
Stuart Hodgson's recent 
advice to DJs about 
updating their sound with 
new wave and punk. 
Greg writes' 

"OK, we're all aware 
that new wave is growing. 
thanks to all the media 
exposure It gets, but even 
so there have only been a 
very few new wave/ punk 

records that actually sold 
well. Instead of accusing 
other Jocks of trying to 
resist change, Stuart 
should study the RM 
national Top 50 for last 
week - where he'll find 
three of the Top 5 are by 
soul artists, while all 
together there are 15 soul 
hits In the Top 30 . 

and only two new wave 
hits. 

"My advice Is, wait 
until punk is bigger than 
soul 

from Mohammad All's 
'The Greatest' movie. 12 - 
inched with flashy photo 
label 

BRUCE JOHNSTON: 
'Pipeline' (LP 'Going 
Public' CBS 81984). 
Amusingly blatant mod- 
ern disco version of the 
Chanteys' classic '63 
surfing Instrumental! 
MERRILEE RUSH: 
'Save Me' (VA UP 8111272). 
Clodagh Rogers' catchy 
pop romper still sounds 
strong 

BROTHERS JOHNSON: 
'Strawberry Letter 23' 
(LP 'Right On Time' 
ACM AMLH Meat). The 
full 4 58 Jazz - soul slowle 
mixes beautifully into 

Side Effect's 'Keep That 
Same Old Feeling' (US 
Fantasy LPL. while the 
P'funky title - track's got 
DJ tips too 

RAMSEY LEWIS: 
'Spring High (LP 'love 
Notes' CRS ). 
Prettily loping Jazz 
Instrumental by and with 
Stevie Wonder, sharing 
keyboards. 
CRUSADERS: 'Feel It' 
(ABC 41113). Super- 
aUtion' - Wit Jazz - funk 
intrumental 
RONNIE LAWS: 'Nuthin' 
'Bout Nuthin" (LP 
'Friends And Strangers' 
UA UAG 3007e). Jiggly 
jazz - funk Wiper with 
cooing cilia behind the 
sax 

Hotline 
. - DANNY WILLIAMS 
'Daman Easy' (Cadge) - 
the Martini theme - 
explodes for Jay Jay Sowers (Dairy Hotel De Croft), 
Steve Young (Edmonton 
Pickets Lock), Tony Barn - 
field (Smith Harrow Cir- 
cles), Norman Davies 
(Dublin Phoenix), Tom 
Amigo (Cardiff), Jon Taylor 
(Norwich Cromwella ), Ray 
Robinson (Leicester Tiffs- 
nys), Stuart Swann (Rant. - 
ich Cheshire Cat), Gramme 
Hudson (Carlisle Fiopps), 
Colin McLean (Glasgow 

Sullies), Paul Anthony 
(Birmingham Rum Runner- 
so many more, and Is GSDP 
by Professional Niteclub DJ 
Assn (Midlands) CJ & 
Co 'Devil's Gm' (Atlantic) 
adds Kevin Kendall (Reath), 
Dave Simmons (Preston 
New Scamps), Phil Dodd 
(Lancing Place). Dave Dee 
(Bebington Copperftelds), 
Roger Stanton (Cardiff) 
Smoker Robinson 'Mantle 
U' (Motown) boosts Doctor 
John (Telford Disco - Tech), 
and Dwight Wizard (South- 
end Thivagoa) 

ropren 
CHRIS ARCHER Is resident jock at Cromwell, In 
March, Cambridgeshire, where he has increased the 
amount of Blowiest he plays each night as there are so 
many good ones about. His alternative chart Is of the 
currently most -played smoothers. 

1 EASY, Commodores, Motown 
2 SLOW DANCING, Purify Bros, Mercury 
3 IF I HAVE TOGO AWAY, Jigsaw, Splash 
4 SOMETIMES, Facts Of Life, TK 
5 NATURE BOY, George Benson, Warner Bros 
6 TELEPHONE LINE, ELO, Jet 

TRYIN' TO LOVE TWO, William Bell, Mercury 
8 ANGEL IN YOUR ARMS, Hot, Big Tree 
9 PUTTING IT DOWN, Eugene Record, Warner 

Bros 
10 BREAK IT TO ME GENTLY, Aretha Franklin, 

Atlantic 
BREAKERS 
1 SOMETHIN' 'BOUT 'CBIA, Lattimore, TK 
2 JUST A SONG BEFORE I GO, Crosby, Stills 

Nash, Atlantic 
3 ON AND ON, Stephen Bishop, ABC 

+ + +NB: DJs wishing to contribute charts and 
Hotline tips do not need to wait for us to send your 
special chart forms - just write your charts (in the 
style as above - 1 to 10 and 3 breakers) on your own 
paper, enclosing details about your disco 

THEIR SENSATIONAL NEW SINGLE! 
'THERES ALWAYS 

ANOTHER GIRL 
AVAILABLE NOW ON MAG 95 

Released due to disco , 
demand from the album... -wr 

n' -.5711e1149 
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'REAL 
VALUE fron, 

Do you remember your first 
exciting encounter with the true 
discotheque sound, It was probably 
an SAI unit you were listening to 
Giving not that fat. stodgy, thick 
sound associated with a Hi -FT, but 
that 'live group. sound SAI units 
create sound everyone wants to 
Maverick Mono Disco Unit 
Maverick Mono with 150 wan bulk -In Amp 
Disco IVS Mono 
Bush in Amp version 
Stereo Professional SAI 
Mavenck Stereo Deck 
Builtin Stereo 2 100w Amp 
Low-cost Maverick Speakers 

Maverick 2 a 12 - Tweeter Horn 
Maverick 2 a 12 Speakers 

FC150 Slave Amplifier 150w 

SAI 

- - A 49 

dance to. the sound that was in the 
performer's mind when he 
produced the record 
Check out our prices now before 
making purchase 
Remember SAI units are the best 
value on the market 

SAI Price' RRP 
£137.00 115300 
£220.00 (245 oo 

£179.60 f 199 00 

£261.00 (29100 
£268.00 1298 00 

£175.00 (19500 
£287.00 (33000 

£171.00 
£135.00 

£90.00 

1190 00 

1150 00 

moo 
Special packaged deals include Disco stand and Microphone 

I Cash price only and exclusive of VAT 

It pays to buy from SAL! 
SOUND ADVICE INSTALLATIONS CO. LTD. 

A6 Regent Street Showrooms, Regent Street 
Coppull, Chorley, Lancs. 
Telephone: Coppull (0257) 791645 
Late night opening Monday & Wednesday fill& 1n7) 

M61 

Copy for all advertisements must 

be received by noon 8 days 

before cover date 

SHOPS - RECORD COLLECTORS - DJs 

WHAT'S BELOW IS IMPORTANT e ts tete been the leading mail omen outlet for 
tie* and torrent records We is *v., fortnight booklet that 
come.. 11300 of old... doting beev beck to the 40* until the present 
dee We hews alto popes of eon, disco rock and pop end country 

The booklet costs IWO 1 year El 106 months 70p 10 
1 year CI 75 Wholesale end overuse. welcome 

&SLOW IS A SMALL SAMPLE ro WHAT YOU IA FIND IN OUR 
SOOMET 

TOP 10 
ROCK SINGLES 
We EACH 

1 Sea Plateau God Sane The 
Dawn 

2 The Haerebroekers COW. 
Nock 

3 Wendt. A 0.1wate 
Ultrenres Toon:, Seep. 

II Boman Reece Or Mind 
1 The Jaen in Ira ON 
7 Bee omen Toner Oyertfrhee 

Mr Who. Won t Tien 
sun cherry Baby 
VOW, Made Send Jet 
Ash. 

141 Klee. CNrq Cu Low 
TOP 10 
ROCK IMPORTS 
60P EACH 

1 Hewn Miwicude 
2 Bed Company Solna, Sky 
3 Eagles Lite In T re Last Lane 

Bury MoCertnay Seams 
women 

6 Bey City Rollers Y. Made 
Lie bake. in New 
See Sepal Wens.. 

7 10 co Pep. Into. 
Reeler Whet On My Meal 
Meade Chaplin Grows 
Mom Rock n Roe 
Fleenveas Mee Dreams 

TOP 10 
DISCO IMPORTS 
tM EACH 

1 Donne Somme. Feat Lee 
lobby Marcharn Caen 

7 La Pa retnerootrese.Gre on. 
Boons Boom 
Ohlo Player, Ohio 
Leeman* Holdover MOSS 
Run 

10 New York Pon Authority 

OLDIES 
Ronny Sae Malnight Mom,. 

y Rotten ,City D.N eon 

bey City Roller.. Rock Arid Roil 
Love Loner 180pl 
Gluten lie Miler Out. IWO 
Johnny Cash Shad of 
Twig. Queen Nod 
Heeds vAnd. Serer 64P twe I70pi 
Jen and Dean Segos. Surf. 
Mot 
Jerry Keller Hone Cora. 
Summon BOW 
O C Smith Son. hie tai, 
H OW, Tromp NINA 
Wisp Uncle Alison 19301 
Pees., Wedge When A Man 
Loom A Wonsan Mel 
Led Zeppelin Tramoteal Undo, 
Foot 01001 
Led Zeppelin Whole Lone Lake 
Mel 
lad loop., Candy Store Rea 
MOP. 
0ene VI cent Seem Luau 
IWO 
Jerry Lee Laval Whole Lora 

Goon On 
S PenwoR Own To Be Wild 

3 Ow Lenora Orecomsne ,10te0, 
Fennel. IV Dense AO Nem Tie Ramon. Stiteliraiy Bop 

6 Comae Assassins 170o1 
6 N.1.. Pooh h Aan't Shs Th Maroon. 

au, it Loeb Rimy Oeni 
POST/PALMAS I eel new, 1114 area 0 Alp °ranee. tee riot Nosh 

As denary soot b, re rum 
MY deril beep yea wooing foe we.. 

SEND YOUR Co OR CHEQUE TODAY FOR ANY OF Tot ABOVE 
OR OUR 1500aLET 

RECORD CORNER (Dept. One) 
27 BEDFORD HILL. BALHAM 

LONDON SW12 9EX 

"DON'T SHOOT ME - I'M 
ONLY THE DU -JAY- or 
'WARNING -DJ AT WOOS, 

DO NOT TEED" UM tech. 
Sizes, Smell, Med, lg 
Also - Our heal- 
selling book "All 
You Wont to Know 
About Being Dee. 
My 70p 
New - This comical DI tor 
pendant only 70p 

Gel all 4 products in a 
bumper package, only 
E5 65 
Prices include postage. 
Cheque. MOT to: 

BARTON ENTERPRISES 
104 HAREM() ROAD 
UXBRIDGE. MIDDX 

U88 Res 

RADIO SUCCESS 
CAN BE YOURS 
won the help of JEFF 
BENNETT international radio 
Di and newscaster for Me 
Pas, wont wars wlin is ou. 

tutor on ail Radio Courses 
W horn helped many DN. 
into BBC and err 

Radio 
WHY NOT YOU? 
Ring 01-7228111 

arid *peel in out Branch him,. Ten, o moo, or hat 
istant ?acre 

Roger Squire Studios 
56 C hareem Sumo 
London NW. LIN 

Telannnon 01 7221111 

MORE EQUIPMENT TO SEE AND HEAR 

IN STOCK . . . 

SALES AND 
HIRE LTD. 

FARNBOROUGH 
513713 

OPEN 100 am6 0 pm 

1-1- 

>:C 

NBC 

0. 0 
rts 

13.'" 
u IS 0 l MODE 

tiro 

MON TO SAT CLOSED ON TUES 

AT 

ONE OF 

THE 

COUNTRY'S 
LARGEST 

DISCO 

STORES 
NEXT TO ASH VALE 
STATION ON A321 

BETWEEN GUILDFORD 
AND CAMBERLEY 

OR JUNCTION No 4 

FROM M3 MOTORWAY 

... AND MANY OTHERS! 

TO 

ADVERTISE 

IN 

DISCOSCENE 

RING 

01-836 

1522 

Ex. 34 

GOLDEN OLDIES - RARITIES 
loc denotes Picture Cover) 

B08111. Lady Madonna Levi CI SO 

B eatty.. Eleanor Rigby (pc1 0l50 
Boat.. Paperback Writer 

loci f 1 50 

Hyades Hard Drive Night (pc If I SO 

G Had.. You 1.1 0 50 
C. Harmon Bangle Sash 1.1E1 SO 

J Lennon No 9 Dream Ipol (ISO 
J Lennon Be Bop A Lisle lamlf 1 50 
Rolling Stones Out of Time 

foal 0 SO 

Rolling Stones fool to Cry 
Ocl E1 SO 

Rolling Stan.. Hooky Took 
Woman 1.1 (ISO 

Rolling Stun. We Loots You 
1.1 El 93 

Rolling Sion.. Paint ii Bloc k 

1.1 111 50 
Rolling Stun. Lest TITO 

tort (ISO 
Rolling Sion. Red Rooster 

1.1 (1 50 
Led lee Rock n Roll led 11 50 
Led hp Black 0001.1 Ell tO 
D Rowe Rebel Rebel 75p 
0 Bowie RnR Suede 750 
S Quo Roll Over Ley Down 

2 Liy 11 OD 

5 Olio Paper Plane 700 
S Quo Down Down 70p 
OH Williams Clasen. Gee 700 
Sterely Span Thum. Me 

Rhymer 
Hawk wind Kings at Speed 
Hawk wend Psyched... 

Warlords 70p 
Yolks Lola 70p 
Prelude Aberm Gold Rush 75 
Red Co Mown On 

Bad Co Cant Get Enough 10p 

Redbone Witch ()been of 
New Orleans 70p 

Pelmet Buster 81g5 70p 

13 Sabbath Am I Going Insane 700 
Creeds.* Proud Mary 85p 
Beatles Do You Want To Know 

A Secret 85p 
G Ganef Didn t Know I loved 

You 750 
J Brown See Mechtne 75p 

Who Behind Blue Eyes 115o 

Moo Not Clove 75p 

Grand Funk Good Et EvIl 75p 

EEO Do To ISO 

Cream Crossroads 8511 

Eddie b Hot Rods Teenage 
Depression 700 

O Newton John What Cr Lae 70p 

J Walsh Rocky Mountain 
Way 75p 

Led Zap Immigrant Song 8.5p 

{nod Pink Hewn. eels Hotel 85p 

Fleetwood M. Go Your Own 
Way 70p 

Drop Purple River Deep 
Mountain High 1150 

R J Krum.. Bad To Me 75P 

B J Kramer Rego You 
Satisfied 75p 

Gore It My Party 3 EP 11 00 

.1 Lennon Mind GemosIpc/ 75p 
/Op Ho. Bun. Apache 75p 

Alp I CY.. Willie fa Hand live 
Pool 70p 

Rosy Music Street Lae.. 70o 
Ray Stevens The Sneak 75p 
B Man..* Mandy 
R flea Killing Me Sohly 700 
Your. Ranee* Grooms, OSP 

Coen Your CO. Chew« I 1p per smote roe to 

REDDINGTONS RARE RECORDS 
20 Moor Street. Oueenoway. Birmingham B4 /UH 

021 643 2017 

Winn Disco Celia 
Tweedy Road, Bromley, Kent 

Tel. 01-464 9216 

SOUNDOUT 

Sores 3A 
P.. Amp onN 
seam 3 

OM Sins Mel. 
Sr/ Horne 
SP4 Horne OOP 

sooty Slays 

anowic 
Newell 
Delaware New 
Kansas RS 76w 
P101 Sieve lbw 
Stereo Slave 

75 75w 
MMP 303 Mixer 
SMP SOS Mbar 
8MP 606,1 lidlaw 
Mini Rena 
Pro Beim Bina 
Pro Sectorial Horn 

OPTIKINETICS 
Solar 1030 
Seim 260 

Coals Den 

C299 OS 
075 09 
amen° CZ2 
lie 

01 
E130 03 

070 (17 
MS 00 
099 00 
(70 0 

021 03 
C713 0 

OM (13 
Ole Ell 
E170 (17 
n7o 
1136 rts 

OP El 
1311 01 

SOUND SERIES 

VI 170w MONO 
ONLY UN 
Reg. tRIL f 

perwasts el LIAM 

Como. flea Ell 
Super Power 

Cono:do 116 119 

Soper Siena 
103 1C0e. C270 07 

Auto Rhythm Lite I 

Decor So ISmelll (411 

ILoroal fli 
Bow Bins Sp One, 

IPalrl 040 04 

TK ELECTRONICS 
Midas f146 60 
Mpnum Call 121 

lalakladr 049 05 
Dan MB 140 

RE VOX 
LONDON'S CNIAPIST 

IMMENSE 11111.1114( 

PRO BASS MAUI 
1128 

All Price. Inalude VAT 
Send SAE for Free Price Lot 

ACCESS. B'CARD. MAIL ORDER CREDIT 
GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE 

10% DEP UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY 

RECORD AND TAPE 
EXCHANGE 

LPs nod Tans. of every kind 
bought sold and exchanged 

40 Nutting Wit Gate London 
WII 

78 Penned. Rd. Honing 154 

(ate WIT 
90 Gold.. Reed Shepherds 

Bust, W12 
Telephone 01 749 2930 

ndrians 
Record Specialists 

Watford Shopping Noll 
Estes 

Wm Singles 113..0 Lirmird 
Edttionsl New Ware Punk 
OM,esiPop.DISCOS etc all 

types/ 
For catalogue sand 10p 
Ideducieble from firs, order, 

SAE 
Ova sssss Enquutes INlcomr 

12 IRC pleas. 

60p All Singles 60p 
Thorned. in Pock irk, 

Album* Fleetwood Mat 
pache Tel Shadows 
Leyte Derek b The Porous°. 
Locomotion Little Eva 

Your Song Elton John 
Soong. On The Shore 

Acker Bilk 
All Beetled b Rolltng Stones' 
Silver Machine H...1 wood 

not in Love 10 CC. 

Knights .n While Satin 
Peocul Mania. 

H. Ho Sibiu Lining Jeff Beck 
Plus en the Wes. releases 

Add Sp Per Stogie for 
Postage and .and PO 

Cheque with Order of Cell 

01(550ILICTIONICS 
126 Kentish Torn Seed 

London NISI TIN 
Telephone 01 416 1341 

All tee rots Ott end Post Free 

tOsi Stern. for Free Ctalogue 

TO ADVERTISE IN 
THIS WEEKLY 
FEATURE RING 
ANDRINA ON 

01-836 1522, EX 33 

MISSED THAT HIT SOUND 
WHILE IT WAS AROUND ? 
GET IT FROM THE DEALER WITH ALL 

THE CLASSICS 
All the .moles rated below are ONLY 50p each and are but a email select.. Pont over 2003 titles listed at ,ocrod.ble penes SENO SAE 

FOR LIST 
ARRA - Know.... Knowing you 
RAY CITY ROLLERS Remember 
BARRY BIGGS Sideshow 
DAVID BOWIE Owner. Dogs 
BROTHERS Supra. 
TERRY DACTYL b DINOSAURS See.. Shuffle 
DIXIE CUPS Chapel of Lore 
FOUR Sane Sur 
JOHN 
EMMYLOU HARRIS Hera Were and everywhere 
103 TONS b A FEATHER It noel takes own. 
IMPRESSIONS First impress.. 
PYTHON LEE JACKSON In broken dream 
ELTON JOHN - The birch le bock 
HAROLD MELVIN Don I.. ro this way 
MAXINE NIGHTINGALE Right beck where ....toned horn 
MIKE OCOTILLO Portsmouth 
PIGLETS Johnny Reggae 

L GI NU DUANISQNTSVATT7ihn7=1"bran 

PAUSAL 0 -Ira= rates 
TEN C C Ira Mandy IN me 
THIN WIT Don i believe a word 
WINGS Mortal I rn aniseed 
STEVIE WONDER Roues on Reggae women 

POSTAGE b PACKING 250 EXTRA ANY NUMBER OF RECORDS 

ALSO A GREAT BARGAIN 
100 HIT SINGLES 113 I 0 E2/ of Overseas 

50 HIT SOUL (9I Ell if Overseas 
50 COUNTRY b 

Overseas 
EA I Ell of 

OLDIES UNLIMITED Department R 
6'12 Stafford Street. St George's. TELFORD. 

Shropshire TF2 9J0 
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Personal 

QUILT GUY, 23. seeks 
girlfriend to 21 for friend 
ship Merseyside area - 
Host No 1110 
TERENCE 38 SEEKS 
girlfriend Telephone 
101 1-348 6286. 
l'N ATTACHED! OVER 
IA' Meet your type of 
person through Sue 
Carr's Countrywide 
Friendship Agency. Free 
brochure - Somerset 
Villa, Harrogate. Tel' 
0423 63525 anytime. 
IS THERE someone with 
whom you would like to 
form a sincere. fruitful 
retationshIp? Are you too 
shy or too embarrassed to 
make them aware of your 

i feelings of affection or 
love? We offer SAE to 
Dept. R B.. Express, 
London. WC1V COOL 
MAKE FRIENDS world- 
wide taro' our exciting 
new magazine, 50p 
fortnightly. Pay after 
receiving 6 born: Leisure 

(RN 38). Chorley. 
lance 
PUNK ROCK FANS. Get 
our 'surreal top quality 
100 per cent cotton T 
Shirts on your chest! 
-Punk Power" or "God 
Save The Sex Pistols". 
Red wording on white T 
Shirt Sizes. small. 
medium, large, £2.60 
including postage. Send 
postal order or cheque, 
(payable to RY00) to: 
"leer T Shirts (Dept RM). 
62 Stainforth Road, Ilford. 
Essex IG2 7EJ. 
NEW EXCITING friends, 
worldwide selection. 
SAE, details. IPC, 39a 
Hatherleigh Road, Ruis- 
lip Manor, Middlesex. 
GUY IL seeks long 
haired, blonde girl for 
friendship, 15 - 18. - 
Surrey, Hampshire, Sus- 
sex +10p. +10p. Box 
No. 1099. 
LONELY GUY. seeks girl 
16 - 22 Sussex area. 
Please write Box No. 
1101 
HOW TO get girl friends. 
what to say, how to 
overcome shyness. how to 
date any girl you fancy. 
S A E. for tree details: 
Dept KM. 38 Abbeydale. 
Winterbourne. Bristol. 
UNUSUAL PEN - 
FRIENDS, exciting, dif- 
ferent! Highly com- 
prehensive services 
available. Continental 

.and other departments. - For brochures send 
S. A. E. (Riga) Po Box 64, 
Rugby, Warwickshire 
JEWISH ROY, shy. 19 
years old, would like to 
hear from similar girls. 
Write to Danny. 268 
Burley Road. Leeds 4 
JANE SCOTT for genuine 
friends. Introductions to 
opposite sex, with sincer- 
ity and thoughtfulness. - 
Details tree, stamp to- 3 
North Street, Quadrant, 
Brighton, Sussex, BN1 
101 
DOVELINC PARTNER 
analogue Select your 

own partners and pen - 
friends For free sample 
photos sae to All PO Box 
100, Sutton. Surrey. 
B EAUTIFUL GIRLS 
from F,urope. Asia. Latin 
America. want corre- 
,pondence. friendship, 
marriage. Sample photos 

r1:oniputer Dating 
TrieraPshap, Ltrer 

MgIlt.g.- lAerlenr. twit. I 
.1.5v near roc -maul and I area. he el ire, II 

Heat Send kir her 
no %loathe. and drum% II 

Niro to 
tutees Ewer 111 

D Wimples end. looks 
CS Tel 61 41049113 

Nibble MP 

tree - Tarmes Verlag, 
Box 110680'S. D 103, 
Berlin 11. Germany 
SUE CARR'S Coun- 
trywide Friendship Agen. 
cy for the unattached over 
eighteens - Details 
Somerset Villa. Harro- 
gate Tel 0423 63525, 
anytime 
POSTAL FRIENDSHIP 
club, Introductions ar- 
ranged by post for all 
ages Postage stamp for 
our tree colour brochure 
to: Miss Chidgey, Dept 
Disc. 124 Keys Avenue, 
Bristol, BS7 OHL. 

Records For Sale 

EX -POP RECORDS just 
out of the top 40. Box 
Stages, Bowie, Eagles. 
etc All Al condition, 
Bargains at 35p each. 
Send SAE for list to Nick 
Deacon, Chalwest, High 
March Close. Long March Industrial Estate, 
Daventry, Northants. 
NEIL DIAMOND LPs for 
sale. Excellent condition. 
SAE full details. Box No. 
1108. 
SENSATIONAL SIN- 
GLES sale. Recent chart 
toppers ridiculously 
priced at 20p. SAE for 
catalogue: Richardson, 
52 Coach Drive, East- 
wood. Nottingham. 
1,000 Ws, BOXES. CARD 
sleeves, private collec- 
tion, Ideal disco starter. 

3 5 0 - 01.888 7 527 
evenings 
LARGEST TAMLA & soul 
lists. SAE: Soul Saver 
Records. "Ashdene", The 
Street, Rockland St. 
Mary, Norwich. 
ELVIS: ROCK and Roll 
No. 1. (HMV) (25; and 
other rock records. Also 
offers for NME's 1961 / 
1968. (01)907 0798. 
BOB'S RECORD Sales: 
c&w rarities plus Elvis, 
Reeves. Denver, good 
discounts given, SAE for 
mall order lists. Bob 
Nichols. 34 Stephenson 
Crescent, Willington, Co. 
Durham. 
MERSEYBEAT ROCK 
'n' Roll instrumental 
Rock evilly. progressive, 
LP, 46's. Phone Ryde 
6677. 
RAVESOUNDS 1952-77 
ROCKABILLY soul 
R'n'R. Large SAE: 20 
Brownsbridge Road, 
Southern, Warwicks. 
ORIGINAL 50's, 60'e, 
RARITIES, oddities. 
Rock, beat, progressive, 
soul, soundtracks. 45's, 
33's. SAE: Fox (Auc- 
tion). 66b Park Road, 
Nottingham. 
GOLDEN OLDIES, for 
our latest catalogue of 
singles '57-'77, send 20p to 
Penny Farthing Sounds, 
Dept. 5R, 13 Cranbrook 
Road, Ilford, Essex. 
(Overseas customers, 
send 3 International reply 
coupons.) 
LP BARGAINS, Best of 
Spencer Davis - Best of 
the Nice - Melanie, 
Stoneground Words, - 
U. 75 each inclusive from 
P F. S. 13 Cranbrook 
Road, Ilford, Essex 01- 
478 0706. 
GOLDEN OLDIES ga- 
lore. Ex juke box records 
from 121,4p. Hundreds of 
old hits. Most latest 
stare S.A.E. for lists 
Dep. 1)14, 82 Vandyke St, 
Liverpool. LA ORT. 
RECORDS (46's) from 
25p - large s a. e. - 
T.S. M Records, 220 
Victoria Road West. 
Cleveleys. Blackpool 
1..P' FROM 20p. Singles 
from 6p - S.A.E. 
Thompson, 24 Beaufort 
Avenue. Blackpool. 
PLARTBLASTERS1 Al. 
ways 1.000s of rock, soul, 
pop, Teenier - S.A.E., 
24 Southwark. Middleton. 
Sussex. 

RECORD FINDING 
service. Those you want 
and can't find. Any 
artiste. - any records. 
Send S A E stating 
wants Don, 137 Southend 
Road, Wickford, Essex 
CHARTBUSTERS' 

GOLDEN Oldies avail. 
able '66-7' A must for 
collectors - a Godsend 
for D J 's. S. A. E. - 
Diskery 86.87 Western 
Road. Hove, Brighton. 
Callers welcome. 
SUPER CALLAFRA 
GALLIFITIC OLDIES '57- 
77. Large SAE. 92 Dutton 
Lane. Eastleigh. Hemp. 
shire. 
FANTASTIC SELEC- 
TION of old R'n'R, 
singles and EPs. All set 
sale, all originals. SAE: 
White Cottage, 397 Wood. 
lands Road, Woodlands, 
Southampton. 

For Sale 

OSMONDS RECORDS. 
autographs, scrapbooks 

everything!! - 
SAE 8 Lingdeld, Hazel 
Grove, Stockport. 
COLOUR CONCERT 
Photos - Superb shots 
and we'll prove it before 
you buy. Send 30p for a 
complete catalogue. 
(Bowie. Stones. Humble 
Pie, Elton, Stevens, 
Clapton, Beach Boys, Rod 
Stewart, . . . etc). 30p 
will be refunded with any 
purchase. - Larry 
Kirsch, PO Box 172, 
Outremond H2V-4M8, 
P. Q. Canada 
ABBA CONCERT 
photo's. Incredible val- 
ue. Set of eight exciting 
good quality photo 7 x 5 
only £2 + p&p 25p - 
Sned to: Ivan Long. 22 
Sparrows Herne, Bushey. 
Herts. 
GENESIS - EARLS 
Court - B&W photos. The 
BEST there are. WHY? 
Because I, MOON, 
specialise In photograph- 
ing only groups that I'm 
into. - Send SAE for 
contact prints and Info to: 
Moon, The Willows, 
Trewern, Whitland, 
Dyfed. 
BAY CITY Roller photos - SAE Heather, 5 Main 
Street, Stanton -by -Dale, 
Ilkeston, Derbys. 
ABBA CONCERT photos, 
incredible value, set of 
eight exciting good 
quality photos, 7 x 5 only. 
f2 + p&p 25p. - Send to 
Ivan Long. 22 Sparrows 
Herne, Bushey, Herts. 
COLOUR CONCERT 
photo's Bands available: 
New Genesis. Floyd, 
Ferry, Heep, Tubes, 
Lissy, Harley, Tull, also 
Bowie, 74 and 76 Kiki, 
Purple, Blackmore, Dy- 
lan, ELO, ENO. Essex, 

Hall Oates, Ernmylou 
Harris, Sahb, Kiss, 
Zeppelin, Nazareth. 
Queen. Stones. Sparks, 
Stewart, lOcc, Who, 75 
and 76, Wings etc. sae 
stating Interests for 
proofs to - Dick Willis, 
169 Hamilton Road, 
London 8E27. 
BADGE COLLECTORS 
read on. Floyd, Sabbath, 
Zeppelin, Alex Harvey, 
Wings, Wings Over 
Wembley, ELP% Satire 
Quo. Queen, Roxy, Yes, 
10cc. Santana. Feelgood. 
Bowie. Stones, Deep 
Purple, Cockney Rebel, 
Rod Stewart, Bad Co, 
Knebworth Fair, Wish- 
bone Ash, Genesis, Tour 
bades of Santana, Dr 
Hook, Be -Bop, Strawbs. 
Send 20p each, plus SAE. 
Love and Peace, Julie 
Williams, 7 Candy Street, 
London E3 2LH 
POLYTHENE RECORD 
covers. Send now for 
competitive list. C. 
Crane, 66 Queens Road, 
Petersfield, Hants. 
NOW DO It yourself with 
Iron -on -transfer letters 
for T-shirts Great for 
names, slogans, groups. 
discos. Permanent and 
washable 4p each letter 
(minimum order 16). - 
Romica (Dept RM), 479 
Canterbury Street, Gil- 
lingham Kent. 
SECONDHAND SIN- 
GLES wanted - Send list 
to Dave Banks' Records, 
223 Williamthorpe Road, 
North Wingfield, 
Chesterfield. 
ALL YOUR unwanted 45s 
and LPs bought or part 
exchange for new 
records, large collections 
urgently required. Send 
records with SAE - F. L. 
Moore Records Ltd, 197a 
Dunstable Road, Luton, 
Bedfordshire. 

Wanted 

WANTED ANYTHING on 
Pilot, especially Record 
Mirror poster 1974. Your 
price: Audrey Williams, 
41 Jerningham Road, 
New Cross, SE14 5NQ. 
DAVID CASSIDY publi- 
cations wanted, particu- 
larly 'an Club monthlies. - Lawless 1830 No, 
Cherokee Avenue, Holly- 
wood, CA 90028, USA. 
NEW SEEKERS pica, 
badges, etc. - SAE 
Linda Jackman, 9 Her- 
dman Close, Greenleys, 
Milton Keynes. 
BCR/IAN/PAT pie. 
scrapbooks. etc. Bought 
(or swop). - Box No 
1111. 

P. J. PROBE'S "Per 
Questo Voglio-Te" "Jack- 
ie". - 10 Bute Walk, 
Marquess Estate, London 
NI. 

Disco Equipment 

MARRIAGE BOUND, 
Broken Hearted DJ Auto 
sell his brand new custom 
made reflex cabs, horn 
units, 100W, very com- 
pact, very efficient. sound 
incredible, 015 each. 
Welwyn Garden City 
20832. 6. 00 -7.00 pm. 
NEW SQUIRE mulUfect 
projector with liquid 
wheel and rotator. Worth 
£72. Quick sale 150. 01-806 
7257. 
SA1 1VJ TWIN DECK. 
020, 2 x 50W Goodman, 
speakers (Squires cabs) 
£55, Shure unldyne '8' £15. 
Pye cassette deck, £30 
01-868.7527 evenings. 
PAIR 100 watt disco 
speakers £80. 2 Good - 
mans 50W 12P's per 
cabinet. Also OpUklnetics 
Rainbow Strobe complete 
£100. Phone 01-381 2681. 
STEREO CITRONIC dis- 
co unit Including built -In 
cassette and J. B. L. 
speakers. Full 150 watts 
output, must sell. £401 
ono. Tel: Swindon (0798) 
25482. 
AMAZING DISCO cilia 
logue, over 200 bargains! 
Guaranteed money 
saver. Only £1 (refun- 
dable with and purchase) 

Diecopower (Cat Dept), 
Livingstone Place, New- 
port, NPT BEY. 
QUALITY SPEAKER re- 
pairs 01-254 9331. 
WE HAVE the biggest 
range of disco equipment 
In the UK, complete disco 
systems from 0654800 - 

From Roger Squire's 
Disco Centre, London. 01- 
272 7474: Bristol 0272- 
550650; Manchester 061- 
8317676. 

Records Wanted 

UP TO MIX) paid for 
LP's Send SAE with 
Ileitis for estimate to 
Teretone, 20a Brent Road, 
London, SE18 8DS 

Musical Services 

LYRIC WRITERS. Me- 
lodies to Lyrics, together 
with Demonstration 
recordings by profes- 
sional Musicians. - 
Climax Music, 74 Laven- 
der Hill, Enfield, Middx. 
LYRIC WRITERS) Turn 
your words into popular 
songs. - Details (sae) 
168 Godstone Road, 
Purley, Surrey. 
LYRICS WANTED by 
Music Publishing House. - 11 St Albans Avenue, 
London. W4. 

SONGWRITER MAGA- 
ZINE. Free from Inter- 
national Songwriters' As- 
operation - (RM), Limer- 
ick. Ireland. 

Cassettes 

PRE RECORDED CAS- 
SETTES Bargain offer, 4 

for II 40 inclusive. 
Choose hit parade series 
or Country and Western 
(or mixed - Fenmae. 
Watergate, Quadring. 
Spalding. Lincolnshire. 

Services 

DISCO -GROUPS. Your 
wording on our self- 
adhesive stickers means 
big business. Every 
hand-out carries your 
advert. Inexpensive and 
effective. SAE for sample 

Moordale Mail Order 
Supplies, Dept FMB, 66 
Woodcot Avenue, Ball. 
don. Shipley, West Yorks. 

Special Notice 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Warner Bros Records - 
Gordon Burwood, Liver- 
pool. 
CAROLINE/LA key rings 
only 25p each. Enclose 
SAE/IRC with orders less 
than four. Cheques, PO's, 
IMO to BLP, 10 Pembroke 
Road. Mitcham, Surrey, 
England 

Situations Vacant 

EXCITING OPENINGS 
for lyric writers. Details 
(SAE)' 30 Sneyd Hall 
Road, Bloxwich. Stafford- 
shire. 
HOLLYWOOD COM- 
PANY needs lyrics for 
new songs. All types 
wanted. Free details - 
Musical Services, 1305. R, 
North Highland, Holly- 
wood, California. coca& 
USA 

Publications 

WAVELENGTH 

In live Imam ,.rue of the only 
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IT'S MORE than a decade 
since the name Little 
Richard appeared in the 
UK charts, but sure 
enough In 1977 he's back 
again, like the proverbial 
bad penny, and naturally 
enough with some of the 
songs he made rock n roll 
classics. 

His last tour two years ago was 
little short of embarrassing to 
watch. and many are of Mailer 
opinion of his Wembley 
appearance in 1972. but In Meows 
inimitable style he still claims 
wear the crown for the title of 
"King Of Rock 'n' Roll" 
In many ways It Is a title that 

befits him, since he has provided 
us with so many good rockers to 
hie time - 'Long Tall Sally', 'The 

WILL THE KING 
TURN UP 

TRUMPS ? 
Gild Caul Help It', 'She's Got It', 

'Jenny Jenny', 'Good 
Gods, 1111Ws Molly', 'Baby Face', 
TO!, The Light Of The Silvery 
DINEW and woes 

Oa lire caber hand he has been 
mot al the mot erratic live 
wellersesmis suddenly lurching tewart soul music and 
dessepdalas Ids rock fallowing, 
w Wigan is the wart stage 
sidles Imegasalble usually to the 
lwasillawambe 

Choirs 
Bet Itesa semen. who comes 

ea will) a greet limier 'A - Wop - 
Bow- -Lae - Hes -Lap- Barn 
Hera' nisi be ell bad. He was 

bora an Mebane tinniness In 
Make harm, Csawrka. sad first 
smile amid data 

Ms sooty reesedlice were an 

RCA, who Issued 'Every Hour' In 
1962 After a succession of bluesy 
songs on small labels he moved to 
the Speciality label where he cut 
'Tutti Front', released In 1966, the 
first of his million sellers, 
followed shortly after by 'Long 
Tall Sally', after that there was 
an almost non-stop stream of hits 
already mentioned. But all that 
was to change in 1969, when Little 
Richard - "got religion". 

Retiring tram the pop business 
for a few years but reappearing 
In 1964 for 'Barra Lama llama 
Loo' a rocking single that marked 
an almost end to his gospel 
releases. 

He then moved more towards a 
soul market, before later 
Indulging in a more progressive 
field when he Joined Reprise -a 
sound which didn't please his 
rock following at all. But by the 
time of his Wembley appearance 

ne proclaimed that It would 
indeed be the 'King Of Rock 'n' 
Roll' that would appear. 

His narcIsietIc appear. 
ance on that occasion again did 
little to suggest he had refound 
lost form, and It was pretty much 
the same on his more recent tour 
where an out of breath Richard 
did more screaming than 
rocking. 

Quiet 
Since that tour we've heard 

little of him, but he's not the sort 
to stay quiet for long, and It is no 
great surprise to hear him back 
In the charts with his re-recorded 
rock hits on a Creole EP. 

Naturally enough they're 
classic Richard numbers. 

Now the question seems to be, 

will he have the nerve to tour 
again? 

don promoter Roy Williams 
seems pretty confident he will, 
with a rock band too. ''l expect 
him to be here in the autumn. In 
late August or early September, 
and the first date looks like it will 
be at the Royalty. Southgate " 

It is also rumoured that Little 
Richard is planning a rock film 
version of 'Hamlet'' 

He was due to appear in me of 
the new David Essex TV shows 
with a clip recorded In the Stated, 
but Is apparently heavily 
Involved In his secular pursuits 
again. 

Whatever happens In the 
future. as long as there is a 
demand for reissued rock 'n' roll 
the name of Little Richard will 
not be forgotten, for his list of hits 
is even bigger than his ego. 

DAVID BROWN 
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NEXT WEEK: The sex life of Christ (that's Fred Christ, 23 Acacia Avenue, Acton, W3) 
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BROTHERS 

THEIR ONLY U.K.APPEARANCE-NEW VICTORIA THEATRE 
Monday 18th July,7.30 p.m. 

Tickets £2.50, £2.00 & £1.50 from Box Office 01-834 0671 and usual agents. 

"Billy and Bobby Alessi have produced a startling debut album 
that ranks as one of the best in recent years7 MELODY MAKER 

On A & M Records &Tapes 
AMLH CAM 64608 
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